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Foreword

Lauren Vasey’s dissertation investigates the development of adapt-
ive cyber-physical robotic building processes, and their application
in architectural production chains. She presents the emergence of
cyber-physical systems from both a technological and historical
perspective and considers broadly how the characteristics unique to
the architecture, engineering and construction industry both shape
and limit their potentials. Lauren introduces a set of methods, in
computation, communication, control, and sensor integration, and
applies them in a broad range of teaching and research projects
spanning over five years of development at the Institute for Compu-
tational Design and Construction. These experiments demonstrate
how technical developments combined with design, interaction,
and construction strategies can enable novel potentials in the con-
text of robotic production in architecture.

Professor Achim Menges, AADipl(Hons)
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Abstract

Interconnected devices, online robotic control, and sensor feed-
back can enable the development of cyber-physical systems within
robotic production processes for architecture and construction.
Within the context of architecture and construction, cyber-physical
systems present enormous potentials, enabling a reconsideration
of typical fragmentation and compartmentalization through in-
creased possibilities for integration and collaboration and a reex-
amination of the role of standardization, representation, and sim-
ulation within stereotypical design and production processes.

The capacity of cyber-physical systems to connect the actions
of multiple machines, tools, and robots opens up new possibilities
for architectural realization. The possibilities considered in this
doctoral research fall into four interdependent categories:

i Flexible, semi-autonomous, and adaptive robotic processes;

ii Processes that involve indeterminatematerials, incalculable,
or non-standardized fabrication processes;

iii Collaborative or interactive fabrication processes which
connect multiple entities and human operators towards the
execution of common goals;
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Abstract

iv Increased integration, decision making at run-time, and dia-
gnostics enabled by global monitoring and data processing.

A set ofmethods for implementing a cyber-physical fabrication
workflow are presented. These methods include computational
techniques for circumnavigating robotic constraints both before
and during production. Several extendable network architectures
are presented for online control and networked communication,
and their application scenarios are discussed. Computational
strategies and algorithms for integrating sensor feedback during a
fabrication or production process are presented and discussed.

The potentials identified and techniques presented are invest-
igated through large-scale physical demonstrators: either single
robotic processes augmented with sensor feedback or multi-robot
fabrication and construction processes in which networked com-
munication systems connect robots, machines, users, and devices
to work collaboratively towards common fabrication or construc-
tion goals. Critically, these case studies faced challenges that
would have made them difficult or impossible to implement in
the context of a highly linear and compartmentalized production
workflowwithout feedback, sensor integration, or adaptation. The
findings summarize design guidelines and strategies for cyber-
physical robotic construction processes.

A critical conclusion of the work is that technical method-
ologies are insufficient in enabling the true potentials of cyber-
physical construction. Additional developments would enhance
the impact of cyber-physical systems in AEC, including domain-
specific hardware and software tools developed for the needs and
constraints of construction. Integrated co-design processes could
enable new material systems and their requisite automation sys-
tems to be co-developed.
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Zusammenfassung

Vernetzte Maschinen, die Onlinesteuerung von Robotern und
sensorbasiertes Feedback ermöglichen die Entwicklung von
cyber-physischen Systemen für robotische Fertigungsprozesse
in der Architektur und im Bauwesen. Im Kontext der Architek-
tur und des Bauwesens bieten cyber-physische Systeme ein
enormes Potenzial. Sie erlauben ein Überdenken der typischen
Fragmentierung und Aufteilung der Bauprozesse durch immer
mehr Möglichkeiten zur Integration und Zusammenarbeit und
einer Bewertung der Rolle von Standardisierung, Darstel-
lung und Simulation innerhalb feststehender Entwurfs- und
Produktionsprozesse.

Cyber-physische Systeme verbinden die Aktionen mehrerer
Maschinen, Werkzeuge und Roboter miteinander und eröffnen
dadurch neue Möglichkeiten für die architektonische Umsetzung.
Die in dieser Doktorarbeit untersuchten Optionen fallen in vier
voneinander abhängige Kategorien:

i Flexible, teilautonome und adaptive robotische Prozesse;

ii Prozesse, die unbestimmte Materialien, unberechenbare
oder nicht standardisierte Fertigungsprozesse beinhalten;

iii Kollaborative oder interaktive Fertigungsprozesse, die
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Zusammenfassung

mehrere Einheiten und menschliche Maschinenbediener
zur Erreichung gemeinsamer Ziele verbinden;

iv Verstärkte Integration, Entscheidungsfindung während der
Laufzeit und Diagnose durch umfassende Monitoring und
Datenverarbeitung.

Die Arbeit stellt eine Reihe von Methoden zur Implemen-
tierung eines cyber-physischen Fertigungsablaufs vor. Diese
Methoden umfassen computerbasierte Berechnungstechniken
zur Umgehung von Robotereinschränkungen vor und während
der Produktion. Weiterhin werden verschiedene erweiterbare
Netzwerkarchitekturen für die Online-Steuerung und die vernetzte
Kommunikation vorgestellt und deren Anwendungsszenarien
diskutiert. In dieser Arbeit werden Berechnungsstrategien und
Algorithmen zur Integration von sensorbasiertem Feedback
während eines Fertigungs- oder Produktionsprozesses eingeführt
und diskutiert.

Die identifizierten Potenziale und vorgestellten Technikenwer-
den anhand physikalischer Demonstratoren im großen Maßstab
untersucht. Diese beinhalten einzelne robotische Prozesse, die mit
sensorbasiertem Feedback erweitert werden, und Multi-Roboter-
Fertigungs- und Bauprozesse, bei denen vernetzte Kommunika-
tionssysteme Roboter, Maschinen, Geräte und Benutzer*innen
miteinander verbinden, um gemeinsam auf Fertigungs- oder Kon-
struktionsziele hinzuarbeiten. Die Herausforderungen, mit denen
diese Fallstudien konfrontiert waren, machten es schwierig oder
unmöglich, sie im Kontext eines linearen und aufgegliederten
Produktionsablaufs ohne Feedback, Integration von Sensoren oder
einer Anpassung umzusetzen. Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit fassen
Gestaltungsrichtlinien und Strategien für cyber-physische Robo-
terbauprozesse zusammen.
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Zusammenfassung

Eine entscheidende Schlussfolgerung der Arbeit ist, dass die
technischen Methoden alleine an sich unzureichend sind, um die
vollen Potenziale des cyber-physischen Bauens zu ermöglichen.
Weitere Entwicklungen wie domänenspezifischer Hardware- und
Software, entwickelt für die Bedürfnisse und Bedingungen des
Bauwesens, können die Auswirkung von cyber-physischen Syste-
men im Bauwesen verstärken. Integrierte Co-Design-Prozesse
können es ermöglichen, neue Materialsysteme und die dazuge-
hörigen Automatisierungssysteme gemeinsam zu entwickeln.
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1
Introduction

Architecture, and its related processes of materialization and con-
struction, has been extremely resistant to change, and a domain
which has heretofore been extremely slow to be automated. Many
significant attempts towards automation and robotics and construc-
tion have taken place, especially in Japan, ever since the 1960s.
Significant attempts towards robotic automation can be categor-
ized according to a number of approaches, including prefabricated
workflows, task specific robots, and fully integrated building sys-
tems, among others. However, these technological approaches
have failed to make an impact on the level of automation (LoA)
within architecture and construction. Similarly, such approaches
did not extend the design possibilities and diversity of possible
material systems within architecture. Today, the building industry
remains one of the least digitized sectors in the world [18].

The recent appropriation of generic industrial robots from the
domain of manufacturing into architecture has enabled a resur-
gence of interest in robotics in architecture [65]. In contrast
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to previous attempts towards automation in architecture char-
acterized by task-specific robots, and in contrast to precedent
CNC machinery which is similarly task specific, industrial robots
are inherently open-ended and generic tools that can be applied
towards the invention and development of innovative material sys-
tems. Furthermore, they can be programmed in their proprietary
robot control languages, enabling a one-directional connection
between computational design processes and physical production
processes.

However, the appropriation of industrial robots into architec-
tural production has still primarily compartmentalized the use of
robots within production chains, and the relative advantages that
robots offer as instruments or enabling technologies for architec-
tural production. Despite progress in research contexts, examples
of building scale architecture utilizing robotics and computer con-
trolled manufacturing are limited. Within existing production
chains, design and fabrication are still compartmentalized, and
the robot’s role within the process is merely to process predefined
geometric parts in subtractive processes, or place parts with a high
degree of precision in additive processes.

Additionally, many existing limitations, conventions, and char-
acteristics unique to the domain of architecture arguably provide
barriers to automation and robotics, and predispose designers to
reinforce already ingrained conventions through their use. For
example, the high precision, and highly geometric and symbolic
nature of CAD programs, predisposes designers to use indus-
trial robots as precise tools rather than autonomous and embodied
entities. Thus the recent appropriation of industrial robots into ar-
chitectural production has initially favored production approaches
based on prefabrication, as well as a design workflow in which
an a-priori design is geometrically specified and conservatively

2
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calculated ahead of production.
In contrast, newly accessible technologies, particularly in inter-

device communication, sensor integration, and software interop-
erability can enable the development of cyber-physical systems
within robotic processes for architectural production. Through
cyber-physical systems, physical fabrication and construction pro-
jects can be tightly coupled to background computational and
monitoring mechanisms, and data gathered during physical pro-
cesses can be iteratively processed towards higher levels of system
understanding.

These possibilities enable a shift between formally compart-
mentalized processes, such as digital design processes and physical
production processes, and a shift towards process flexibility, adapt-
ability, and autonomy: where robots and machines can leverage
sensor feedback, closed-loop control, and behavioral program-
ming to respond to unpredictable material systems within unstruc-
tured environments. Inter-device communication can connect
multiple parallel processes, and new modes of collective, net-
worked and collaborative construction are possible, where teams
ofmachines, robots, andworkers canwork collaboratively towards
common construction tasks.

Thus, cyber-physical systems present enormous potentials in
architecture and construction, enabling a reconsideration of the
highly fragmented nature of the industry through increased possib-
ilities for integration and collaboration as well as a re-examination
of the role of representation, simulation and standardizationwithin
stereotypical design and production processes.

This thesis seeks to advance the understanding of how
networks and a tight coupling between physical construction and
background computational processes, as well as adaptive design
concepts and flexible programming strategies can expand the

3
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design and system possibilities for robotic production chains
within architecture. This research questions whether cyber-
physical systems provide new solutions or approaches to domain
specific problems which have so far hindered attempts towards
robotics and automation. These domain specific problems include
the unstructured nature of both building sites as well as building
materials, and the diversity of tasks within typical production
chains.

While behavioral programming has been a concept within the
fields artificial intelligence and robotics for decades, introduced
by figures such as Arkin [13], Brooks[33], and Mataric[99], when
applied towards architectural production, behavioral, adaptive, and
procedural processes can enable robots to act and react to the
current status of construction.

Additionally, by enhancing robotic processes with the do-
main specific tools implicit in CAD languages and software, in
particular, open-ended data structures, geometric processing and
simulation methods, and enhanced possibilities for visualization,
the robot’s environment and the current construction progress
can be holistically represented, accessed and processed during
construction, ultimately allowing diagnostics and near real-time
feedback to affect subsequent actions and downstream processes.

After understanding and categorizing new possibilities en-
abled by cyber-physical systems, this thesis offers a set of tech-
niques and methods which can enable cyber-physical system to
be developed and applied within production processes. Computa-
tional techniques and algorithms for integrating sensor feedback
during a fabrication or production process are categorized and
discussed. Several extendable network architectures, including
networks based on a client-server communication model, are

4
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1.1 Research Aims and Motivation

presented for networked communication between several differ-
ent entities. System design criteria and trade-offs are discussed.

The potentials identified and techniques presented are invest-
igated and validated through large-scale physical demonstrators:
either single robotic processes augmented with sensor feedback,
or multi-robot fabrication and construction processes in which
networked systems connect humans, robots, and devices to work
collaboratively towards common fabrication or construction goals.
Critically, the material systems developed in each of the case stud-
ies provided challenges that would have hindered their realization
within a highly linear process. These challenges include irregu-
lar materials, materials which are actively bending or deforming
during production, and material systems which pose serious chal-
lenges regarding calculation and prediction.

Based on the findings, design guidelines and principals for
cyber-physical robotic fabrication are summarized. A critical con-
clusion of the work is that techniques and methods are insufficient
when acting in isolation. Rather, a synthesis of integrated design
processes, technical methodologies, and interaction principals are
critical for realizing the full potentials of cyber-physical robotic
fabrication in the context of architecture and construction.

1.1 Research Aims and Motivation
This research aims to present a set of strategies and possibilities for
architectural materialization made possible by cyber-physical sys-
tems and adaptive building strategies during a robotic fabrication
or construction process. The premise is that cyber-physical sys-
tems can present new technological solutions to common domain-
specific problems that have so far hindered automation and robot-
ics within architecture. These domain-specific problems include

5
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the unstructured nature of both building sites and building mater-
ials, in addition to the diversity and complexity of construction
tasks within a production workflow. In contrast to other industrial
fields, architecture also engages additional challenges due to its
scale, necessitating strategies for building material systems sig-
nificantly larger than the automation systems that produce them.
Due to its site-specificity, architecture also requires a higher de-
gree of customization and flexibility compared to other similar
fields.

The ultimate research question embedded within the work is to
investigate whether cyber-physical systems can overcome barriers
that previous attempts towards automation could not, enabling
increased levels of digital integration and combating stereotypical
compartmentalization between processes. Simultaneously, the
premise is that cyber-physical systems can extend the diversity of
tasks that can be automated through robotic processes and extend
the types of material systems which can be designed, handled, and
realized.

1.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured in eight chapters; an extended appendix
section presents an additional set of projects, integrated within the
methods section, to illustrate methodological techniques, cyber-
physical potentials, or design strategies.

The first component of the research contextualizes robotics
within architecture to understand how cyber-physical systems and
related technologies can challenge existing protocols in design and
fabrication within the architectural domain. This section presents
a historical perspective on attempts towards automation in archi-
tecture and construction. This selection includes early attempts

6
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1.2 Thesis Structure

towards automation and robotics in Japan, initiated in the 1960s
and 1970s with early investigations on prefabrication [95], and the
recent resurgence of research enabled by the appropriation of the
industrial robot into production workflows for architecture.

The context section accounts for the emergence of cyber-
physical systems in other industries and defines cyber-physical
systems and their necessary components. Enabling technologies in
computation, sensing, and communication, which facilitate cyber-
physical systems in the domain of architecture and construction,
are presented and discussed.

Despite the opportunities these new technologies suggest, they
also still encounter unique challenges relative to architecture due
to the compartmentalized and linear nature of typical produc-
tion chains. Thus the next section discusses typical production
workflows and identifies their dominant conventions and inherent
limitations.

Relevant concepts and technological developments from sim-
ilar fields, including AI approaches to robotics and the emerging
field of Personal Fabrication are also considered. A survey of
state-of-the-art research in the field of architecture and fabrication
is presented.

It also is necessary to look backward before the codification of
building practices based on the exchange of static two-dimensional
representations, and before high resolution, absolute precision
notational conventions of design representation encouraged a way
of working with fabrication machines and technologies. This por-
tion of the research considers related processes based on behavioral
or procedural logics of making. In particular, biological building
processes are highly relevant, as animal builders execute high-level
tasks without a priori or symbolic knowledge. Similarly, animal
builders can function in noisy unstructured domains. Vernacular

7
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and procedural building processes, which utilize instruction-based
and procedural-based methodologies and other adaptive strategies
for tolerance handling, are presented in terms of their key charac-
teristics and building strategies.

The possibilities enabled through cyber-physical construction,
each investigated and addressed within the case studies, are then
identified and categorized.

The methods section of the work presents critical system
components and techniques for a cyber-physical robotic fabric-
ation workflow: computational strategies for designing within the
constraints and limits while still facilitating adaption and design
changes during construction. Different model paradigms in the
field of robotics are considered, including low-level behavioral
approaches, where sensing is tightly coupled to acting, and sym-
bolic model-based approaches that rely on pre-existing models of
the site and design intention. Finally, control and communica-
tion strategies are presented for connecting multiple entities. This
section includes network architectures to apply during fabrication
or construction and a discussion of critical design and system
considerations. Different methods are presented for integrating
sensor feedback back into the CAD environment, and strategies
are presented to enable that sensor data to affect downstream or
concurrent processes.

The methods are then investigated and validated through sev-
eral architecture scale demonstrators in single robot or multi-
robot systems, which utilize networked control, inter-process com-
munication, and sensor-integrated hardware to enable a cyber-
physical fabrication process. Each case study makes a unique
contribution to the possibilities enabled by cyber-physical systems.
For each case study, limitations and challenges are identified and
discussed, and the strategies that enabled the production of the

8
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case study are summarized.
The thesis ends with a summary of strategies and design

principles in cyber-physical workflows and an outlook for the
contributions of this work. The next steps and challenges for
embracing the potentials in the greater context of the construction
industry are discussed.

1.3 Scope
The scope of the work is to investigate strategies that enable cyber-
physical robotic fabrication processes towards the production of
large-scale material systems within the architecture domain and
to identify the potentials therein. These processes utilize digital
mechanisms to connect multiple distributed entities towards the
realization of common construction goals, simultaneously en-
abling on-line monitoring, sensor integration, data processing,
and external or internal decision making.1

The research presented here reflects the fact that six-axis in-
dustrial arms have advantageous functionality, making them a tool
by which fabrication possibilities can be developed and investig-
ated in a research context. The limitations of utilizing industrial
robots are explicitly addressed and discussed. While recent pro-
gress has been made in mobile robotics in other research contexts,
the potentials of custom-developed mobile robots are considered
only to a minimal extent, in Case Study 3: ICD/ITKE Research
Pavilion 2016/2017 in section 7.4. An additional limitation of all
case studies is that the industrial robots remained stationary dur-
ing the production process, which necessitated a higher level of

1In this case, internal means autonomous within the system, as in a decision
made by a process. External refers to a decision made by a human user or
operator.
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understanding of the system kinematics, revealed through compu-
tational methods and simulation. This limitation is addressed and
discussed in both the context section, as well as in the outlook.

To make sure the finding from the case studies can be general-
ized, robots from multiple manufacturers, Kuka and Universal
Robots, were utilized. The robots include both high payload
industrial robots and low payload but human-safe collaborative
robots.2 Different kinematic models were utilized, including
spherical-wrist and non-spherical wrist 6-axis robots, and a 7-
axis kinematically redundant robot was also utilized in the design
study, Collaborative Robotic Workbench necessitating a different
approach to path-planning. All of the case studies necessitated the
development of process-specific supporting hardware and integ-
rated sensing.

On a broad scale, one commonality of the presented case stud-
ies is that the robots are not executing pre-defined control code.
Rather, the robots are actively executing instructions or actions at
run time. The determinism, specificity, flexibility, and autonomy
of their actions result from the design approach to adaption, and
the extent and nature in which the design is conceived, represen-
ted, communicated, and pre-defined. This thesis operates under
the assumption that several specific case studies, through their di-
versity, can be used to extract general insights about cyber-physical
processes for architecture and construction.

These themes are investigated in the context of research and
design work at the Institute for Computational Design and Con-
struction at the University of Stuttgart. Because of the interdiscip-
linary nature of the topic and the necessity of large-scale physical

2A collaborative robot is defined as a robot specifically designed for direct
and safe interactionwith a humanwithin a sharedworkspace. Common features
include torque sensing in the joints, sensitive collision detection, active vibration
damping, and compliant joint and Cartesian control[8] [10].
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prototyping, it was necessary to undertake such work within a
larger team and framework. Two of the case studies were collab-
orations with the Institute for Building Structures and Structural
Design (ITKE) under the direction of Prof. Dr. Jan Knippers.
The additional case study, presented in section 7.3 was a col-
laboration with multiple Autodesk Research groups. Within the
case studies conducted at the University of Stuttgart, the author of
the dissertation was one member of a team of Research Associ-
ates responsible for scientific development. In case study 2 with
Autodesk, the author was the project lead on the robotics portion
of the project.

Within the projects presented in the appendix, the author
played a variety of roles. In the case of the masters thesis projects,
including Robotic Softness, section A.1, Assembly Agency, sec-
tion A.2, Robotic Fabrication of Composite Shells, section A.4,
and Tailored Structures, section A.3, she was one of the super-
vising tutors, serving to contextualize and guide the research.

Additional projects include the Collaborative Robotic Work-
bench in section A.5, a set of enabling technologies for enabling
human and robot collaboration in constructionworkflows for wood
pre-fabrication. In this project, the author played a supporting
role, contributing significantly to conceptual development based
on precedent work in human-robot collaboration. Her individual
contribution was the development of a web-based visualization
platform, or digital twin, responsive to the current status of con-
struction.

When relevant, each case study and project names the spe-
cific collaborators and funding bodies. Though the dissertation
and the relevant case studies were developed in an academic and
research environment, they were structured to have lessons that
could be extrapolated into professional and industrial contexts. In
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addition, the enabling technologies section considers a broader
range of applicable technologies not utilized directly in this dis-
sertation which could facilitate or even enhance the application
of cyber-physical systems in the greater context of construction
and architecture. The conclusion also identifies challenges in the
adoption of these techniques into construction and practice.

1.4 Research Approach
This research is approached through the design and development
of large-scale case studies. In this case, scale is defined relatively:
the structures produced are significantly larger than the automation
systems which produced them. Critically, these projects faced
challenges that would have made them impossible to implement
in the context of a highly linear and compartmentalized production
workflow without feedback or adaptation.

The methods section considers the necessary system compon-
ents of a cyber-physical workflow common to all case studies:
computational design, simulation, data representation, control,
communication, networking, and sensor integration. The goal
of the methods section is also to present the fundamental system
characteristics of a cyber-physical process and a tool-set for their
realization.

Additional projects, which are presented in less detail, are
also integrated into the methods section as examples of integrated
design workflows that enable sensor feedback to be fed back into
the design environment, affecting downstream production steps
and subsequent planning of robotic actions. These works enrichen
the discussion surrounding both the methodological approaches
to cyber-physical systems and the ramifications and potentials of
cyber-physical systems in the context of architectural production.
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The project details and credits are presented in the appendix.
The case studies go into significant depth, including the project

aim, the design development, and the relevance of the work, in
the context of illustrating a specific potential of cyber-physical
production.

Each case study addresses the following:

• Computational design tools for respecting robotic
constraints, while still facilitating a controlled range of
deviation and adaption in response to tolerances, unknowns,
or process inconsistencies;

• Flexible computational design tools to enable adaptive
design generation and design decision making at run-time;
In contrast to highly linear workflows based on the execution
of pre-defined plans, the design is not entirely defined ahead
of time. Strategic decision-making is enabled through
computational design tools and construction strategies.

• Integration of sensor feedback into a production workflow;
Sensor feedback within these workflows is leveraged
towards multiple objectives, either maintaining process-
specific parameters at the level of machines or devices,
localization of the robots in the scene, or towards digitaliz-
ation of local or global as-built conditions; In some cases,
sensing is tightly coupled to acting, and the sensor data is
not stored in memory; In other cases, stored data can be
processed to reveal insights about the construction process
or behavior of the system.

• Flexible, geometrically adaptive, sequence-dependent, and
contextually aware execution of robotic sub-routines or be-
haviors at run-time;

13
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• Online monitoring and digitalization of the process, en-
abling decision making and diagnostics from gathered data,
and communication of the current system state to concurrent
or downstream processes;

• Interfaces and diagnostic tools, facilitating direct user in-
teraction, as in the case of human-robot collaboration, or
serving primarily to enhance user awareness of the system
state to aid in troubleshooting.

A description of each of the case studies is provided below,
with the key considerations informing the design of the case study.

Case Study 1: ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2014/2015
Handling Unpredictable and In-calculable Material Systems
The first case study presents a cyber-physical fabrication workflow
for the robotic application of pre-impregnated carbon fiber rovings
onto a pneumatic ETFE membrane. Critically, the pneumatic
membrane presented several challenges in regard to calculation
and simulation. The case study investigated whether unpredict-
able and incalculable systems can be handled through closed-loop
control and adaptive robotic protocols. In addition, the case
study established adaptive design tools to enable feedback to be
incorporated into the construction process, enabling some aspects
of the design to evolve and emerge during production. Data
gathered during production can be processed, enabling a higher
level understanding of the construction and structural state. In this
case, data processing revealed that local deflections decreased over
time, signifying that the relative stiffness of the structure increased.

Case Study 2: Autodesk Hive Pavilion
Extending Digital Integration through Monitoring, Task
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Distribution, and Human-Robot Collaboration
The second case study deploys a cyber-physical system towards
the coordination and monitoring of a networked building process.
This investigation utilizes a proof-of-concept fabrication process
to investigate whether computational mechanisms could facilitate
a human-robot collaborative process, where just-in-time instruc-
tions delivered via wearable devices could enable users to interact
with a collaborative robot towards building a pre-defined large
scale global structure. A critical distinction of this project was
that the users had no previous robotic experience and no prior
knowledge of the fabrication task. A networked system of devices
localized users in the scene. A centralized "foreman" engine
dispatched sequence-dependent and just-in-time instructions to
each device and robot station. A targeted machine vision approach
enabled tolerances due to human error or geometric variability to
be digitalized in the CAD environment and compensated in the
adaptive output of subsequent robotic control code. The work
also implements techniques for enabling safe and predicable
robotic control code despite adjustments made at run time due to
tolerances.

Case Study 3: ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2016/2017
Extending Scale through Multi-robot Collaboration
The third case study investigates whether the limited working
envelope of an industrial robot can be extended by strategic collab-
oration with a custom-developed UAV drone. A proof-of-concept
cyber-physical process was developed for the production of a
long-span composite structure. Within the collaborative process,
a fiber winding gripper is physically exchanged between an
industrial robot and a UAV drone. The contributions of this work
include a networked set of communication protocols based on a
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publish and subscribe model, which enabled sequence-dependent
tasks to be iteratively dispatched between the UAV, two industrial
robots, and auxiliary devices for feedback and tension control.
The work also required a strategy for outputting coordinated
robotic instructions: high-level construction tasks are compiled
into a coordinated task list from the global design within the CAD
environment. Design strategies and tectonic details facilitated task
sharing and exchange through the physical exchange of hardware.
The project illustrates that cyber-physical systems can be deployed
to orchestrate and coordinate complex construction processes,
where multiple tasks can be planned and dispatched to disparate
entities utilizing networked systems. Simultaneously, the typical
diversity of construction tasks in a production workflow can be
handled through strategic task-trading and sharing.
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This chapter serves to contextualize the work presented in this
thesis. The first section discusses early endeavors towards robotic
automation in construction, primarily occurring in Japan begin-
ning in the 1970s, and the recent emergence of robotics research
in architecture enabled by the appropriation of the industrial robot
into architectural research and practice. These endeavors are dis-
tilled into their fundamental approaches and characteristics, and
their limitations are defined.

The emergence of cyber-physical systems in other industries is
presented, followed by a discussion of the enabling technologies
that facilitate their deployment towards architecture and construc-
tion. Challenges, opportunities, and limitations for cyber-physical
systems in the domain of architecture are summarized, serving as
additional motivation for the research. This section of the chapter
is based on a book chapter by the author, Potentials for Cyber-
physical Systems in Architecture and Construction [167], listed in
the author’s citations in section B. Many of the sections in this
dissertation closely correlate with portions of this book chapter,
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but quotations have not been used to maintain readability.
Related fields and developments from disparate areas of re-

search, including behavioral and AI approaches to robotics and
the emerging field of Personal Fabrication, are presented as they
relate to the methods employed in this thesis.

Finally, state-of-the-art examples in robotic fabrication for ar-
chitecture are presented, including methods for on-site and in situ
robotics, augmented and interactive fabrication processes, and fab-
rication processes utilizing online methods for adaptive robotic
control. The chapter concludes with the limitations in existing
production chains and precedent attempts towards automation and
robotics in architecture that can be reconsidered through the de-
velopment and deployment of cyber-physical systems.

2.1 A Condensed History of Robots in
Architecture

2.1.1 Early Attempts Towards Automation in
Construction

The history of automation and robotics in architecture can be
traced back to the 1960s in Japan, the first nation to really pursue
automation in the built environment. Early efforts in the 1960s
concentrated on pre-fabrication workflows based on high degrees
of modularity[95] [25]. With systems such as a Sekisui Heim
Automated Parts Pickup System [59], an intended digital floorplan
for a modular house could be compiled into a set of coordinated
instructions, facilitating a highly digitally-controlled manufactur-
ing process. While only parts of this workflow were automated
through computer-controlled equipment, a high degree of digital
coordination was already in place, and assembly line work already
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included task-trading between human workers and machines. In
Japan at this time, advanced concepts for digital integration and
manufacturing were already established, including Just-In-Time
and Just-In-Sequence Production, implemented for example, in
prefabrication workflows by Toyota [137].

Prefabrication has several advantages in the realm of con-
struction, enabling production to occur in a highly structured
and controlled environment. These advantages are one reason
why prefabrication approaches are viable today. In the context
of architecture, prefabrication results in several limitations and
complications regarding scale, transportation, and logistics. Sim-
ilarly, workflows based on prefabrication only benefit from robotic
automation during production, not during on-site assembly and
construction.

Task-Specific Robots

In the year 1978, several contractors, roboticists, and academics
organized the Japan Industrial Robot Association [151]. The first
robotic automation systems emerging from this initiative were
task-specific, implemented to automate single tasks directly on
the construction site. The roles of these robots included, among
others, applying fireproofing to steel construction, handling and
positioning large components, moving and delivering materials,
and applying finishing techniques to facades [26].

Early iterations of task-specific robots ran into several chal-
lenges in a construction context. They created restrictions on the
workers through their necessary safety requirements, hindering
the ability of operations to exist in proximity to human work on a
construction site [26]. They also required a high degree of expert
knowledge for setup. Similarly, in early iterations of such sys-
tems, integration was a significant challenge, as the tasks executed
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did not exchange information with upstream or downstream pro-
cesses [26]. When acting in isolation, task-specific robots could
not address the diversity of tasks in a typical construction process.

Only a limited number of early iterations of task-specific robots
were economically viable.

Figure 2.1: Examples of early single task construction robots. Left: Task
specific robot for excavation, TokyuCorporation. Right: Single taskAutomated
Guided Vehicle, Shimizu Co. Sources: [26].

Automated and Integrated On-Site Factories

The second type of automation system was developed signific-
antly later, in the 1990s, based on the principle of an automated
and structured construction site. One exemplary example was
the Automated Building Construction System or ABCS, a concept
which attempted to control the unstructured nature of typical con-
struction sites by literally replicating the conditions of a factory
on the construction site [27]. The concept was developed and
implemented by the Obayashi Corporation and deployed toward
constructing a 28-story NEC building in Tamagawa Renaissance
City, completed in 2000. Over 20 other similar instances exist
[27].

The production management system within the ABCS was
highly sophisticated; it converted design CAD data to construction
models and performed automated scheduling and performance
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management of the delivery and installation of materials [107].
Within the performance management system, information re-

layed from the equipment operation system was used to display
the progress of work in three dimensions on a computer screen, an
early version of a digital twin[164]. The system also output semi-
automated instructions for the cranes, while building elements
were tagged and organized with a bar code system to aid in their
automated transportation. A computer in a central control room
displayed the online operating status of multiple cranes [107].

Despite its advanced technological approach, the physical lim-
itation of this type of system was in the vast scale of the necessary
infrastructure. The ABCS weighed 2200 tons, which was not only
costly but also presented several challenges in mobility and lo-
gistics. Though the approach enabled customization at the level
of each floor, its customization on a global scale was limited, as
the system could only create identical floors. Thus, its ability to
realize highly site-specific architecture was minimal.

Early CNC Robotic Production

In parallel to Japanese developments in the 1990s, research ini-
tiatives within Europe were beginning to investigate computer
integratedworkflows for robotic construction processes. Under the
initiative of an ESPRIT European Grant, the construction robots
BRONCO and ROCCOwere developed and deployed towards ma-
sonry and bricklaying construction[12] [126]. In these examples,
the robots were essentially used to automate existing production
methods for existing building systems, replacing human tasks to
increase efficiency and decrease cost [60].

These early projects had many features which are still highly
relevant today, including human-machine interfaces, facilitating
human-in-the-loop construction. In these precedent cases, the
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human operator was meant to utilize their superior skills of ob-
servation and cognition for planning, while physical collaboration
was not investigated.

Figure 2.2: The robot ROCCO, from the EU ESPRIT III 6450 Project Rocco,
was developed and deployed towards automating on site masonry and brick-
laying construction. Already, methods for computer numeric control of robots
were being developed. [23].
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Summary of Characteristics

In summary, early pursuits leveraging robotics towards automa-
tion and construction were characterized by several attributes and
characteristics:

• Utilizing prefabrication workflows, where building subsys-
tems would be produced off-site in a structured environment
and transported to a construction site, enabling a high de-
gree of customization but limiting scale and necessitating
modularity;

• Automating pre-existing building systems and processes,
including masonry and bricklaying, processes historically
developed for the contingencies and constraints of manual
labor;

• Deploying task-specific robots dedicated towards singular
specific tasks rather than general tasks, with minimal up-
stream or downstream integration;

• Attempting to make the construction site factory-like and
structured through large-scale, fully integrated systems.

However, these technologies and approaches failed to be widely
adopted or to impact the level of automation in architecture and
construction significantly. Moreover, these precedent efforts did
not pursue the development of new building systems and material
processes more adapted to the contingencies and constraints of
automated rather than manual production.

The failure of these methods to fully impact architecture and
construction can serve as a lesson informing subsequent attempts
towards automation. These precedents serve as a motivation for
the research: cyber-physical systems provide an alternate approach
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to domain-specific problems within architecture. In particular,
cyber-physical systems can address the diversity of tasks within
production chains by allowing digitally orchestrated task sharing
and trading, enabling increased opportunities for human-in-the-
loop construction and human and robot collaboration. The un-
structured nature of both building sites and building materials can
be handled with digital mechanisms, including closed-loop con-
trol, in addition to behavioral and reactive programming strategies.

2.1.2 The Appropriation of Industrial Robots into
Architectural Production

Interest in robotics and automation within architecture was re-
invigorated in 2005 when Gramazio and Kohler started the first
large-scale research facility and robotics lab dedicated to archi-
tectural research. A standard industrial robot was repurposed
towards computer controlled production processes and innovative
non-standard systems [79] [65]. Subsequently, a profound change
in the landscape of research and pedagogy was enabled, with a
large number of schools and research institutions initiating labs
within Europe and the USA. New research groups and confer-
ences, including Robots in Architecture, established a community
for sharing and disseminating the work [134].

As Professor Achim Menges and Tobias Schwinn noted in
Manufacturing Reciprocities, the shift from machines and ro-
bots engineered for task specificity towards machines and robots
engineered for generic capabilities, capable of executing many
processes, enabled a significant shift in production possibilities
[103]. Not only were architects able to author and invent entirely
new production processes, but they were able to take back in-
creased authorship of production processes, which heretofore had
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been highly compartmentalized. [9][102]. Importantly, the ap-
propriation of generic tools simultaneously allowed architects to
develop entirely new material systems and processes rather than
automate existing building systems and manual processes.

Increased usability and accessibility played a role in the accel-
eration of this research: visual programming software tools such
as Grasshopper developed for the CAD tools Rhino, and scripting
languages within CAD environments were enabling architects to
develop their own tools for highly integrated and customizable
workflows [45]. In parallel, custom simulation tools for the direct
output of robotic were being developed and released, providing the
ability to visualize and test designs for robotic manufacturability,
enabling designers to integrate complex fabrication considerations
and robotic constraints into integrated design workflows for new
material systems [29].

While industrial robots have several attributes which facilitate
their deployment within custom fabrication workflows, especially
in contrast to alternate CNC fabrication equipment, they also have
several significant features which make them ill-suited as a uni-
versal and multi-functional automation tool satisfying all needs
within the domain of architecture and construction. Industrial
robots were developed for structured and industrial conditions,
where their typical use case is to execute identical tasks at high
speed with a high degree of precision and repeatability.

Thus the functional limiting characteristics of industrial robots
need to be considered; the first dominant constraint is that indus-
trial robots are heavyweight and are meant to be stationary. While
their kinematics provide the necessary 6 DoF to reach unique
Cartesian positions and orientations within their workspace, their
kinematics are more suited to pass a workpiece from robotic sta-
tion to robot station rather than move their end-effectors around
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large parts.1 Of course, their DoF and reach can be extended
through additional external axes, which increase set-up costs and
also necessitate integration.

The second limitation is that they have characteristically had
a limited means by which they can be programmed. In industrial
contexts, they are often programmed online, where a programmer
physically moves the robot from one target frame to another, one
by one. This methodology is limited to producing highly inflex-
ible and static robotic control code, only applicable for serialized
production methods.

Typical proprietary robotic control languages, including Kuka
Robot Language for Kuka robots, UR Script for UR robots, and
Rapid for ABB robots, enable robots to be precisely geometrically
controlled in Cartesian and joint space through offline program-
ming methods. These languages provide the basic functionality
needed to enable industrial robots to be deployed towards custom
processes in architecture. However, typical robot control libraries
rarely provide opportunities for extension, and their functionality
is limited to a pre-defined library of essential math functions, data
structures, and motion commands.

Finally, standard robotic interfaces and operating systems have
again been developed primarily for a primary use case on the
factory floor, and have not advanced significantly compared to
interfaces in other technological realms [14]. Typical industrial
robot interfaces do not provide user interface customization and

1The first axis of standard industrial robots, which are sometimes called
"anthropomorphic" robots, or spherical wrist robots, is almost always discon-
tinuous. This configuration enables the robot to easily turn from one side to the
other to pass materials or parts, but its placement within a factory environment
is highly unidirectional; it cannot turn around freely or execute tasks "behind"
it. This constraint was identified and discussed as well by Dr. Prof. Jonas
Buchli at his keynote lecture at the Robots in Architecture conference at ETH
in Zurich, 2018, [37].
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added functionality at the level of the process.
In summary, industrial robots have some advantageous proper-

ties which facilitate their deployment towards custom architectural
material systems, particularly their 6 DoF kinematics and the ease
with which they can be programmed to execute customized work-
flows in their robot control languages. However, as appropriated
technologies from industrial contexts, they have several charac-
teristics that severely limit their deployment within architectural
production chains. These limiting characteristics can be summar-
ized as follows:

• Heavy weight and intended stationary position;

• Limited reach, significantly smaller than the scale of typical
buildings;

• Highly unidirectional kinematics suited towards passing a
workpiece from one industrial robotic to another;

• Historically a limited range of programming capabilities
based on online and offline programming; Typical robot
control languages expose a limited set of functionality, in-
cluding basic math libraries, but do not provide any options
for extension.

• Proprietary, hermetic and black-box control and interpola-
tion algorithms;

• User interfaces with limited options for adding functionality
and customization.

These functional limitations can be expanded through the use
of cyber-physical systems, where sensor feedback, networked sys-
tems of communication, and custom process-specific interfaces,
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can enable new possibilities for robotic fabrication within the do-
main of architecture.

2.2 The Emergence of Cyber-physical
Systems

2.2.1 Cyber-physical Systems Definition
Emerging as a critical component within the context of Industry
4.0 are cyber-physical systems, defined as an integration of com-
putational processes with physical processes, connected through
networking and iterative communication [130]. Common ex-
amples of cyber-physical systems include modern process control
systems, smart grids, and airplane auto-pilot systems [75].

Related Concepts and Definitions

In many ways, cyber-physical systems are highly similar or influ-
enced by precedent concepts and technologies. A central idea of
cybernetics, proposed by Norbert Weiner in the 1960s, was that
feedback-based systems could serve as a model of intelligence.
Weiner drew parallels between biological organisms, intelligence,
and machines. Many of his ideas were influential in control the-
ory, automation theory, and computational thinking [176]. While
feedback and control loops are similarly present in cyber-physical
systems, a distinction can be made by the high levels of symbolic
data abstraction and integration.

From a purely technical perspective, the concept of a cyber-
physical system is also similar to both IoT, the internet of things,
and embedded systems (ES), but a few critical distinctions can
be made. Embedded systems are engineered systems that couple
computing with computing and physical processes. However, em-
bedded systems tend to be a black box and do not typically enable
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Figure 2.3: The five layers of a cyber-physical system. Adopted from source:
[90]

manipulation at run-time or expose their inner functionalities to
external processes. In contrast, cyber-physical systems are com-
plex networks that often offer opportunities for interaction [142].
However, in some cases, embedded systems and cyber-physical
systems are used interchangeably in the literature.

A cyber-physical system also includes several parallel com-
putational processes acting at multiple hierarchy levels, where
computational processes can affect physical processes and vice
versa. Thus cyber-physical systems are interconnected systems
that leverage IoT and embedded systems but are much more com-
plex and stochastic.
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Other similar concepts exist in the realm of cloud-based ro-
botics. A similar definition to cyber-physical robotic systems was
proposed already in the paper, "the internet of robotic things,"
IoRT, which defined the internet of robotic things as "A global
infrastructure ... enabling advanced robotic services by intercon-
necting robotic things based on... interoperable information and
communication technologies [including] cloud computing, cloud
storage, and other existing Internet technologies" [132] [150].

Figure 2.4: Components of a cyber-physical system.

2.2.2 Components of a Cyber-physical System
A cyber-physical system includes several components and systems
dedicated to computing, communicating, sensing, and controlling
tasks. Typically, cyber-physical systems are conceived of as having
five layers, as depicted in figure 2.3 [90].

Networked communication protocols connect hardware ele-
ments, computational resources, multiple devices, computational
resources, and sensors. Each physical entity, including robots,
machines, and devices, may have local computational resources
dedicated towards local decision making and control, while
more centralized processes collect and process data from many
sources. Closed-loop control algorithms may be utilized to
maintain process-specific parameters at the local level of a device
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or machine, while higher-level computational processes may be
responsible for autonomous or semi-autonomous decision-making
at the system level.

Multiple user input and monitoring devices, including HMIs
and displays, may also be part of a cyber-physical system, illustrat-
ing diagnostic data and information about the system. In contrast
to hermetic devices, cyber-physical systems often expose their
functionality to users, providing new modalities for interaction.

2.3 Opportunities and Challenges
The implementation of cyber-physical systems in architecture
faces many challenges due to the compartmentalized nature of
typical production chains and the historical lack of interoperability
within standard CAD and CAM software tools. These character-
istics have created barriers to fluid data exchange and perpetuated
processes and legislation that reinforce standardization and other
logics inherent to serial rather than customizable production.

2.3.1 Linear and Compartmentalized Production
Within the AEC industry, several professions spread across differ-
ent organizations must work together towards designing, approv-
ing, verifying, and constructing a building. These professions
include but are not limited to architects, building owners, con-
struction professionals, building operators, suppliers, contractors
and sub-contractors, and civil and structural engineers. These
roles were functionally separated in a typical design delivery pro-
cess, particularly pre-dating concepts such as integrated project
delivery. Architects would deliver a set of drawings, later to be
interpreted by contractors and engineers. Thus the architect had
very little authorship in the development of the physical process
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that enabled the design intentions to materialize into a physical
system.

Similarly, static documents and representations have served
as the primary means of exchange during collaboration and are
still utilized for approval and tendering processes. Thus, design-
to-construction processes have been highly linear, inflexible, and
compartmentalized, with little feedback occurring between pro-
fessions or construction phases.

2.3.2 Standardization in Characteristic Production
Chains

Standardization and codes within AEC operate at different points
during a construction and realization process, functioning as a
mechanism for quality control between disconnected processes.
Historically, standardization has been a necessity during processes
of exchange, whereby designs, documents, and components could
be passed with consistency and predictability. Standardization
rather than customization has also historically been advantageous
in material production processes systems which require extensive
supporting formwork [74].

Today, reliance on standardization needs to be critically ex-
amined for its underlying limitations. In particular, the practice
and codification of utilizing standardized components, predomin-
ant since modernization, hinders the development of new legis-
lation and procedures that might codify the use of differentiated
building components, where each building component is manufac-
tured uniquely in response to local mechanical needs and design
intent.

Standardization is also operative in material processing,
whereby naturally variable and anisotropic materials, includ-
ing wood, often undergo rigorous steps to transform into
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quasi-isotropic materials [174].
One could argue the reliance on standardization has been in-

stilled as one requisite control mechanism because the technical
means of acting, reacting, and verifying non-standard, anisotropic
materials has not been feasible within highly linear and inflexible
production chains.

2.3.3 Incompatible Software for Different Building
Services

Compartmentalization has been exacerbated by incompatibility
between software environments for different building services
[123]. The development of integrated data solutions has proved
difficult, as there have not been standard data structures or shared
APIs facilitating fluid data exchange between parties. A lack of
interoperability has arguably reinforced the industry’s reliance on
static and inflexible systems of representation, which serve as the
means of exchange between professions.

Similarly, in digital workflows, conversion between file types
has been a necessary consequence of software interoperability,
often causing a loss of critical meta-data and compromising initial
design intent.

Various software initiatives have emerged to combat the lack
of interoperability and data integration in the industry, such as
fluxIO, a service for data integration across compartmentalized
programs. However, fluxIO was discontinued, and its intellectual
property was furloughed into other projects [57]. Similarly, early
initiatives for a standard CAD scripting language, such as the
language DesignScript, faced challenges [7].
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2.3.4 Lack of Interoperability between CAD Design
Environments and Physical Processes

Interoperability is also an issue between digital CAD environ-
ments and physical tools. As discussed previously, robots and
fabrication equipment are typically controlled through static ma-
chine control code derived from the geometry of the designed
model. Advances in computational design workflows, parametric
tool-sets, and even BIM enable a digital design model to be infin-
itely flexible, facilitating adaptive design decision-making during
all design and development stages.

However, this inherent flexibility is not maintained once a
design goes into production. Once a geometric design is trans-
lated into static machine control code, its inherent relationships
and dependencies are lost because physical tools, machines, and
robots typically do not have access to the underlying logic im-
plicit in the designed model. When processes and materials are
highly predictable, this lack of interoperability is not problematic.
However, there are no recourses when unknowns occur due to the
inflexible nature of typical production chains. This incompatibility
has arguably reinforced the need to limit any sources of variability
and unpredictability with multiple mechanisms operating across
scales.

2.3.5 Conservative Calculations and the Limitations
of Simulation

Implicit limitations are also operative due to the compartmental-
ized and conservative nature of structural engineering within ste-
reotypical design workflows. Typically, simulation and structural
verification precede all stages of production, and structural ana-
lysis methods are applied to abstractions and representations of
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the designed system, which are necessarily reductive.
As Dr. Prof Jan Knippers noted, "the paradigm of "calcul-

ability" has been predominant in structural engineering since the
mid-nineteenth-century until today: what cannot be calculated
cannot be built [76]." Many existing calculation methods, includ-
ing theworking stressmethod, are based on simplified assumptions
and require manual calculations that are usually highly conservat-
ive [111]. The need to pre-calculate structures according to an
inherently limited range of approved methods for deformations,
strain, and internal forces, limits the types of structures which can
be verified and approved [76]. Thus, many of the potentials of
sensor integrated production, including the invention and verific-
ation of new material systems, cannot always be realized in the
context of conservative industry practices.

Significantly, typical engineering value systems favor optim-
ization, calculability,2 and efficiency. These qualities are arguably
antithetical to redundancy, which is discussed in more detail in
regards to both vernacular and biological building processes in
sections 4.1 and 4.2.

2.3.6 Notational Systems and the Limitations of
Representation

While compartmentalization of structural calculations within typ-
ical design workflows can functionally limit the types of structures
which can conceivably be calculated and thus built, similar limita-
tions are operative due to characteristic systems of representation.
As William Mitchell noted, "designers draw what they can build
and build what they can draw" [80].

Thus CAD digital design environments and tools predispose

2Statically determinant structures are easier to calculate because they can
be calculated by hand with formulas and do not rely on FEA.
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designers to design according to their inherent logics, schemas
of data representation, and abstraction [102]. Thus representa-
tional systems in CAD environments functionally limit the space
of material possibility indirectly. Material systems that are highly
imprecise are by their very nature excluded if they can not be
successfully represented. Similarly, processes that are necessarily
procedural, where one step can only be enabled when the previous
step is complete, can not be pre-rationalized into a finite result.

2.4 Enabling Technologies for Cyber-physical
Robotic Fabrication

Yet the cost of data processing, data storage, and data transmission
keeps diminishing – most stupendously. So much so that, for many
technical purposes, and within the normal ambit of most practical
operations, today we can already safely surmise that an almost
unlimited amount of data can often be collected, recorded, transmitted
and processed at almost no cost.

The New Science of Form Searching, 2015
Mario Carpo [38]

Technological advances in online data processing sensor feed-
back, inter-device communication, and real-time data processing
can enable the development of cyber-physical systems within
characteristic production chains, simultaneously enabling a re-
consideration of compartmentalized and linear production chains
within the AEC industry.

In many ways, these enabling technologies are arguably not
new. Researchers and robotics companies have been investigating
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techniques and control strategies for putting robots on the inter-
net since the year 2000 [159]3. However, what is novel is the
increased accessibility, where open source libraries and tool-sets
facilitate integration in fabrication processes, design workflows,
and production chains.

The following sections attempt to characterize the enabling
technologies which facilitate cyber-physical fabrication, to detail
how the usability and accessibility of these technologies have
evolved through new open-source tools and libraries, and to elab-
orate as to how their increased ubiquity has ultimately enabled
them to be leveraged towards cyber-physical architecture produc-
tion and construction processes.

This section particularly considers how tools and techniques
inherent to the domain and discipline in architecture, including
CAD programs, enhance the possibilities enabled by tools and
technologies that are not non-native. In architecture, there is a
long tradition of appropriation driving innovation: where tools ap-
propriated from other domains have been incorporated into design
and production workflows: for example, the software CATIA was
appropriated from the shipbuilding industry [160].

In this case, architecture’s domain-specific tools can also drive
innovation in a robotics context: computer-aided design software
provides enhanced capabilities to visualize, process, and represent
three-dimensional data, which is highly useful in robotic contexts.

3During a Kuka Robotics training course in Augsburg, Germany, the course
instructors stated that Kuka had tested putting a robotic manipulator on the
internet already in 2000. This functionality was later discontinued due to safety
concerns.
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2.4.1 Increased Computational Power and
Communication Reliability

Moore’s law states that computational power increases exponen-
tially at a rate of 2 times per year and is a well-known phenomenon
[82][173]. Moore’s law indirectly affects many technological en-
deavors.

The ramifications of increasing computational resources for
cyber-physical systems are quite significant. The increase in ac-
cess to computational resources represents a fundamental shift in
the design of networked systems. Many designed systems, in-
cluding multi-agent and multi-robot networks, must allocate com-
putational resources strategically, choosing to minimize on-board
memory when computational resources are scarce and choosing to
minimize or even eliminate the size and complexity of messages
sent between entities. For example, one precedent discussed in the
state of the art section, the construction robot Termes completely
eliminated the need for communication between robots working
on a collaborative task [119].

Thus a significant increase in computational resources, at no
additional cost, may lead to a redesign of a multi-agent sys-
tem network, particularly enabling more on-board computational
resources to be allocated to each entity. Simultaneously, the com-
plexity of computational power on a system level can significantly
increase, making more computationally intensive processes eco-
nomically feasible.

Today, with increasingly accessible microprocessors and
micro-controllers, it is relatively easy to have a small computer
or microprocessor on every robot or device at a reasonable price
point. This enabling technology was directly used in the case
studies: Case study 1, in section 7.2 utilized a load cell bridge, an
Arduino microcontroller, and a motor driver. Case study 3 utilized
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a Raspberry Pi microcontroller and an Arduino microcontroller
at each robotic station, in addition to a tension control mechanism
and an Odroid microcontroller as the controller for the custom
UAV.

What is also worth noting for future developments is that
Moore’s law is predicted to have ended [173]. Thus designers
can not count on computational resources continuing to increase
at the same rate. However, there are additional opportunities
to improve cyber-physical systems through redundant network
designs and communication technologies. Similarly, commu-
nication from CAD environments to external systems has been
simplified. Standard peer-to-peer communication protocols in-
cluding UDP, TCP/IP, and web-socket can easily be accessed in
common programming languages, including python and C-sharp,
and are exposed to designers in common CAD platforms through
programming language interfaces.

Arguably, communication networks will only continue to pro-
gress, with the advent of 5G networks, known for low latencies
and high connection densities [5]. Improvements in networking
and communication could enable near-real-time communication in
situations such as construction sites. Such a breakthrough would
be very significant, as establishing local area networks (LAN) on
construction sites has previously been identified as being a bottle-
neck hindering automated processes[136].

2.4.2 Open Source Software
In the history of CAD software development, software for different
building services has been compartmentalized and separated.

In fact, some compartmentalization continues today. For ex-
ample, in Autodesk software, there are separate design programs
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for structural analysis, programs for design, programs for mech-
anical services, and programs for animation. The underlying data
structures for all of these programs have also been separated,
hindering the development of end-to-end and integrated solutions,
where data structures representing design intent can bemaintained
when the design goes into production.

Open-source initiatives and community-based forums for
exchange and development, including Grasshopper for McNeel’s
Rhino, and Autodesk’s Dynamo for Autodesk’s Revit, provide
common development platforms where tools for simulation,
design generation, and manufacturing can be integrated into one
workflow. Notably, such environments increasingly offer tool-sets
for extension through custom plug-in development, APIs, and
SDKs.

2.4.3 Open Source Control and Hardware
Open-source software initiatives are insufficient for the develop-
ment of cyber-physical systems and do not provide a critical path
from digital design workflows to physical production processes.
However, increasingly, the open-source ethos has spread to hard-
ware, where off-the-shelf input and output devices, sensors and
actuators, increasingly offer add-on APIs to support inter-device
communication [28]. Micro-processors and even mini-computers
with significant processing power are now increasingly affordable.
Additionally, the decreasing cost of actuators and sensors and the
simultaneous increase in their accuracy has improved the feas-
ibility of sensor integration into common production workflows
[161].

Additionally, there is a profound shift in the accessibility of
manufacturing technologies due to propriety algorithms coming
to the end of the terms of protection. Computer-controlled rapid
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prototyping technologies, including milling machines and 3D
printers, first emerged in the 1960s through the 1980s [20]. Patents
protected the first generation of rapid prototyping technologies,
blocking research and development for several decades. The first
significant patent expired in 2009, thereby initiating a significant
uptake in both academic and commercial research activities [20].

Usability and accessibility of manufacturing and production
equipment can also be enhanced through software functionalities
for data exchange and online control. Suppliers face increasing
incentives to produce software add-ons to enable real-time con-
trol and communication between manufacturing equipment and
external computing resources, features which have traditionally
been minimized due to safety concerns. Such software add-ons
can simplify data exchange and signal processing, enabling online
feedback and direct machine manipulation during operation.

This notion of tools becoming increasinglymore accessible ex-
tends to robotics; robotic manufacturers are increasingly releasing
software add-ons to facilitate either simulation or online control at
run-time, including Kuka’s RSI and ABB’s Robotstudio PC SDK.
Developers are releasing third-party software that allows designers
to quickly test, visualize, and simulate robotic control code before
running it physically, with some software offering functionality
for online control.

2.4.4 Outlook on Enabling Technologies
Several other technologies will arguably impact the development
of cyber-physical systems in practice, though theywere not directly
applied in this dissertation.
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Cloud Computing

Cloud computing enables on-demand for-purchase access to
computing power through vendors, surpassing computational
resources that may have historically been available on the
construction site. Cloud computing indicates that memory
can be stored and accessed externally and that computationally
intense processes do not need to be on-board of a robot or
robotic end-effector. In terms of hardware, the ramifications
and potentials are clear. In the case of stable and iterative
communication with high bandwidth, memory can be offloaded
to the cloud and strategically accessed when and where necessary.
The utilization of memory and computational resources to the
cloud would give an added degree of flexibility to the design of a
cyber-physical system.

However, for cloud computing to make an impact, communic-
ation networks in a construction context would need to achieve
a certain threshold of speed and reliability, making it feasible to
send and access cloud-based data storage.

Data Processing

Though basic techniques were implemented within this disserta-
tion towards data processing, primarily by removing outliers and
averaging sensor data, tremendous breakthroughs have been made
in recent years in data processing techniques in the fields of ma-
chine learning and "big data" [128].

Within a cyber-physical workflow, data processing techniques
utilizing machine learning could have a range of applications, in-
cluding increasing the accuracy of low-cost sensor systems. In
addition, they could be applied towards higher levels of con-
textual and scene awareness. Emerging platforms, including
Paperspace, AmazonWeb Services, and Google’s TensorFlow, are
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nowworking towards making complex data processing techniques
increasingly accessible to non-expert users, facilitating their ap-
plication to a variety of complex problems [2].

2.4.5 Enhanced Accessibility and Usability
In summary, the ability to realize a cyber-physical fabrication
workflow highly depends on the interoperability and accessibility
of all the robots, devices, and sensors involved in the workflow,
where their functionality can be called through methods exposed
in custom APIs or SDKs, and feedback from the device or robot
can be accessed by external computational processes.

The following four features are critical for the implementation
of a cyber-physical system:

• Online control
The actions and innate functionality of each robot, machine,
and device in the scene need to be exposed and callable by
external computational resources through communication
protocols. In the case of robots, their actions need to be dir-
ectly controlled by streaming successive positions. Different
logics of online control and their high-level architecture are
presented in the methods section, 6.3.1.

• Feedback
Acquiring feedback and reliable data during fabrication run-
ning from robots, machines, and devices is necessary within
a cyber-physical system. While geometric information re-
lating to the relative position of axes, or the end-effector’s
position, is the most essential, force or torque feedback is
also advantageous. If direct feedback from the machine or
robot is not available, external sensing systems can also be
used.
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• Simulation toolset
Simulation tools must expose constraints and embody
machine-specific or robot-specific knowledge. In the
context of personal fabrication, software that enhances a
user’s understanding of the machine is called "machine
knowledge," while software that enhances a user’s un-
derstanding of the use of the machine towards a specific
domain is called "domain knowledge." [20]. Similarly,
in the case of robots within cyber-physical workflows,
computation and simulation tools can enable designers to
understand the system’s limitations before production. For
the case of architecture-scale production, understanding
process constraints is also more challenging because other
criteria, including structural performance, must also be
considered.

• Physical and safe access
The ability to control themovements of robots andmachines
at run-time opens up new possibilities for interaction and
collaboration, but also poses severe risks in terms of human
safety. Thus, cyber-physical systems require new concepts
for safety systems, less reliant on physical barriers, and
more reliant on digital monitoring and sensor processing.
While typical industrial robots can not predict collisions,
human operators should never put themselves in a dangerous
situation when a robot is actively running online machine
code. Asimov’s third law, which states that a robot must not
endanger a human being, is relevant.

The accessibility of robots and other machines through these
features is a crucial criterion that enables them to be leveraged
towards cyber-physical construction and fabrication, particularly
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outside their target domain in industrialized manufacturing.

2.5 Related Developments and Fields of
Research

2.5.1 Behavioral and AI Approaches to Robotics

Traditional AI has tried to demonstrate sophisticated reasoning in
rather impoverished domains. The hope is that the ideas used to
generalize to robust behavior in more complex domains. Nouvelle AI
tries to demonstrate less sophisticated tasks operating robustly in noisy
complex domains. The hope is that the ideas used will generalize to
more sophisticated tasks. Thus the two approaches appear somewhat
complementary. It is worth addressing the question of whether more
power may be gotten by combining the two approaches

Elephants don’t play chess, 1990
Rodney Brooks [34]

The industrial robots used in the case studies4 were developed
for use on the factory floor, where their development has been
catered towards precision and repeatability in structured envir-
onments. Critically, even the control architecture of industrial
robots is based on open-loop, ballistic control, where a potential
sequence of robot motions is completely pre-calculated before it
is executed, depending minimally on system feedback and enabled
by extremely high joint stiffness and weight.

In contrast, the field of artificial intelligence within robotics
has been concerned with developing robots that act intelligently
within unstructured environments[112]. The split in the develop-
ment between these two approaches for robots occurred already in

4Here, industrial robots do not include collaborative robots, which do have
feedback-based control.
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the 1960s, where the industrial manipulators well known today di-
verged from the development of telesystems and planetary rovers.

Figure 2.5: Split in development, industrial robots and AI robots. Adapted
from source: [112].

Historical developments in AI robotics are characterized by
different approaches to enable robots to operate in noisy unstruc-
tured domains. These approaches becomeworthy of consideration
for robotics in architecture due to the unstructured nature of both
unprocessed materials and the unstructured nature of typical con-
struction sites.

A critical criterion that characterized early attempts towards
artificial intelligence in robotics was the underlying symbolic rep-
resentation the robot stored about its world. Early attempts towards
artificial intelligence relied on model-based approaches. Within
a model-based paradigm, robots were pre-programmed with a
symbolic, feature-based model of the world, which contained
everything the robot needed to know about its environment to
execute its task. This approach was introduced already in the early
1970s at the Stanford Robotics Institute, with Shakey [113].

In the early days of robotics, model-based paradigms had
several shortcomings, noticeably lacking generalizability and ro-
bustness. In addition, the more information that the world model
needed to contain, themore computationally expensive the process
became. Many such robotic applications never functioned outside
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of their target domain. These robots were also said to suffer from
the "frame" problem, which presupposes that the world is static
and contains everything the robot needs to know.

Behavior-Based Robotics

In the 1990’s, an alternative approach emerged, initiated by Arkin
[13], Brooks [35], and Agre and Chapman [6], based on the no-
tion of "Robotic Behaviors." According to this approach, robots
constantly refer to their sensors instead of a model of the world. In
behavioral robotics, the control approach differs in that, rather than
store a symbolic model of the world, robots can refer continuously
to their sensors to yield complex emergent behaviors.

A key component of behavior-based robotics focused on be-
haviors in animals systems as a model of intelligence and inter-
action. Animals function in noisy, complex domains, and thus
they circumvent the frame problem. Rodney Brooks proposed
Subsumption Architecture, a control model where many behavi-
ors are layered, combined, and executed in parallel, in contrast to
the highly sequential and symbolic planning models from early
approaches[35]. Simultaneously, Mataric proposed coordination
systems for the layering of multiple concurrent behaviors in a
single system [98].

Figure 2.6: Left: Early efforts towards AI in robotics were characterized
by functional decomposition into sequential processes. Below: In contrast,
subsumption architecture was proposed as a control architecture where all steps
were executed in parallel. Adapted from source: [35].
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Robots with a behavior-based control architecture started to
do meaningful work in unstructured domains; the robot Herbert
could find and retrieve empty soda cans within an office building
[42]. Even the architecture of the well-known Roomba vacuum
by iRobot is considered behavior-based [72].

While the control architecture of industrial robots hinders the
development of behavior-based control architecture, certain con-
cepts can still be extracted. Key concepts are that sensing can
be tightly coupled to acting, where rather than collect and pro-
cess sensor data, sensing can directly trigger a motion or motor
response without significant data processing at a higher system
level. Additionally, control and decision-making should rely on
parallel processing rather than serial execution.

However, as the quote by Brooks at the start of this sec-
tion indicated, in 2.5.1 there may be benefits to combining both
approaches, a behavior-based approach and a model-based ap-
proach, utilizing whatever system is advantageous for a given
task.5 Moreover, architecture as a domain is inherently symbolic
in nature; thus, symbolic system representations will always be a
fundamental tool-set in the field of architecture. And such sys-
tems become increasingly relevant when considering the increased
computational power enabled through Moore’s law and the com-
plex data structures enabled with the languages of many CAD
programs. With these tools, the robot’s environment does not
need to reduce to a simple numeric or binary matrix with condi-
tionals, as in Shakey’s world, but can be a layered geometric data
structure, such as a high-resolution mesh or voxel-based structure,

5The current paradigm of robotics now is known as probabilistic robotics,
which is still based on symbolic representations but represents the robot’s
position within the world based on probability distributions [163].
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which can be modified to store gathered data about the construc-
tion process. For example, this technique is explored more fully
in Case Study 1: ICD/ ITKE Research Pavilion 2014/2015, in
section 7.2.

Potential Fields for Path Planning and Navigation

An additional tool-set developed early for mobile robot navig-
ation within the field of AI robots is called the potential field
approach to path planning. In a potential field approach, the world
is modeled as a series of attractive forces ("goals"), while obstacles
are modeled as a series of repulsive fields [70] [19]. The robot
moves within the field according to the direction of gradient des-
cent. Potential fields have also been applied towards offline path
planning in both Cartesian space and configuration space [175].

As a navigation system, potential fields had several short-
comings, predominantly that the robot could get caught in local
minimums. However, potential fields offer a very visual and in-
tuitive way to understand how a robot would move through an
environment to execute a task. The method becomes relevant
when considering how to mediate between several constraints and
stimuli in a continuous additive design and construction process.

2.5.2 Personal Fabrication
An additional field of study which relates to the methodologies
presented is the field of personal fabrication, a new field of re-
search emerging from the domain ofHuman-Computer Interaction
(HCI). The field was first coined in 2005, when Neil Gershen-
feld described it as "the ability to design and produce your own
products, in your own home, with a machine that combines con-
sumer electronics with industrial tools" [64]. This field has the
goal of democratizing access to fabrication methodologies and
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techniques, putting fabrication in the hands of the consumer[20].
Interestingly, challenges within the field of personal fabrica-

tion have been categorized and identified, overlapping significantly
with the challenges in adopting cyber-physical systems in architec-
ture. These challenges include sustainability, intellectual property,
domain knowledge, feedback and interactivity, machine know-
ledge, and hardware and materials, as shown in figure 2.7. In
a personal fabrication system, machines are tightly coupled with
both design software and back-end software. The role of design
software is to enhance the ability of users to successfully design by
enhancing their awareness of both machine and process-specific
constraints, exposing design decision-making through interfaces
and other toolsets. According to this classification system, "do-
main knowledge" is associated with the constraints and conditions
of a particular application, while constraints related to the pro-
cess or a hardware setup are considered "machine knowledge."
The back-end software also includes computational processes for
automatically generating "fabrication aware" machine-control in-
structions. In this context, the notion of "smart tools" has also
been proposed [183].

Within personal fabrication, methods, strategies, and inter-
faces have been developed for various interactive fabrication pro-
cesses. Willis et al. [28] initially defined the concept of "Interact-
ive Fabrication" as a process that hybridizes direct manipulation
and editing with physical production. According to this defini-
tion, instead of working on a digital 3D model and translating it
into a physical version, users make edits directly on the physical
workpiece and see it change immediately. Online and adaptive
control methods for robotic production have also been developed
and deployed in this context, as within incremental hot-air forming
of plastic sheets [109]. For additional related projects, methods,
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and concepts, the book "Personal Fabrication" by Baudisch and
Mueller provides a comprehensive overview of the field and state
of the art [20].

This field of research is most similar to the work presented here
methodologically. Within a cyber-physical fabrication process,
computational methods for understanding and mediating between
multiple constraints are highly relevant. User interfaces coupled
with design processes are also advantageous. These tools can
enhance domain-specific knowledge and machine-specific know-
ledge for a diverse set of users, enabling them to engage with a
robotic construction process or design with process constraints.

Figure 2.7: The six challenges within Personal Fabrication. Adapted from
source: [20].
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Cyber-physical systems are an incredibly interdisciplinary and
broad topic and span a large territory of precedent research. This
state-of-the-art section focuses specifically on work in a few cat-
egories. The first category considers digital coordination systems
in construction, where data gathered from physical production pro-
cesses aids in the coordination of large-scale production. Existing
examples of large-scale architecture produced through robotic fab-
rication are also presented. In this case, the focus has been on
workflows that have enabled customizable large-scale robotic pro-
duction, particularly as such examples encounter challenges that
must be overcome in practice.

Themost relevant field of research applicable to cyber-physical
systems are research efforts in on-site robotics. Research ef-
forts from this context are presented, with a focus on work that
has leveraged networked communication, sensor integration, and
closed-loop control. Robotic fabrication methods developed for
application in unstructured construction sites necessitate integra-
tion with CAD environments and require strategies for acquiring
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feedback, localizing the robot on-site, and building accurately des-
pite tolerances. Additionally, many additional relevant processes
are presented that have realized online and adaptive robotic control
methods, including multi-robot construction systems and control
and coordination strategies. The emergence of autonomous sys-
tems in construction and practice is also discussed.

3.1 Digital Coordination in Construction
As presented previously, predominantly, the AEC industry has
been highly compartmentalized in terms of digital integration and
coordination between phases and between professions. However,
a few significant precedents have utilized cyber-physical systems
with tracking and positioning technologies to monitor material
and equipment in a construction process. SHoP Architects, a pi-
oneering company in regards to professional integration across
disciplines, leveraged this approach already in 2012 for the man-
agement and construction of the Barclay’s Center [114]. For the
project, a tagging system and custom iOS app was developed
to organize and track the status of customized weathered steel
building components [114]. During construction, a scan of any
individual component enabled immediate access to the compon-
ent’s meta-data, demonstrating that organizational and logistical
challenges incurred through digital workflows can be minimized
through digital mechanisms. Though these components were not
produced robotically, they did utilize computer-controlled man-
ufacturing, where every part was unique, producing the same
logistical challenges associated with robotic customization.
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3.2 Existing Large Scale Architecture
Utilizing Robotic Fabrication

Apart from the automation of existing construction processes, ro-
botic fabrication applied towards realizing large-scale, long-term,
non-standard architecture has only been achieved to a limited
extent. These buildings are important precedents because they
operate within the AEC industry’s logistical, legal, and economic
frameworks, simultaneously including performative features typ-
ical of large-scale architecture such as enclosure and enveloping
systems. Significantly, the logistics and the corresponding pro-
duction workflows necessary to realize such projects serve as a
reference to corroborate the challenges which must be overcome
to realize cyber-physical fabrication within the broader context of
architectural production and the construction industry.

One of the earliest works of robotically fabricated architecture
was the Landesgartenschau ExhibitionHall, developed by the ICD
Stuttgart, a lightweight segmented plate shell structure. Within
this work, a behavioral agent-based design tool was developed to
mediate between multiple constraints: including material stock
size, planarity, and structural behavior[145] [144]. While the
computational method was behavioral in nature, the production
workflow utilized a prefabrication approach, where the robot con-
trol code was output from a static digital model. Thus the intel-
ligence of the process was lost in the processes of translation. In
this case, the material was engineered Beechwood; thus, a linear
workflow was not problematic. Similarly, the robot’s role within
the workflow was highly compartmentalized, utilized only in the
prefabrication process, while on-site assembly was highly manual
and conventional. Despite its technological achievements, this
project exemplifies characteristic compartmentalization between
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design and realization.

Figure 3.1: The Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall was one of the first ro-
botically fabricated buildings. An agent-based approach was utilized as an
integrated design tool for mediating between multiple constraints. However,
a linear production chain was utilized, where the intelligence of the behavi-
oral process was lost in the translation of the designed model to static robot
control code. This workflow is only possible when material properties are en-
gineered and predictable, and production occurs in a structured environment.
ICD/ITKE/IIGS, University of Stuttgart [145].

An additional precedent, the DFAB house, is a full-scale
building, serving as a proof-of-concept demonstrator for several
different digitally controlled or robotically fabricated building sys-
tems. One building system within this house was a modular
timber-frame system, which similarly utilizes engineered wood
as a building stock Spatial Timber Structures [162] [3]. In order
to fabricate this system, a ceiling-mounted gantry system with
two collaborative robots enabled a highly sequential milling and
assembly process. The process utilized a human-robot collaborat-
ive approach characterized by turn-taking.1 The overall workflow
again was fundamentally a prefabrication approach, where the
modules were produced in a structured environment, transported
to the site, and lifted into position by crane. The limitations of

1As explained in the section on human-robot collaboration, an approach
based on turn-taking means a human worker can work on the material system
only when the robot drives are off for safety purposes.
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transportation were in effect. Like the Landesgartenschau Exhib-
ition Hall, this precedent uses a highly engineered and structured
production environment, minimizing and controlling any toler-
ances due to material inconsistency.

An additional building system fabricated as part of the DFAB
house was the projectMeshmould, a non-standard undulating con-
crete wall produced through an in situ robotic fabrication process.
In order to enable the process, amobile robotic systemwas brought
directly to the site, enabling the production of a bespoke metal
mesh formwork for the wall in its final position, circumventing
many transportation and logistic issues related to prefabrication
[48]. A critical strategy that enables the wall to interface with
other components is the high level of digital integration and ac-
curacy: the wall meets with another exemplary building system,
the Smart Slab. The technical developments relating to adaptive
robotic construction are covered in the section below on in situ
robotics.

Figure 3.2: The DFAB house (left) investigated several robotically fabricated
systems: including Spatial Timber Assemblies. This is an additional example
where production occurs in a structured setting with engineered materials.
Sources: NCCR Digital Fabrication, Gramazio Kohler Research, ETH-Zurich
[162] [3].

In summary, though on-site robotic fabrication is beginning
to be pursued at scale with tangible research outcomes, the real-
ities and typical conventions of practice still predominantly favor
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workflows based on prefabrication with highly engineered iso-
tropic materials.

3.3 In-Situ and On-Site Robotics
Defined and first investigated by ETH- Zurich, In-situ robotics
is ". . . a field of architectural research where a robotic system
moves on a construction site and positions building components
in-situ "... this approach offers unique advantages over traditional
building technology: it fosters non-standard building processes,
it can be directly applied on the construction site, and it is easily
scalable and it offers digital integration". . . [67].

Research at the ETHZurich has demonstrated that the kinemat-
ics of a six-axis industrial robot can be extended by mounting the
robot on a mobile track system. The first iteration of this mobile
setup, Dim-Rob, has been deployed in various fabrication pro-
cesses, including additively stacking bricks or wooden struts[68].
This process has implemented robust scanning techniques for
tolerance handling and achieved real-time communication and
integration between a robot controller and a CAD environment
for adaptive motion planning. Interactive man-machine processes
have also been investigated, translating recorded gestural inputs
immediately into robotic actions[68].

Recent research has extended this approach to other building
processes and systems: the in-situ fabricator was developed to
install the bespoke metal mesh serving as the in-place formwork
for the subsequent in-place concrete casting process in the Mesh
Mould example above. Critical developments in this project re-
lating to cyber-physical systems include a process for geometric
closed-loop control, where iterative corrections and modifications
act to correct local tolerances, enabling a target geometry to be
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Figure 3.3: The In situ Fabricator has been developed for producing parts
directly on the construction site. Critical developments enabling the in-situ fab-
ricator to respond to unstructured material systems within the construction site
include real-time localization and closed-loop control to address inaccuracies.
Source: Gramazio Kohler Research, NCCR Digital Fabrication [46].

closely followed despite local inconsistencies [48] [46]. Local-
ization in this system is enabled through a visual fiducial system
consisting of AprilTags. Other significant technical accomplish-
ments are closed-loop control for the decoupling between the
movement of the base and the kinematics of the robot and autonom-
ous localization and repositioning [139] [97].

Researchers in the Mediated Matter Group at the Massachu-
setts Institute for Technology have similarly sought to extend
the limited kinematic reach provided by six-axis robot arms by
combining a six-axis industrial robot arm with pre-existing con-
struction equipment. Their Digital Construction Platform (DCP)
was constructed by mounting an industrial manipulator on a com-
pound hydraulic arm. This setup has been leveraged for large-scale
additive deposition processes [73]. At IAAC, a large-scale gantry
system has also been developed for large-scale three-dimensional
printing with a cable-driven system [49]. This system also utilized
control-loop control to handle tolerances due to material buildup,
synchronizing the cable-bot motion with extrusion rates.
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Beyond the realm of industrial robotics research, on-site con-
struction equipment has historically been teleoperated by hu-
man operators. Increasingly, both commercial interests and re-
search endeavors are beginning to develop autonomous construc-
tion equipment. Research efforts have investigated the develop-
ment of planning and control strategies for autonomous excavation
[56]. Researchers have also developed autonomous vehicles for
landscape manipulation and terrain, developing in tandem proced-
ural methods for design and control[69].

Many other approaches for on-site fabrication exist, often
characterized by large-scale gantry systems, which minimize tol-
erances and the need for integration through their scale and high
stiffness. High levels of digital integration and networked com-
munication are not significant features in all of these precedent
examples; thus, they are not covered in depth.

In summary, many existing approaches to in-situ and on-site
robotic fabrication exist, and such systems illustrate that a high de-
gree of digital integration is necessary to develop a robotic system
for the unstructured nature of typical on-site conditions[46].

3.4 Augmented, Interactive, and Adaptive
Robotic Fabrication

Several projects have investigated different mechanisms for the
augmented and interactive control of industrial robots in fabrica-
tion processes, where a designer can make decisions at run-time,
enabling the robotic actions and the designed system or artifact to
be directly manipulated during production. These projects have
blurred traditional distinctions between processes of design and
processes of materialization.

One early work was the project, Interlacing, by Dörfler and
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Rust [47]. In 2012, Dorfler and Rust developed a user interface
for the online control of an industrial robot and a feedback-based
approach for the stacking of wooden struts. Digitalization of
the construction process was enabled through image-processing
with distortion correction, while a backend process checked for
the structural stability of proposed solutions. Similarly, work by
Johns et al. has investigated various subtractive interactive fab-
rication methods, including melting wax, connected to a backend
topological engine and augmenting the decision-making process
of a user by displaying where material could safely be removed
[71].

Several other research endeavors have developed online control
methods for adaptive robotic fabrication and assembly processes
[131]. The robotic programming plug-in, Kuka PRC, has been
extended for real-time integration [30]. Similarly, the robotic pro-
gramming plug-in Scorpion also supports online control of UR
robots [50]. For the project, House 4178, online control and
integration between an ABB IRC5 controller was established in
order to utilize non-standardized wooden stock for the produc-
tion of a shingling system in a two-story robotically fabricated
pavilion[53].

The methodological tool-sets that enable these works are very
similar to the work presented here, necessitating networked con-
trol systems and communication between user interfaces, robotic
systems, and devices. Similarly, they necessitate design strategies
for enabling adaption without jeopardizing structural performance
or other performative criteria. Within these systems, one grand
challenge is how to enable adaption and design decisionswhile still
guaranteeing that structural performance is maintained, and other
process constraints and design criteria are still met. Such systems
exemplify that there is a range of flexibility and determinism in
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interactive and augmented design processes.

3.5 Human-Robot Collaboration in
Architecture

Human-robot collaboration is officially defined in TS/ISO
15066:2016 as an operation where a human worker and a
purposely designed robot system can jointly perform tasks in
a defined collaborative space concurrently during a production
operation[1].

Though many disparate sources have identified that human
and robot collaboration is promising in a construction context,
physical collaboration with task-sharing in a shared workspace
has only been investigated to a limited extent.

This disparity is perhaps partly due to the fact that human-safe,
collaborative robots did not emerge on the market until relatively
recently. While Universal Robots (UR) robots have been available
since 2008, Kuka’s LBR iiwa robot was not released until 2012.
Initially developed for industrial contexts, human-safe collaborat-
ive robots generally have lower payloads, and amore limited reach,
and lower accuracy than their larger industrial robot counterparts
[138]. These specifications make typical collaborative robots ill-
suited to play a significant role in construction processes, where a
high payload and long reach are advantageous. While industrial
robots can be deployed towards human-robot collaboration, typ-
ically, this workflow requires task trading, where a robot moves
into position, and a human worker can safely occupy the shared
space only when the robot’s drives are off. This approach has been
employed extensively both within research and academia[162].

One early project that investigated human and robot collabora-
tion in the construction context was the project,DIANA, developed
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by the chair for individualized production at the RWTH Aachen.
This project developed a proof-of-concept construction process
for a non-standard wood system. A prepared demonstration util-
ized the force-torque sensing of the Kuka LBR iiwa to approach
the "peg-in hole" problem of robotic assembly. The project addi-
tionally illustrated a technique for programming by demonstration,
where a human worker could lead the robot through the process
of executing a task, which would enable these tool paths to be di-
gitally recorded and then used again in subsequent path planning
[157] [156].

3.6 Robotic Fabrication with
Non-Standardized Materials

Many different fabrication projects have investigated methodolo-
gies for non-standard robotic fabrication, where materials used
in a production process are not standardized in terms of their
material properties or standardized in terms of their geometry
[155]. Monier et al. investigated the arrangement and positioning
of irregular wood components through computational techniques
[108]. Further studies have illustrated the possibility of combining
physical scan data with robotic processing steps for the utilization
of natural wood branches[141]. WoodChip Barn, a project emer-
ging from theArchitectural’s Associations Design+Make program
at Hooke Parke, London, utilized a photographic surveying tech-
nique to make use of irregular timber sourced from a local forest in
the design of a barn structure [146]. Other recent work emerging
from this thread of research includes large-scale processing of
natural wood logs with robotic chainsaws and bandsaw processing
[171].

In another example, the natural wooden elements have been
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maintained in their entirety [180]. In an additive assembly
project utilizing natural logs developed at Princeton University,
deep learning and classification systems have been integrated
into backend computational workflows, used to enhance path
planning, part selection, and aggregation strategies.

Research efforts investigating robotic, dry stacking of irregular
stones have also been conducted[96] [58], while the project Cyc-
lopean Cannibalism developed a wall produced through a highly
procedural logic of sorting and processing natural stone based on
masonry systems of the Incas [41].

Within many of these workflows, many of the computational
processes were done offline and thus do not qualify as a cyber-
physical system by definition. However, progress in this field
suggests that it is only a matter of time before formerly disconnec-
ted process steps become fully integrated, and data gathered can
be seamlessly exchanged between digital and physical processes
within a cyber-physical system.

Figure 3.4: Hooke Parke utilized non-standard wood elements that were
scanned and then milled through a robotic process. Source: Architectural
Association, Design + Make [146].
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3.7 Multi-robot Fabrication
Similar to cyber-physical systems, multi-robot systems require
strategies for connecting the actions ofmultiple distributed compu-
tational resources and processes. Multi-robot distributed systems
for manufacturing have led to significant improvements in ef-
ficiency and flexibility in industrial contexts. A well-known
example is Kiva Systems, a distributed system of robots acquired
and implemented for deployment in the Amazon warehouse [124].
Similarly, in industrial engineering, methods for PLC-based con-
trol and coordination for fleets of industrial robots are well estab-
lished [31].

Of course, industrial contexts are much more structured than
typical construction sites, and tolerances issues are exponentially
more significant in construction. In contrast to these industrial
precedents, in the case of architecture, a tighter integration is
necessary between a physical process and a CAD environment.
The machine or robot must access the relationships embedded in
the digital design during production.

The main argumentation for using multi-robot systems has
been clearly defined in precedent literature[118]. In contrast to
single robot systems, multi-robot systems benefit when:

• The task complexity is too high for a single robot.

• The task is inherently spatially distributed.

• Building several robots with fewer resources is much easier
than having a single powerful robot.

• Multiple robots can achieve tasks or problems faster using
parallelism.
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• Multiple robots increase system robustness through redund-
ancy [118].

In a construction context, multiple robot systems can also sig-
nificantly expand design system possibilities. Higher levels of
design complexity can be achieved throughmore robots and, there-
fore, more degrees of freedom in the system. Parts can increase in
scale because the combined reach envelope of the robotic system
is inherently extended, minimizing the need for extra connection
details joints between parts.

Multiple robot systems for fabrication can be categorized
according to their degree of self-similarity: whether they have
identical homogeneous robots with the same specifications or het-
erogeneous robots with hardware corresponding to different tasks.

3.7.1 Homogeneous Robot Teams
Multiple investigations have utilized systems of robots with sim-
ilar specifications. In the ICD/ITKEResearch Pavilion 2013/2014,
two robots were synchronized towards the production of a modu-
lar pavilion with double-layered hyperbolic composite parts [125].
The synchronization in this case was platform-specific, utilizing
software native to Kuka robots. A dual collaborative robot setup
consisting of two UR robots has also been deployed towards ro-
botic hot wire cutting. This process was also sophisticated from
the perspective of online control and sensor feedback [135]. At
the ETH Zurich, the work cell composed of four ceiling gantry-
mounted industrial robots has been deployed towards many other
multi-robot collaborative processes, including coordinated brick
stacking [122]. In this case, an additional UR robot was executing
parallel tasks, though there was minimal downstream integration.

Outside of the realm of industrial robots, researchers at the
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ETH Zurich have investigated the potential for fabricating archi-
tectural systemswith systems of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
For the project, Flight Assembled Architecture, a system of quad-
rotor helicopters was programmed to stack lightweight polystyrene
bricks autonomously according to a pre-defined digital plan [177].
More recently, the UAVs were used to weave tensile bridge struc-
tures [15] [106].

In robotics research contexts, task-specific robots have been
co-developed in tandem with physical production systems, as in
the project Termes from Harvard. This mobile climbing robot
includes sensor feedback, enabling it to climb and stack identical
blocks. This particular system negates inter-robot communica-
tion in favor of having a symbolic representation of the design
intention coupled with a set of rules on-board the robot controller,
and thus provides an alternate approach to cyber-physical systems
[119]. Similarly, a climbing robot system has been developed for
wood construction, which utilizes local force sensing to guide con-
struction in a distributed system of wooden-strut climbing robots
[100]. A similar project implemented intelligent sensor and actu-
ator systemswithin the constructionmodules themselves itself: the
project Cyber-physical macro matter developed a modular system
that could be constantly reconfigured by a team of UAVs [179].

Figure 3.5: The Strut Climbing Robot system developed at the Wyss Institute
utilized a force-feedback approach for distributed robotic construction[100].
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3.7.2 Heterogeneous Robot Teams
While previous projects demonstrate the increased possibilities
enabled through robot teams, using robot systems with homogen-
eous specifications still limits the diversity of possible construction
tasks, simultaneously limiting the design space of possible mater-
ial systems for architecture. Several other investigations have
recognized the value in heterogeneous robot teams, where mul-
tiple robots with diverse tooling and specifications correspond to
specialized roles within an overall production chain.

In theMinibuilders, developed at IAAC, a system of robots was
developed for additive manufacturing, while Maria Yablonina has
developed a heterogeneous robot team for long-span fiber filament
winding. [181] [182].

Both of these examples prove that much can be gained from
system diversity and that a system of robots can enable the pro-
duction of structures significantly larger than the robots and auto-
mation systems themselves. In contrast to single robot systems,
coordination between heterogeneous robot teams additionally be-
comesmore challenging, as the robotsmight have different control,
communication, or programming logic. These projects suggest
that coordination necessary in multi-robot systems relies on cyber-
physical systems, and these two fields of research will mutually
co-develop in the future.

3.8 Cyber-physical Form Finding
Outside the realm of robotic production, cyber-physical systems
have also been utilized in highly engineered design and construc-
tion processes, expanding the scope of feasible architectural and
structural forms. Form finding is an iterative process for find-
ing a performative form in static equilibrium for a given set of
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Figure 3.6: The IAAC Minibuilders project exhibited the benefits of a hetero-
geneous approach to robotics. However, each robot executed its task in isolation
before the next robot was deployed. [26] [105].

constraints, loads, and boundary conditions [4]. At the ETH
Zurich, the Block Research Group developed a cyber-physical
form-finding process developed for the production of textile re-
inforced thin-shell concrete [94]. A feedback loop, connected to
numeric form-finding processes, was leveraged to manipulate a
network of turn-buckles located at the perimeter of a cable-net
structure, serving as the formwork of a concrete shell. The turn-
buckles could be iteratively manipulated until the desired stress
state and geometric condition were reached. Though the feedback-
loop utilized predictive modeling to narrow the search space and
pre-predict the turnbuckle states, arguably hybridizing feedback-
based approaches with numeric methods may be more powerful
than either approach acting in isolation.

Ultimately, this project shows that cyber-physical systems
could also enable an ideal structural form to physically materialize
through the coupling of sensor feedback, digitally controlled
actuators, and backend numeric form-finding methodologies.
Critically, this alludes to the need to consider other possible
actuators in addition to robots within a cyber-physical system,
further incentivizing platform-agnostic communication strategies
which can connect a diverse set of actuator, device, and sensor
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inputs.
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4
Precedents in
Procedural and
Behavioral Building

In many ways, the enabling technologies section and state-of-
the-art sections presented in this dissertation suggest that recent
technological developments enable cyber-physical systems. Such
a conclusion promotes a very technocentric vision of progress,
suggesting that technical advances have enabled practitioners and
researchers to re-conceive of and enable the nascent opportunities
of robots and fabrication equipment.

However, many of the strategies for cyber-physical systems
also benefit by looking backward–before the establishment of
building practices based on the exchange of 2D representations
between otherwise compartmentalized processes. Historically,
the need to coordinate between many disparate specialized entit-
ies cultivated and reinforced a rigid approach to tolerances defined
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by pre-definition and pre-calculation, where the primary priority
has been on geometric articulation above all other qualities and
pursuits.

This thesis considers relevant concepts and strategies from two
different realms. The first is nature: considering animal builders
that act and react to their environment utilizing sensor feedback
towards construction and assembly tasks. And the second is ver-
nacular building processes, where instruction-based making and
procedural logics of construction have been utilized to coordinate
complex building processes.

4.1 Strategies from Nature
Natural systems and biomimetic design principles have a signific-
ant history in architectural theory, as being an entirely different
paradigm of construction contrasting with the way that construc-
tion is done now. The following volumes describe the ways that
natural principles are relevant for architecture and engineering
[77] [101]. In contrast to these principles, this dissertation will
primarily consider behavioral logics of animal production: where
animals themselves are the builders or engineers of structures, us-
ing sensor feedback and low-level behavioral logics of actions and
reactions to construct robust structures with high levels of system
performance.

4.1.1 Behavioral Building: Coupling Sensing and
Acting

As discussed previously, the behavioral origins of intelligence,
as they became interesting for roboticists, are detailed earlier in
works such asRonaldArkin’sBehavior BasedRobotics [13]. After
Arkin, Rodney Brooks wrote the seminal article, "Elephants don’t
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play chess," a treatise which concluded that even though animals
do not exhibit human-level logic and reasoning, they can still serve
as an example for artificial intelligence in robotic systems [34].

The critical characteristic of animals for roboticists is that
they function in noisy, complex domains rather than structured
worlds, and they do so without a priori knowledge of their task. A
critical component of animal-based construction methods is that
they are based on behaviors. A behavior can be simply defined as
a coupling of sensing to motor action.

4.1.2 Differentiation through Behavior
Although animal builders do not utilize planning or pre-calculation
methods to define their built structures, their built structures ex-
hibit a high degree of structural performance and fitness in various
extreme scenarios and loading events. In particular, the relevant
structural qualities that help natural built systems achieve and
maintain structural fitness are functional differentiation and sys-
tem redundancy.

Material and structural differentiation can be defined as local
variations in the mechanical characteristics of a material system.
Differentiation in a structural or material system can be highly
advantageous, as it enables material to be placed according to
functional needs.

Differentiation in natural systems can emerge from several dif-
ferent natural processes, such as growth. Differentiation can also
emerge through behavioral and procedural processes, where low-
level feedback rather than pre-defined a priori process encourages
animals to adapt their behavior locally or to modify their behavior
throughout the sequence of construction, simultaneously affect-
ing the structural and mechanical conditions of the built structure
during production. For example, in case study 1 in section 7.2,
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the Diving Bell water spider served as an example for a beha-
vioral construction process. The diversity and differentiation of
fiber layers emerging from its construction process corresponded
to changes in fiber-laying behavior. Simultaneously, the weaver
bird, serving as an example in the project Robotic Softness presen-
ted in section A.1 implemented a variety of behaviors to influence
the mechanical behavior. In particular, the weaver bird chooses
between different types of material with simple sensor feedback
based on color, which can correlate to the mechanical properties.
Weaving elements that vary in their elasticity at different times is
done strategically. Early elements have high bending stiffness to
create a stable scaffold, while later elements with a lower modulus
are used for densifying and creating an enclosure condition. Thus,
changes in behavior over time simultaneously result in a variation
in the mechanical properties of the built structures.

4.1.3 Redundancy Rather than Efficiency as a
Structural Principle

Animal builders must build habitats that, like real structures, are
subject to unpredictable events and loading conditions, threatening
destruction. However, building behaviors have evolved over time
so that such threats or events are not catastrophic.

In engineering, the concept of redundancy has a range of im-
plied definitions and related concepts. "Redundancy typically
stresses the ability of a structural system to redistribute among its
members/connections the loads which can no longer be carried
by some other damaged portions [22]. To guarantee redundant
structures, the availability of alternative load paths (or additional
load-transfer mechanisms) is of paramount importance. Unlike
structures exhibiting redundancy, non-redundant structures may
fail immediately under local damage, such as loss of load carrying
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element(s). And for this very reason, redundancy means and also
provides an availability of warning prior to system failure[115]."
[54].

A characteristic common to many natural built structures is
redundancy and reciprocity. Redundancy, in this case, can en-
hance the resilience of a structural system. If a single part fails,
the global load-bearing performance is not jeopardized. Similarly,
local failures are not detrimental to global performative functions
(i.e., shelter, structural performance). The use of redundancy con-
trasts directly to engineering structures and concepts that exhibit
efficiency, facilitating calculation, as discussed in the section on
the limits of simulation, section 2.3.5.

Figure 4.1: A three-hinged arch is an example of an engineering structure that
is not redundant but is easy to calculate. This displays one of the earliest three
hinged arches, Maschinenhaus Bochum, by Johann Wilhelm Schwedler, 1865,
which is a statically determinant structure and thus easily calculated [76].
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Figure 4.2: In contrast to statically determinant structures, many natural struc-
tures exhibit redundancy and reciprocity, such as the weaver bird Nest. These
structures would be nearly impossible to calculate but rely on system-level
redundancy and reciprocity for global performance [172].

Verification of Properties Through Feedback Rather than
Pre-calculation

An additional principle that is highly important for animal build-
ers is that they use low-level sensor input to test or verify the
performance of the material systems they are building. Sensor
inputs can indicate how to modify behavior to maintain process-
specific parameters or performative qualities. Sensor inputs can
also be used to verify the mechanical properties of parts of the ma-
terial system through integrated testing of the built system itself.
For example, spiders have different means of judging web tension
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through vibration during the process of construction [178].

4.1.4 Collaborative Building: Balancing
Specialization with Generalization

Animal builders often work in teams in order to build structures
that are much larger than any individual unit. This characteristic
is highly relevant because of the scale of architecture: it is not
feasible to develop automation systems larger than the scale of
buildings. Such systems would be cost-prohibitive and create
extra complications in terms of transportation and logistics.

Building collaboratively offers several advantages: the first of
which is redundancy at the system level; if one unit fails, the rest
of the units can compensate. Collaborative building also necessit-
ates mechanisms for coordination (i.e., distributing tasks between
workers), and in some cases, mechanisms for specialization, where
one worker gains skills, tools, and specifications that make them
more suited to doing some tasks more than others. In nest build-
ing, for example, for the organism P. occidentalis, each task is
often performed by a separate group of workers [66]. In this or-
ganism, specialization could be shown to be more efficient than
parallel-series organization. Interestingly, in colonies of social
insects, work organization is dependent on colony size: in smaller
colonies, each worker will be more likely to be a generalist, while
in large colonies, specialization is more likely to emerge[66].

This strategic balance between generalization and specializa-
tion is relevant for architecture and construction to achieve system
flexibility and resource efficiency in collaborative systems.
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4.2 Strategies from Vernacular Construction
Building processes based on the rationalization of a geometric
entity are also foreign to the realm of vernacular architecture.
While the planning and rationalization methods characteristic of
modern-day construction enable a higher degree of prediction and
planning necessary for the economic and legal frameworks of the
building industry, there are also certain opportunities, strategies,
and characteristics that have been lost over time due to geometric
prioritization.

The section attempts to characterize strategies and charac-
teristics of vernacular building processes that have implemented
procedural approaches to construction. As the vernacular archi-
tecture historian Paul Oliver noted, while the product of vernacular
building processes is relatively well preserved, less is known about
the actual construction processes, making the extraction of these
logics of production quite difficult[116].

4.2.1 Using Local Non-standard Materials
In contrast to utilizing highly engineered and standardized ma-
terials, many vernacular building processes make use of as-found
and local building materials. For example, stonemasons have de-
veloped many different strategies for the stacking and processing
of irregular stones, despite the geometric irregularity of the ma-
terial stock.

Additive wood-based construction systems are also associated
with many different procedural logics of construction. For ex-
ample, processes of sorting and testing usually occur early to aid in
selection processes. While the second set of procedural logics are
associated with strategies for nesting, matching, and processing
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geometrically diverse materials. In additive timber-based con-
struction methods, the order of wooden logs is chosen so that the
tapering condition alternates[116]. Many other examples exist
across diverse cultures and building systems.

Figure 4.3: An example of a vernacular building process utilizing non-
standardized wooden elements. This is an example of Cactus planking in
Chiu, Chiu, Chile. Church of San Francisco. Source: Paul Oliver [116].

4.2.2 Reciprocity, Redundancy, and Active Bending
Similar to biological structures, vernacular building structures of-
ten rely on redundancy and reciprocity at the system level for
structural performance. In multiple examples across many dif-
ferent cultures, flexible elements are often interwoven, creating a
network of friction-based alternating reaction forces. These pat-
terns are found across multiple scales, from thatching patterns to
larger-scale framing systems, as exhibited in figure 4.2.2.
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These vernacular construction methods and others utilize
building materials that are elastically bent during construction.
Lienhard et al. classify these vernacular construction processes as
behavior-based approaches to bending-active structures [93]. This
strategy contrasts tremendously with the construction paradigm
of today, where non-standard wooden elements are processed into
highly engineered, isotropic materials with predictable behavior
to allow for precision in detailing and fabrication. In contrast,
flexible material systems necessitate procedural correcting logics
and details for tolerance-handling.

In history, active bending may have been advantageous as a
construction strategy because material components could be flex-
ible and light during assembly, made rigid and stable through
redundancy, bundling, and inter-connectivity. In some cases, the
building system and the formwork to realize the construction sys-
tem are fully intertwined.

Summary

In summary, planning processes, symbolic representations, and
geometric prioritization are foreign to the realm of both biological
and vernacular building processes. Animal construction methods
are based on the paradigm of behavioral building, where behaviors
can be understood as simply a mapping of sensor inputs into
actions.

However, these logics must be transferred strategically to ar-
chitecture and construction, as animal builders operate under a
different set of contingencies and constraints. In particular, com-
putational resources, such as memory, are much "cheaper" in a
technological system, and communication is much more reliable.
What is highly relevant is that animal builders have evolved beha-
vior that makes the most efficient use of the available resources.
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Figure 4.4: Typically, highly engineered wooden elements with thick cross-
sections and predictable behavior allow for precise detailing and fabrication;
in contrast, many vernacular building methods utilize the flexibility of material
advantageously. Source: Lightweight engineered Kerto LVL roof trusses [51],
Gaëtan le penhuel Architectes Associés.

Methods are in place to ensure such structures are designed for
longevity and adaption, making them suitable to unpredictable and
variable rather than singular load cases.

Similarly, vernacular processes are highly procedural, char-
acterized by several steps rather than a finite result. Vernacular
building processes have developed a rich set of strategies to handle
material inconsistencies and geometric irregularities.

Such strategies could be newly technically possible within
cyber-physical systems, where the process of construction is con-
ceived of as a set of procedures, where the output of one process of
construction serves as an input for the next, and iterative feedback
is reincorporated throughout the process.
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Imperfections and inherent variability – the ’errors’ – are a fact of life
in the messy world of building. They will never disappear from the act
of designing and producing architecture. ’The principle of zero
tolerance,’ however, as noted by Gaynor and Singleton [62], ’is
unforgiving of error.’ They are absolutely right about that: zero
tolerance does not belong in the vocabulary of architecture

Why We Need an Architecture of Tolerance, 2014
Branko Kolarvic [81]

A limited number of approaches characterized the first importation
of robotics into industry and construction: including task-specific
robots generally narrowly automating singular parts of a produc-
tion process, or fully integrated building systems, acting as on-site
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factories. Other research efforts have focused on automating ex-
isting systems and building processes, replacing human workers
with machines.

The second wave of efforts towards robotics and automation
in architecture has been enabled by the use of industrial robots,
which are open-ended, inherently flexible, and generic, and facil-
itate the development of customizable material processes through
the output of unique control code in their robot control language.
However, as appropriated technologies from other contexts, indus-
trial robots have limitations and specifications which hinder the
range of their application in AEC. Similarly, multi-functional tools
will never be the ideal tool for any specific application scenario.

In summary, these approaches have faced significant chal-
lenges and shortcomings that have prevented them from being
a universal solution to enabling robotic automation within AEC.
Up to now, architecture and construction remains one of the least
automated industries[18].

Additionally, significant barriers still existwithin the domain of
architecture due to the compartmentalized nature of the industry
and the linear and inflexible nature of stereotypical production
chains. When acting in combination, precise and notational soft-
ware environments have contributed to an approach to tolerances
which is defined by pre-definition and pre-calculation, where a
design is geometrically specified and modeled and defined a prioi,
preceding any stages of production and construction.

Such an approach to tolerances has necessitated that material
processes have a high degree of predictability, favoring the use of
standardized materials and pre-fabrication workflows, where parts
are produced off-site in a structured environment.

An alternate approach begins to emerge through the new
technological possibilities afforded by cyber-physical systems,
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where data processing methods, flexible and adaptive program-
ming strategies, and closed-loop control can be utilized to handle
material variability and process inconsistencies. Digital mechan-
isms can be used to manage and orchestrate tasks between many
different entities, each of which may have different strengths to
correspond to the variety of complex tasks that exist within the
domain of architectural production.

Thus cyber-physical fabrication implies a significant shift in
the context of architectural production. The first is a shift from
process compartmentalization to process interconnectivity and in-
terdependence, where data exchange can be iteratively exchanged
between concurrent processes. The second is a shift towards pro-
cess adaptability, flexibility, and autonomy, where unknowns and
inconsistencies can be handled by variousmechanisms and control
loops operating at multiple hierarchy levels.

This thesis focuses on the following four themes of possibilities
enabled by cyber-physical systems.

• Globalmonitoring, systemdiagnostics, and decisionmaking
at run-time;

• Flexible, geometrically-adaptive, and semi-autonomous ro-
botic processes;

• Production processes for indeterminate, non-standardized,
and in-calculable material systems;

• Digitally orchestrated collaboration and interactivity;

These possibilities are not entirely mutually exclusive but
rather are interconnected and interrelated.
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5.1 Global Monitoring, System Diagnostics,
and Decision Making at Run-Time

Within a cyber-physical system, data during the construction pro-
cess can be recorded and processed, enabling real-timemonitoring
and automated data acquisition (ADA). Thus there is a significant
opportunity to use the gathered data to reveal diagnostics about
the construction process, including metrics such as process speeds
and efficiencies.

Iterative data gathering can also enable real-time decision
making based on the current system status at multiple levels of
hierarchy. On a local level, sensing can be tightly coupled to act-
ing, enabling sensor feedback to directly elicit a physical reaction,
or motor response, from robots or machines. For example, in the
project, "Robotic Softness," presented in section A.1, when scan
data revealed that the robot was a target distance away from a target
stick for weaving, it elicited the series of motor actions that would
enable weaving. In this particular instance, sensing was tightly
coupled to acting.

At higher system levels, data processing and analytics can also
be applied towards a higher level of system understanding. In
this case, data gathered from multiple distributed sensing sources
can be passed into simultaneous parallel simulations, enabling a
virtual construction of the system state. Within the context of
industry 4.0, a parallel virtual construction of the as-built system
state is called a digital twin[164].

Interfaces and other diagnostic displays can visually display the
state of the digital twin, simultaneously condensing information
and revealing key insights relating to the construction process.
For example, in the project Collaborative Robotic Workbench
presented in section A.5, a downstream web-platform subscribed
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to fabrication events and used this information to update a visual-
ization of the current as-built construction status.

5.2 Flexible, Adaptive, and Semi-Autonomous
Robotic Processes

In contrast to production chains where robots are programmed
with static and inflexible machine control code derived from geo-
metric plans and blueprints, this thesis investigates control and
programming techniques that enable robots and fabrication ma-
chines to be programmed adaptively, enabling them to respond to
unpredictable material processes and unknowns in their environ-
ment. Similarly, these techniques enable the execution of their
actions to be contextually aware and sequence-dependent.

A key criterion within a cyber-physical fabrication process
is that the robot’s actions are not separated from the underlying
logics, dependencies, and relationships implicit in the CAD design
model. Through strategic communication, the actions ofmachines
and robots can be influenced by the digital design and design
environment, and various mechanisms can be deployed towards
maintaining relationships in response to tolerances and process
inconsistencies.

Higher levels of integration then suggest adaptive and flexible
design definitions: where the designed system is not statically
predetermined but is flexibly defined, and strategic decision mak-
ing is enabled throughout the production process. The level of
adaption might be entirely deterministic, enabling only variation
at local levels. At the same time, the global system may have been
predetermined with a high degree of specificity, as in Case Study
2, the Autodesk Hive Pavilion in section 7.3.

On the other extreme, each step of the design may emerge
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through a behavioral or procedural process, fusing the act of
designing and the act of producing. For example, in the pro-
ject, RoboticSoftness in section A.1, an agent-based tool was used
to determine the placement of the next element, respecting the lim-
itations of the material and acting in response to the current status
of construction. In this case, the designed system only emerged
from the act of production [102].

5.3 Production Processes for Indeterminate,
Non-standard, and In-calculable Material
Systems

With the ability to act and react to the current status construction
and integrate sensor feedback within an iterative feedback-driven
production process comes the opportunity to extend the types
of material systems that can be designed, handled, and then built
through automated robotic workflows. Though heterogeneous and
non-standard materials have a rich history in vernacular building
processes, they pose serious challenges to standard systems of
automation due to their unstructured and irregular nature.

Irregularity and inconsistency can be introduced within a pro-
duction process due to many different factors:

• Geometric irregularity and inconsistency due to the unstruc-
tured nature of raw building materials, or even due to the
irregular build-up of materials due to accumulated toler-
ances over time;

• Material systems that resist calculation by existing typical
methods, due to redundancy, static indeterminacy, aniso-
tropic or inconsistent mechanical properties, or production
processes with a high number of unknowns;
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• Systems which are actively moving or deforming during a
production process.

However, cyber-physical systems provide multiple opportun-
ities and mechanisms for reacting to inconsistent and unpredict-
able processes. Through adaptive programming and closed-loop
control, the types of material systems that can successfully be de-
signed, handled, and realized can expand. Sensor feedback can
be coupled with computational and procedural logics of design
generation and production to enable the use of material with irreg-
ular geometries or inconsistent material properties. Each iteration
of robotic or machine control code can be generated in sequence,
reacting to the digitization of the as-built conditions.

Simultaneously, cyber-physical systems provide new ap-
proaches for verifying material properties, rather than only
conservatively pre-calculating them. On the one hand side,
verification could happen at an early stage in a production
process, where the testing of heterogeneous materials can be
coupled with processes of selection, similar to methods within
vernacular building processes and biological building processes,
presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Verification can also happen during the actual process of pro-
duction, where sensor feedback during the production process can
reveal key insights about mechanical and material performance.

5.4 Digitally Orchestrated Collaboration and
Interactivity

Cyber-physical systems can coordinate and mediate the actions
between multiple devices, machines, users, and robots in a com-
plex process. Cyber-physical systems can serve several functions
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within a networked process, dispatching sequence-dependent in-
structions and tasks to each device, robot, and machine in the
scene. This possibility implies a shift in the language of in-
structions: in contrast to compiling static and geometric control
code, new methods are required for compiling coordinated and
sequence-dependent instructions for each robot or machine from
a desired designed system.

Cyber-physical coordination can be deployed towards
multi-robot and multi-machine collaboration, as in case study
3: ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2016/2017. In the case of
multi-robot collaboration, specialization can enable different
robots to be used for different tasks, corresponding to the typical
diversity of tasks in a construction workflow. Cyber-physical
systems can enhance the possibilities for spatially distributed and
heterogeneousmulti-robot collaboration. Ideally, a cyber-physical
system is platform-agnostic and thus can serve to connect the
actions of multiple robots with devices, sensors, and auxiliary
hardware.

5.4.1 Human and Robot Collaboration
Due to the unstructured nature of building materials and con-
struction sites, Human-Robot Collaboration is highly relevant for
architecture. Humans are still superior to machines and robots
when it comes to mobility, dexterity, and cognition. In addition,
many existing building processes have been designed for manual
rather than automated assembly conditions.

Within construction, collaborative workflows can enable an
intelligent division of labor and tasks. Users such as project man-
agers, fabricators, and construction workers can leverage process
knowledge, intuition, and craft to execute tasks that are still elusive
or cost-prohibitive for robots. Similarly, robots and machines can
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execute precise, monotonous, repetitive, or dangerous tasks.
Within human and robot collaborative processes, as in case

study 2 in section 7.3, and the projectCollaborative Robotic Work-
bench, in section A.5, digital systems can orchestrate task trading
in a shared workspace, enabling a workflow where Human users
can do tasks that require high levels of dexterity and cognition. In
contrast, machines and robots can execute tasks that necessitate
repetition and precision. Cyber-physical systems can serve as a
digital backend, augmenting the collaborative process by dispatch-
ing just-in-time instructions.

User interfaces and diagnostic displays can also serve to dis-
play and overlay gathered data, augmenting the ability of users
to successfully achieve their tasks. Simultaneously, interfaces
within an overall cyber-physical system can also serve as a control
layer, exposing the ability to input information or make changes
to the system. In the project Collaborative Robotic Workbench,
in section A.5, high-level robotic tasks, rather than geometric-
ally descriptive control code, could be planned and dispatched by
a user through a tool-set exposed through an augmented reality
interface.
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6
Methods:
Computing, Sensing,
Communicating, and
Controlling

The development of a cyber-physical system for architectural
production depends on several components and techniques in
computation, sensing, control, and communication. This sec-
tion characterizes and categorizes the methods and techniques
deployed in the case studies and projects and discusses their limit-
ations and other scenarios where they may be deployed. A critical
strategy in the development of a cyber-physical system is choosing
between multiple methodological approaches. Thus, this section
attempts to characterize various approaches and also to discuss
their trade-offs.
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The first necessary tool-set is a set of computation and sim-
ulation tools for respecting robotic constraints while facilitating
adaption. In a cyber-physical workflow, the robot’s actions are
ideally not statically determined prior to production but are in-
stead generated at run time, enabling them to be responsive to
tolerances, unknowns in the environment, and incoming user in-
structions. Thus dealing with robotic constraints becomes more
challenging than in typical productionworkflows, where the design
can be finalized before production, and all robotic tool-paths can
be pre-simulated and tested.

The computation and simulation section explains fundamental
tool-sets for simulating robotic motions in a CAD environment,
including inverse kinematic(IK) solvers for spherical and non-
spherical wrist robots. Robotic constraints that must be respected
are each considered and explained, considering how they can be
tested and integrated into an adaptive computational design work-
flow. A methodological strategy is presented for designing within
the volume of robotic possibility by establishing a task-specific
reach envelope, which can be applied towards continuous robotic
fabrication processes. In this case, the robot can navigate freely
within a given volume; this method is complimentary with agent-
based computational tools.

The third component explains strategies for defining robotic
control code unambiguously to ensure that the simulation will
match the physical actions of the robot.

Network and control strategies are also presented for connect-
ing multiple robots, devices, users, and computational resources
towards large-scale production goals. Techniques are presented
for integrating sensor feedback back into the design environment,
enabling the digitalization of targeted feedback at local and global
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scales. A final section integrates all of these techniques and cat-
egorizes a set of adaptive workflows where sensor feedback can
be integrated into the CAD environment, affecting downstream
aspects of the production process.

6.1 Computational Tool-set
Computational design can enable multiple constraints, conflicting
inputs, and performance criteria to be integrated into a design and
development process. Custom computation workflows can enable
designers to mediate between multiple and sometimes conflicting
inputs (i.e., material constraints, structural criteria, and perform-
ance) and design intentions.

For robotic fabrication, integrating robotic constraints early
into the design process and verifying that the design meets all
robotic constraints is critical in guaranteeing producibility and
feasibility. However, testing and guaranteeing producibility be-
comes more challenging when the design must be capable of
changing or adapting during production in response to tolerances,
unknowns, or process inconsistencies. In this case, the additional
challenge in a computational design process is defining both a
logic of change or adaptation (for example, through scalar or para-
metric logics, of topologicalmanipulation) and understanding how
to guarantee that the extremes of allowable changes additionally
satisfy all robotic constraints and maintain other performance cri-
teria.

This computational section discusses the different robotic con-
straints that must be considered in a simulation environment and
presents a set of tools and strategies for designing within the space
of robotic possibility while facilitating adaption during produc-
tion.
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6.1.1 Considerations for Pre-simulating Robotic
Control Code

Understanding, pre-simulating, and detecting how a robot will
move to a given Cartesian position through a computational and
simulation tool-set is a critical element to guarantee that a design
is producible. While some robotics suppliers release simulation
software, for example, RobotStudio by ABB, many robots on the
market have been slow to couple their machines to simulation
software, and in many cases, the actual control software which
runs on the robot is inaccessible. The mathematical methods
for linear interpolation and for choosing the target configuration
for a given frame can only be revealed through methodological
observation.1

Many third-party developers have released tools for the devel-
opment, simulation, and output of robotic control code within a
CAD program, including Kuka PRC, HAL, and Scorpion, among
others [29][143] [50]. However, any kinematically complex pro-
cesses requiring adaption and online control in most cases benefit
from a custom-developed stand-alone library for robotic simula-
tion and machine control code output. This tool should have local
control over linear or joint on a position basis and implement
custom strategies for definitive, unambiguous control code.

The case studies were all produced with a custom robotics sim-
ulation and computational library implemented in Rhino, utilizing
the visual programming environment Grasshopper for visualiza-
tion. This library included forward kinematic, inverse kinematic,
and interpolation capabilities based on axis-angle interpolation2.

1Even the control and interpolation algorithms used by Kuka are hermetic
and black box, and not entirely known today.

2Case study 1 utilized the Lobster 2 Plug-in for Grasshopper developed by
Daniel Piker, only for the kinematics. For case study 2, a custom IK solver
for non-spherical wrist robots was written by Long Nguyen. After this time,
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The simulation environment must also have an accurate 3D
mesh or model of the robot linked to a kinematic skeleton, and the
correct joint values must be ascribed correctly. The unique joint
limits for every axis must also be stored in the simulation tool.

6.1.2 Existing Computational and Path-Planning
Strategies for Constraint-Based Design for
Robotic Production

A key criterion of the computational design process is that all
robotic constraints are satisfied and can also be integrated with
other design considerations and performative criteria. The com-
putational approach should also facilitate design exploration but
not be overly deterministic.

On a conceptual level, several existing strategies are employed
in precedent projects, either consciously evoked or not, which help
mitigate robotic constraints.

• A trial-and-error-based approach enables each part to be
tested and visualized for each robotic constraint.

• The design system intentionally limits the scope of possible
design solutions through rules, or there is a limitation of the
types of parts through geometric self-similarity.

• Kinematic redundancy in the robotic system guarantees that
a valid robotic path solution most likely exists and can be
found. For maneuvers in Cartesian space, kinematic re-
dundancy requires more than 6 DoF.

an ICD plug-in, developed primarily by Long Nguyen, added functionality for
simulating any custom 6-axis spherical wrist robot model. The interpolation
algorithms, path-planning algorithms, and control code algorithms were gen-
erally written in a separate library by the author. The online control methods
required a separate set of codes and functions
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However, many of the above strategies have limitations, es-
pecially when applied within a cyber-physical process. A trial-
and-error approach is not feasible within an adaptive workflow, as
tolerances can cause a pre-simulated robotic path to fail during
production. When a 6 DoF robot is stationary, it is also inher-
ently not kinematically redundant, unless there are extra degrees
of freedom in the system due to the geometric flexibility of the
process.3

Many of the existing robotic path planning tool-sets imple-
mented within CAD environments are based on a workflow where
a robotic path is derived from geometry. Thus, when parts are
self-similar, the process of path planning is simplified. However,
such approaches can not always be used when there is significant
diversity of part or path types. In a cyber-physical production
process, where unrestricted motion is advantageous, these path
planning tools are insufficient.

Many tools also exist for offline robotic path planning, in-
cluding the Open Motion Planning Library (OPML) [158], which
is exposed through the MoveIT ROS package[40], in addition to
Gazebo[78]. Research at the ETH Zurich has looked into integrat-
ing these tools in the design environment for complex processes
of assembly [61]. However, due to their computational intens-
ity and specificity, these tools cannot meet all the needs of a
cyber-physical fabrication process. These tools are computation-
ally expensive and are geared towards finding a single optimal
collision-free path but are only applicable if such a path exists,
and in many cases, necessitate process parameters to be already
specified as inputs.

There is a need to establish computationally inexpensive path

3For example, robotic milling is a 5-axis maneuver and thus has 1 DoF for
path planning.
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planning tools, which facilitate the integration of robotic con-
straints early in a design process and cater to unrestricted motion
in an online, adaptive, and cyber-physical robotic workflow.

6.1.3 Simulation Components
The following section characterizes the fundamental simulation
components that must be in place in a cyber-physical robotic con-
struction process.

Forward and Inverse Kinematic Solvers

Forward kinematics is the process of solving for the frame of the
end-effector after applying the sequential joint transformations,
while inverse kinematics is solving for the unique joint config-
uration that will enable the robotic end-effector to reach a given
target frame. In general, there are two mathematical approaches
4 to solve the inverse kinematics of a given kinematic chain, one
which is geometric, and the other algebraic [43]. In a geometric
approach to solving for a manipulator’s IK solution, the spatial
geometry is decomposed into several plane-geometry problems
[43], while in an algebraic approach, the solution is obtained by
utilizing a system of nonlinear algebraic equations.

Standard six-axis industrial robots, sometimes called "anthro-
pomorphic" robots, come in two different typologies: spherical
and non-spherical wrist robots. The inverse kinematics of both
types of standard six-axis robots are well known and can be solved
with a geometric approach [86]. For the case of spherical wrist-
six-axis robots, the necessary joints can be solved by working
simultaneously from the two ends of the kinematic chain of the
robot: from the base to the target and from the target backward.
Critically there are three distinct points about which the robot

4This does not include incremental and iterative solvers.
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solution can be mirrored, enabling two by two by two unique solu-
tions, or eight unique and finite configurations for a given target
frame. A similar geometric IK solution can be developed and
implemented for the non-spherical wrist robot.5

A critical aspect of the inverse kinematic solver is that it can
come up with every possible IK configuration for a given target
position rather than present a single solution. IK solvers structured
as generalizable solutions, applicable to all kinematic chains of
arbitrary n-length, will often take longer to solve. Thus, from the
perspective of computational time, it is advantageous to utilize an
IK solver that uses the known geometric approach in the case of
standard six-axis industrial robots.

Linear Interpolation Based on Axis-Angle

Figure 6.1: Axis-angle visualization. For any two frames, there exists a single
vector direction = and angle \ by which FrameA can be transformed into
FrameB. Re-drawn by the Author based on source:[148].

Linear interpolation methods were implemented based on the

5An IK solver for non-spherical wrist robots was presented and explained,
in the paper, "Collaborative Construction [170]. Long Nguyen developed this
solution. However, other plug-ins such as Scorpion also include this solution.
[50].
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axis-angle formulation in order to generate smooth linear interpol-
ation between any two frames, where a single vector was solved
for that would enable Frame0 to rotate about a single Vector2 to
achieve Frame1. This method simplifies an approximate calcula-
tion of linear or angular velocity at any given time, enabling it to
be used in online control methods. Many industrial robots, includ-
ing Kuka, use Euler values for specifying orientations. However,
rotating reference Euler values are problematic and can not be
interpolated linearly due to sequence dependency.

Post-Processing Algorithm for Sequence Dependent Joint
Values

In general, an inverse kinematic solver will return the correct joint
position for each axis as a value between -180 and 180. However,
for revolute joints6, this value added to any multiplier of 360
is also a valid IK solution, assuming the values are within the
unique limits of each of the robot’s axis limits. A post-processing
algorithm was implemented to test for the relative impact of any
sequence of moves on axis values to determine if the sequence
would stay within axis limits.

In this case, the starting axis value must be known. Within
this algorithm, each axis position is processed to be the closest
multiplier of 360n + x to the preceding position, where n is an
integer. This algorithm implements the assumption that the ro-
bot will always move to the axis position closest to the previous
position in the same configuration. This assumption is only valid
when moves are small and incremental. In cases of large moves,
the robot’s current linear and angular velocities would need to
be considered, because the robot’s control algorithms may move
a further linear or angular distance when such a move does not

6A revolute joint is a joint that rotates.
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necessitate joint deceleration.

6.1.4 Constraint Based Design for Robotic
Production

Several robotic constraints must be taken into account in a compu-
tational design workflow. Each is explained below, with additional
discussion as to how it can be integrated or addressed within a
computational design process for an online robotic workflow.

Reachability

Themost critical robotic constraint is the constraint of reachability:
whereby the robot must be able to reach all target frames of a
desired design, including the extremes of the design variation with
allowable tolerances. Robotic manufacturers generally include a
diagrammatic robotic work envelope reflecting the workspace of
the robot as depicted in figure, 6.2. These images are reductionist
and somewhatmisleading: all Cartesian positions and orientations
are not reachable within the work envelope; the work envelope
actually indicates only the outer boundary of what the robot can
reach in its max extension. Axis limits and collisions can result in
unreachable positions within this envelope, and not all orientations
for every position are reachable.

To compensate for the limitations of workspace representa-
tions, more mathematically specific workspace definitions have
been proposed in robotics research contexts, categorized as fol-
lows [39] [104] [91]:

• Reachable workspace: the set of frames that may be reached
from at least one orientation;

• Total orientation workspace: all the frames that may be
reached within a range of defined orientation angles;
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Figure 6.2: Work envelope, Kuka KR 30, robot, adapted by the author based
on source: Kuka Robotics [84].

• Dexterous workspace: the set of frames from which all end-
effector orientations are possible;

• Orientation workspace: all the possible orientations that can
be reachedwhile the end-effector reference point is in a fixed
location;

• Fixed orientation workspace: the set of frames that can be
reached with a specific orientation.

Path and Configuration Continuity

In contrast to workspaces, the field of robotics has mathematical
representations for a robot’s configuration space. A configuration
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is defined as the minimal information to define the way that a robot
will reach a given position unambiguously. In robots with highly
redundant kinematics (greater than 6 DoF), the configuration can
only be represented with all the axis values. However, in 6 DoF
manipulators, there are a finite number of IK configurations for
a given frame. Mathematical representations of configuration
spaces are unintuitive from a design perspective and are not easily
integrated within a design process.

Figure 6.3: Example mathematical representation of the configuration space
of a 2 joint manipulator. In a redundant kinematic chain with more degrees
of freedom, representation of a configuration space becomes unintuitive and
difficult to integrate into a design process. Adapted by the author based on
source: [149].

The constraint of path continuity can be best understood as a
constraint which means that a 6 DoF robot can not actively switch
from one inverse kinematic configuration to another in the middle
of a task. This constraint is a predominant limitation when the
robot is actively attached to a workpiece or has boundary obstacles
in proximity which it cannot move through or collide. This con-
straint was a dominant constraint in Case Study 1: ICD/ITKE
Research Pavilion 2014/2015, section 7.2.

This constraint is a complex one to integrate within a com-
putational design workflow, because merely guaranteeing that the
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robot can reach all frames of a given path is insufficient. All
frames must be reached in the same configuration, or a change
in the configuration must be pre-planned explicitly. Additionally,
strategies must be used in the control code to ensure that the robot
moves between positions unambiguously.

Figure 6.4: The 8 Inverse Kinematic (IK) configurations of a standard spherical
wrist 6-axis industrial robot. The wrist toggle does not produce a visible
difference because Axis4 is rotated 180 and remains in position, while Axis6 is
also rotated 180, while remaining in a stationary position.

This constraint is also handled with the task-specific reach
envelope approach, explained below.

Collision Detection

The next constraint is the constraint of collision, which means
that the robot or its end-effector can not actively collide with
itself or with its environment while executing a task. In order
to test whether a single frame is collision-free, the set of meshes
representing the robot and its tool can be tested for every possible
intersection with the set of meshes representing the environment.
This is a brut force computational approach and thus becomes
computationally expensive if the environment is complex.

Testing for collision at the beginning of a production process
only considers collisions to aminimal extent. A changing collision
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environment due to the build-up of previously constructed mater-
ial, or dynamic objects in the environment, is also not considered
in the case studies due to the fact that the case studies are all mater-
ial systems where the previously constructed geometry interferes
with the future geometry only to a limited extent. This limitation
has been addressed by other research with existing offline planning
tool-sets [61].

Discontinuous Axes

In many industrial robots, the individual axes are not configured
with infinite motion. This implies that the robot cannot move
continuously from one extreme of the axis value to the other (i.e.,
moving from value -180 to value 180). This constraint is very
dominant in standard six-axis robots and implies that the robot’s
flange can essentially not cross the planes defined where the Axis1

is moving in the negative direction at the value -185, or in the
positive direction when +185.

However, many six-axis robots have the option of configuring
problematic axes with infinite motion. This facilitates fabrication
processes where a single axis is constantly increasing or decreas-
ing, such as winding or screwing. However, not all axes can be
configured with infinite motion, and sometimes external wiring
systems have a limit to how much twisting they can withstand. In
non-spherical wrist robots, such as the UR10 utilized in case study
2, each axis had an axis limit of -360 and +360 degrees. Thus the
constraint of axis discontinuity is worth considering as a general
case.

Duringmotion, a discontinuous axis only becomes a constraint
when the current axis value begins to approach the axis limits.
Thus this constraint is highly sequence-dependent. For the typical
first axis of the robot, this constraint can be easily avoided because
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its position in 3D space does not shift relative to the robot base
frame.

A discontinuous axis becomes more difficult to integrate with
when it involves an axis higher along the kinematic chain, because
the plane that can not be crossed constantly transforms in space as
a child of the discontinuous axis.7

In a continuous design process, the plane caused by the dis-
continuity of an axis can be treated like an obstacle within the
environment, discussed in Case Study 1 in figure 7.13. In this
case, a repulsion vector field around the first axis of discontinuity
kept the robot end-effector from crossing this axis. This technique
could be extended to all axes in the kinematic chain.

In a discrete design process, each potential move can be tested
for its impact on the axes by discretizing the move into a set of
small steps and applying the post-processing algorithm presented
in section 6.1.3 in order to evaluate its impact on the axes. Thus, it
follows that for a given sequence of discrete moves, the summation
of the relative axis change of all sequences when added with the
joint values at the start of the motion must stay within the axis
limits for each axis. This methodology was considered in Case
Study 2 in section 7.37.

6.1.5 Task-Specific Reach Envelopes in Robotic
Configuration Space

In order to address both reachability and configuration continu-
ity, a method was developed for deriving a task-specific reach
envelope in a specific robotic configuration space. This method
enables the generation of a solution set of frames in Cartesian

7Parent and child relationships are often used to describe the relationships
between links in a kinematic chain. To be a "child" of an axis means that every
transform that is applied to the parent also is applied to its children.
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space, which satisfies the constraints of robotic reachability and
configuration continuity. Collision detection can be also be con-
sidered to a limited extent by testing each plane for collisions robot
and environment collision. This approach becomes a key strategy
in robotic path planning for cyber-physical fabrication processes
because it enables relatively unrestricted robotic navigation within
a volumetric solution.

The following steps represent an algorithmic approach for
deriving a task-specific reach envelope in configuration space.
Critically, a few assumptions need to be made.

• Determine how the frames should be oriented relative to the
robot base given the task.

• Strategically reduce the DoF in the system. For example,
the first and last degree axis of a spherical wrist robot in the
system can usually be ignored in the case where the Tool
origin is close to the Flange Z-Axis.

• Generate a system of frames with uniform spacing based on
these two criteria.

• Test each frame in each of the unique configurations for
reachability with the IK solver. Add the plane if to the
solution set if it is reachable and does not cause a collision.

This methodology enables the production of a unique task-
specific reach envelope for each IK configuration. This method
was applied in both Case Study 1, ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion
2014/2015, section 7.5 and Case Study 2, the Autodesk Hive
Pavilion, in section 7.35.
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Applying Task-Specific Reach Envelopes in Configuration
Space

This method can be applied during several stages of a design pro-
cess. It can be applied early in the process for the designer to
understand how system parameters can impact robotic reachabil-
ity. It can also be used to determine which robotic configuration
has the most significant volume and, therefore, the most design
freedom and should be used during path planning. This approach
is also synergistic with other path planning approaches, where cer-
tain configurations can already be eliminated from consideration,
narrowing down the search space in subsequent planning steps.

The method is particularly applicable in a continuous design
process. A continuous design process is a process where the
robot is moving freely, and the next robotic maneuver can only
be represented by a continuum of possible choices. Thus in a
continuous design process, such as in case study 1 in section
7.2 the robot can navigate freely within the task-specific reach
envelope. If the global design is contained within the task-specific
reach envelope, all frames in global design should also be able to
be reached.

The limitation of the task-specific reach envelope approach is
that it can not account for dynamic objects in the environment or for
a dynamic collision scene due to accumulating geometry. In order
to address this limitation, other offline path planning strategies are
needed.

6.1.6 Unambiguous Robotic Control Code
The last attribute which needs to be addressed with the generation
output of robotic control code is making sure that the generated
control code will be executed by the robot unambiguously, partic-
ularly in the case of using linearly interpolated motions. When
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robots are conventionally programmed throughCartesianmotions,
interpolation algorithms on the robot controller are being applied,
sometimes resulting in a simulation that differs from the actual
actions of the robot.

In order to minimize disparities between the simulation envir-
onment and the executed motion paths on the robot, every move
should be discretized in small linear and angular steps.

In the case where linearly interpolated motion is advantageous
but for reasons of program length, the spacing between positions
must be large; strategies should be implemented to make sure the
robot goes to the correct configuration. While Kuka provides the
option to define configuration through two parameters, status and
turn, UR robots only provide joint moves as a means to define a
motion unambiguously.

6.2 Networking Techniques for
Cyber-physical Fabrication

To establish a cyber-physical system connecting multiple digital
and physical processes, custom communication protocols must
connect disparate platforms, devices, and workstations. Thus,
protocols for iterative data exchange are vitally important, and
network architectures must be established for connecting multiple
computational processes and resources.

6.2.1 Extendable Network Architectures
Thewidely influential paper,OnDistributedCommunicationsNet-
works by Paul Baran, written in 1964, provided the first insights
into good network design [17]. Baran provided the first classi-
fication system for networks, categorizing them into centralized,
decentralized, and distributed systems, and also provided early
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guidelines still relevant today. In particular, Baran proposed the
networking strategy of utilizing decentralized and distributed com-
munications systems for their higher redundancy and resiliency for
the case of dropped connections.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of communication networks: centralized, decentral-
ized, and distributed. Adapted based from Paul Baran, source: [17].

Several different network architectures were utilized in the
production of the case studies and projects.

Client-Server Models

The most basic unit of all of the networks developed in the case
studies and projects can be reduced to a client-server model, where
a server was utilized to maintain communication at a needed fre-
quency, while multiple clients, including the robot controller and
a CAD environment, could connect to this server.

A single instance of a server was multi-threaded with four
threads. The first thread receives information from a single
robotic system, including the robot’s current position and any
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additional robot system variables which are configured in the sig-
nal processing data packages. This information is then forwarded
downstream to a second client in a CAD design environment,
where the computational processing happens. Any corrections or
instructions that need to be sent to the robot are forwarded back
from the client to the server. The server then updates the package
of data and returns the desired data structure.

The server needs to maintain constant communication with the
robot controller, while the client can take much longer to execute
its tasks. Any path-planning or interpolation algorithms need to
happen on the server.

This type of network was utilized in Case Study 1, the
ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2014/2015 in section 7.2, in
addition to the projects Robotic Softness.

Figure 6.6: A client-server communication model for bi-directional commu-
nication between a CAD design environment, a server, and the robot controller.

Publish-Subscribe Communication Models

In contrast to a client-server communication model, a publish-
subscribe communication infrastructure can be deployed where
any process can "publish" a message to a topic corresponding to
a fabrication event, and all processes which have subscribed to
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the topic can access that message in real-time [52]. This type of
communication infrastructure can be inherently distributed.

This network type was utilized in case study 3 in section 7.4
for managing a multi-robot collaborative process utilizing Robot
Operating System, (ROS), a robotics middleware [129]. While
the use of ROS enables access to additional libraries and pack-
ages already developed within the open-source ROS community,
a publish-subscribe network could also be set up without ROS,
and many different libraries are available for this purpose.

Figure 6.7: Publish-subscribe communication model. Within a publish and
subscribe communication model, any processes can publish or subscribe to any
topic. Thus the communication model is known for being more scalable and
distributed.

File-Servers

Rather than sending peer-to-peer messages between computers,
another networking strategy is to implement a shared network
location, accessible to multiple devices, processes, or computers,
wheremultiple devices or processes can read andwrite to the same
files.

Though this process is inherently slow, this process has the ad-
vantage that data can be accessed on-demand rather than streamed
and handled, which may cause instability, especially in the case of
an already computationally intensive process. It has an additional
advantage that multiple processes can access the same memory or
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data.
Reading and writing to files is also much more stable for

interfacing with a CAD design environment, as such programs
were generally never developed to manage multiple incoming and
outgoing streams of data. The visual programming environment
Grasshopper, whichwas utilized often in the case studies primarily
for visualization, is based on a paradigm of executing a computa-
tional workflow in sequence rather than having multiple processes
executed in parallel.

A file-server approach is also appropriate for processes where
timing8 is not of great importance. For example, a human user
will hardly notice if there is a delay of 2 seconds before a file gets
sent from a computer to a robot or CNC machine for processing,
but communication for smooth online control is often in the realm
of 5 to 12 milliseconds.

In this case, the environment watching the folder/file(s) must
implement a routine to detect changes or reiterate on a cyclical
frequency with a timer.

Figure 6.8: File server: multiple computers or devices on the same network
can have read/write access to the same file. This enables sensor information
to be accessed on-demand. Utilizing this approach is advantageous when real-
time communication is not necessary when interfacing with a CAD program,
because such programs were not developed for multi-threaded communication.

8Real-time is often held to be around 1 millisecond.
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6.2.2 Communication Protocols
To establish a cyber-physical system connecting multiple digital
and physical processes, communication protocols must connect
disparate platforms, devices, and workstations. Thus, protocols
for iterative data exchange are vitally important, and persistent
3D data structures and coupled data processes must be configured
or accessed by all of the machines and robots in the workflow.
Thus data structures not tied to any individual proprietary CAD
program are advantageous.

In this thesis, several different types of peer-to-peer commu-
nication were utilized (left), while several hardware/transmission
mechanisms were used, impacting the communication’s stability
(right).

Figure 6.9: Peer-to-peer communication and transmission mechanisms.

The software Wireshark was used for checking and
troubleshooting communication.

6.3 Control Techniques for Cyber-physical
Fabrication

Broadly, control theory is a subfield of mathematics that deals
with the control of continuously operating dynamical systems in
engineered processes and machines. Many algorithms in control
have significant histories of development in the fields of robotics
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and computer science. What needs to be stated clearly for this
dissertation is that the development of a cyber-physical fabrication
process does not need to fully develop all algorithms from scratch,
andmany control algorithms developed in robotics contexts can be
implemented towards architectural aims. Thus, the development
of theseworkflows is the application of existing tools to the specific
challenges in the realm of architectural production. Critically, the
scale and complexity of architecture, and the compartmentalized
nature of the different specialized fields of knowledge, create extra
complications in data integration not present in related fields.

Within industrial robotics, control has a range of meanings.
On the one hand, robot control is the technology used in the servo
loops controlling the robot joints. However, in the robotic industry,
robot control is usually defined as the technology needed to con-
trol the electromechanical systems of a robot [32]. In contrast,
the work presented here presents strategies for online Cartesian
motion-based control, where the Cartesian positions are sent to
the robot controller, while the electromechanical systems are still
managed by the robot controller, enabling the system to reach the
next Cartesian position within the timeframe specified only if it is
mechanically possible.

6.3.1 Strategies for Adaptive Online Motion Control
of Industrial Robots

In a cyber-physical workflow, the robot’s control code must be
able to be generated at run time, enabling the robot’s actions to be
sequence-dependent, contextually aware, and geometrically adapt-
able. Thus a design-to-productionworkflowutilizing static control
code does not have the necessary functionality or flexibility.

The main challenges related to the adaptive programming of
industrial robots are due to the fact that industrial robots were
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engineered and developed to repeat the same task over and over
again. For safety concerns, industrial robots often have significant
hardware limits put in place to prevent the execution of control
code that has not been pre-run or pre-tested. In the case of Kuka
industrial robots, the folderwhere executable robot control files are
located can not be written to by external computational processes.

There are several different strategies for adaptive code execu-
tion, each with a range of ramifications and a range of scenarios
where they might ideally be deployed. In a design context, the aim
should always be to minimize the complexity of the path-planning,
computation, and communication, using the robot’s native control
and interpolation algorithms when possible.

Presented here are four main strategies and control logics for
enabling dynamic execution of robotic actions at run-time. These
strategies are applicable for industrial robots and collaborative
robots controlled through Cartesian or joint-based instructions in
the robot’s native control language but not controlled at the level
of the motors and drives. For mobile robot systems, the control
architecture and software of the robot becomes a design question
itself and is not within the scope of this thesis.

• Adaptive Generation and Execution of Control Code:
The most obvious and intuitive strategy for adaptively con-
trolling industrial robot arms is to regenerate the robotic
control code and re-upload the new code at run-time. How-
ever, for the reasons mentioned above, this strategy is not
possible on all types of industrial robots, primarily because
the ability to immediately run untested control code would
violate some of the robot’s safety protocols, particularly in
environments shared with human workers.
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This strategy is only applicable for robots that are human-
safe and collaborative. This approach was utilized in Case
study 2 in section 7.3, as well as in theCollaborative Robotic
Workbench in section A.5.

This approach is applicable when the only need for flexibil-
ity and adaption occurs before the code is sent to the robot.
Once the code is sent, all opportunities for modification are
no longer available. This approach can be used when the
control code can be regenerated at the start of the production
of a part, but then the control code can not be changed during
production. This approach has a few advantages; mainly,
real-time communication does not need to be maintained,
simplifying the computational complexity of the commu-
nication network. In addition, path planning, interpolation,
and synchronization are handled by the robot controller.

The discontinuity between codes sent, where one set of
control codes has ended, and the next one begins, also must
be handled and considered.

• Flexible Sub-routines:
A second approach considers all possible actions or be-
haviors that the robot might execute. These actions are
then represented as sub-procedures within the robot con-
trol language, with a limited set of input parameters. For
example, in a "pick and place" process, picking might be
one sub-procedure, while placing would be another. Signal
processing is then configured to enable the sent data to be
remapped to input parameters.

This approach requires that all the sub-routines within a pro-
cess must be known prior to production and programmed
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in the robot’s control language, as depicted in 7.4.3. In ad-
dition, any data the robot might need for each subroutine,
including process speeds, or auxiliary geometric informa-
tion, must be configured within the signal processing as an
input. Ideally, the amount of data that needs to be sent
to robots through signal processing and communication is
minimal.

• Guided Correction to Sensor Input, also called "Path Cor-
rection":
A common scenario in industrial applications is a scenario
in which the control code can be approximately generated
ahead of time, but unknowns in the environment or pro-
cess inconsistencies can be dealt with through closed-loop
control, coupled sensing, and streamed online corrections.
Many robot manufacturers, including Kuka, already have
a predefined workflow for guided correction, often called
"path correction."

In this scenario, the relativemotion of the robot is approxim-
ately predefined ahead of time in the control code. During
the process, corrections are streamed at a high frequency,
enabling the robot to respond to sensor inputs, for example,
pressure or heat, in order to maintain process-specific para-
meters. The robot’s real-time motion is an addition of the
relative motion defined in the control code and the streamed
corrections. This process was utilized in Case Study 1, and
explained in figure 7.17, and also used in the project, A.3.

In theory, any Cartesian corrections can be streamed, mak-
ing the process as open-ended as online guided motion,
discussed below. However, only the motion parameters that
impact the sensor value should be corrected; therefore, the
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corrections may be limited to a single vector direction.

• Online Guided Motion:
The most flexible and adaptive option for online robotic
control, but also the most complex and computationally ex-
pensive method, is online guided motion, where all motion
instructions are sent to the robot at a high frequency, typic-
ally a rate between 5 and 20 milliseconds. In this case, the
next target position must be sent within this period.

Thus a server needs to handle path-planning, interpolation,
and synchronization, which would otherwise be handled by
the robotic controller, significantly increasing the complex-
ity of the back-end computational processes.

In general, this method should only be utilized if the ma-
terial system and production process require it. Applicable
examples would include truly unpredictable systems or pro-
cesses where the robot may need to adjust its path on-the-fly
in an unpredictable way to avoid objects or material.

This method was applied in early tests for case study 1
and also explored in Robotic Softness A.1, presented in the
appendix.

6.4 Integration of Sensor Feedback into a
CAD Environment and Production
Workflow

Feedback and sensing are critical elements of a cyber-physical
workflow. In the domain of architecture, engineering, and con-
struction, sensors can be used for various functions. Within this
dissertation, the use of sensors was applied towards one of the
following functions, which are again not mutually exclusive:
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• Gaining targeted feedback in order to maintain the function-
ality of a machine or device, often towards handling process
or material inconsistencies.

• Localization, enabling the precise positioning of a compon-
ent, object, or device either in a global coordinate system or
relative to another entity.9

• Digitalization of a local or global as-built geometric condi-
tion, or digitalization of a temporal material condition.

• Force or torque feedback, which indicates a localmechanical
state.

With the exception of theLeicamultistation for global position-
ing in case study 3, presented in section 7.4, a common thread con-
necting most of the projects was that the sensors were consumer-
grade, relatively low-cost, and would by industrial standards be
considered relatively inaccurate. Multiple design and system
details, including tectonics, were developed to still enable an auto-
mated workflow despite the inaccuracy of the sensor systems.

6.4.1 Strategies for Digitalizing As-Built Conditions
Fundamentally, sensor integration strategies for the digitalization
of as-built conditions can be classified according to the scale on
which they operate. One strategy is to do a high-resolution scan
on a global scale, significantly larger than the local area of interest.
This data can then be processed, and the relevant geometric and
semantic information can be extracted. This methodology can
be computationally expensive and relies on a globally accurate

9In this case, it is worth making a distinction between relative positioning
and absolute positioning. Within a relative positioning system, the relative
transformation between two objects in space is known, but neither of the entities
may be known in a global coordinate system
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sensing system. This approach has been used extensively in many
of the projects presented in the context.

An alternate approach is to gain sensor feedback to only di-
gitalize local conditions relevant to the task, ignoring extraneous
information. In this case, the robot can also be used to move
directly to the frame or position of interest, utilizing the positional
accuracy of the robot system to help geometrically locate features
of interest.

In a precedent research project done by the author, the robot
was used as a dimensioning agent [166]. A laser range finder
attached and calibrated as a tool was used to dimension previously
steel-rod through a robotic sub-procedure. The robot enacted
a local scanning sub-routine, moving in two straight paths per-
pendicular to the rod, locating two local maximums, and thus
the vector direction of the steel rod in space. This information
provided enough information to geometrically locate and digitize
the built part in space, enabling subsequent part files and their
requisite robotic control code to be regenerated. This can be con-
sidered aworkflow, Adaptive Part Variation, which is conceptually
closely correlated with the concept Just-In-Sequence production,
where each part is produced in sequence to compensate for ag-
gregated tolerances.

A similar local approach was utilized in the case studies. In
case study 2, in section 7.41, the robot implemented a sub-routine
and bit-map analysis to determine the deviation of a non-standard
bamboo element from the known positions of the camera and the
robot. This technique used the positional accuracy of the robot to
measure the tolerance in a known frame only relative to the robot
system.
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In the projects, several additional strategies and sensing sys-
tems were implemented for the digitalization of as-built condi-
tions. In the project, Assembly Agency in section A.2, three
sensor strategies were compared, one based on a Kinect with a
post-processing method, one based on a laser gate attached as a
robotic end-effector10, and the other based on as a robotic touch-up
method utilizing the robotic calibration tool in combination with
online control for immediate digitization. In this case, the Kinect
proved to be too inaccurate, with measured tolerances in the realm
of 30 millimeters11, while a laser touch up was quite promising.
A key strategy that emerged was to rebuild the geometry based on
known features; in this case, the edge was utilized.

In the project, Robotic Softness, in section A.1, a Microsoft
Kinect1 was utilized for digitalizing as-built conditions of a woven
structure during production. The Kinect was attached to the end-
effector, and its transformation to the robot flange was calibrated.
A plug-in was then utilized to bring the Kinect data as a point
cloud into the design environment. In order to obtain a global
scan of the current as-built condition, a robotic procedure was
developed for taking snapshots at multiple positions. Because the
location of the robot was known, multiple scans could be pieced
together to form a global scan.

At a local level, when the robot was moving the Kinect, the
data could be transformed as a child of the robotic flange enabling
near real-time access to the geometry in its correction position.
In this case, iterative processing was coupled with the motion of
the robot. When the robot detected a stick was a correct distance

10A laser gate is a simple sensor set up which can a boolean value to change
when the laser is blocked. Thus a simple geometric condition can be detected,
when combined with the known geometric information of the robot

11This estimated accuracy is perhaps lower than the released specifications
because of the difficulty for calibrating the Kinect
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away, it elicited a motor response and the sequence of actions that
would enable the weaving process.

In this case, a critical strategy was that the robotic end-effector
was developed for the low accuracy of the Microsoft Kinect1, in
addition to the flexibility of the material system. This and exhibits
co-adaption between a hardware system and a sensor approach.

6.5 Integrating Computation, Sensing, and
Control

The following sections present integrated production workflows,
where a synthesis of computation, sensing, and control within a
cyber-physical system can be used to extend the types of mater-
ials that can be successfully handled through automated robotic
workflows.

6.5.1 Applying Closed-Loop Control to Handle
Actively Deforming Materials

While the non-standard nature of variable materials presents a
challenge to standard and inflexible production chains, materials
that are flexible and actively deforming during production also
present similar challenges. As noted in section 4.2, such mater-
ial systems have a rich history in vernacular building processes.
However, their scope of application is severely limited within the
construction and automation paradigms of today, where automa-
tion is predicated on the use of highly engineered and processed
materials.

The project Tailored Structures in section A.3 investigated the
development of a robotically controlled sewing process. In order
to enable a robot to sew together two actively bent pieces of thin
veneer plywood, online control and a follow-path behavior were
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deployed within a cyber-physical and integrated feedback loop,
enabling the robot to maintain a correct position relative to the
material despite active material deflections.

This project investigated two different workflows for generat-
ing the sew line. Within an early version of this workflow, the
dexterity and tactile knowledge of a user could be instrumental-
ized: after the pieces were temporarily fixed together, a user could
draw a red line on the material to indicate where the robot should
sew based on the deflected geometric condition. In later versions
of this workflow, the red sew lines were drawn robotically on pre-
milled pieces to enable the production of a pre-designed geometric
entity. This process then utilized completely online guided mo-
tion, presented in section 6.3.1, and did not need unique control
code for each unique element.

What is significant about this project is that it indicates that
a sensing strategy entirely based on global symbolic knowledge
would be ineffective due to the constantly in-flux nature of the
material. Thus a local reactive control loop was very effective
in handling variations that occur temporarily and spatially during
construction.

In a similar example, closed-loop control connected to the ac-
tions of the robot was also utilized towards maintaining a constant
application pressure in case study 1, section 7.2.3, despite several
unknowns. This method could naturally be extended to other pro-
duction processes where geometric conditions resist simulation,
but process-specific parameters, including heat or temperature,
need to be maintained during production.
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6.5.2 Adaptive Blue Prints:
Regenerating the Global Design in Response
to Tolerances

Typical design-to-fabrication workflows are highly linear, where
the digital design is determined prior to production. In the case of
tolerances and process inconsistencies, sensor data can enable the
digitalization of an as-built condition, enabling the global design
to be regenerated and downstream control code for the production
of parts to be modified.

In the example, Robotic Manufacturing of Composite Shells,
in section A.4, geometric unpredictability is again a result of an
actively deforming and flexible material system, thus resisting pre-
diction and deterministic representation. In a similar construction
system, thin strips of plywood were fastened into a redundant sys-
tem. Two of the strips were meant to form an outer formwork,
while an inner cavity was infilled with foam. Because just two
strips would essentially be enough to pre-stress the system into a
static equilibrium, the systemwas inherently redundant, and spring
back would naturally occur, resulting in tolerances. In this case,
a digitization process utilizing the Vive controller was used by
hand to digitize critical points along the advancing edge, shown
in section A.4. This enabled the current digital blueprint to be
form-found again and the next part to be rebuilt as a developable
geometry, flattened and output for milling. Thus an important
technique is that the global design can be regenerated completely
based on sensor data.

In the projectAssembly Agency in section A.2, a scanning tech-
nique was investigated for the digitalization of individual plates
in a plate-shell structure. With a rigid geometric entity, a differ-
ent sensing strategy is needed. In this case, the plate geometry
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could be rebuilt and digitally reconstructed by digitalizing target-
ing points along each edge and reconstructing the resulting line.

In both of these projects, a key strategy was to seek and digitize
points relative to the task during the sensing process rather than
to extract geometric information from a global scan. By target-
ing and transmitting only the necessary data, the complexity of
any communicated messages containing scan and sensor data is
minimized.

6.6 System Considerations and Outlook
In summary, the development of a cyber-physical system depends
on several components in communication, integrated sensing,
and computation. During the development of the system, sev-
eral different considerations must be taken into account, including
computational resources, communication stability, and the number
of entities communicating.

The decision between different networking strategies and
sensor approaches should be dictated by the process and the
available resources.

In general:

• Hardware is always expensive.

• Short-range communication is (usually) cheap, reliable, and
robust.

• Long-range communication is usually less reliable, and
any system relying on long-range communication should
not necessitate high-frequency communication or large data
packages.

• Computational resources and memory are cheap and getting
cheaper.
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Collectively, the projects indicate that there is often a trade-off
between flexibility and computational complexity.

A critical strategy that emerged is that the most simple tech-
nical solution should be selected for the needs of the task or
process.

6.7 Acknowledgments
Many of the methods presented in this section benefited from the
collaborative environment at the ICD. In particular, the first client-
server network architecture was developed by Andrei Stoiculescu,
an ITECH student, in 2014 under the supervision of ICD Research
Associate Tobias Schwinn. This server was later modified by the
author and others, and several different versions exist. The author
developed her own version of the server, which included an update
to the path planning definition used in a workshop taught at the
University of Michigan. The main difference between this ver-
sion of the server was the server-side path-planning interpolation.
Previously, the interpolation had used Eulers, which are known to
be mathematically problematic in that they do not behave linearly.
The author’s version is based on the axis-angle approach presented
in section 6.1.3.

The architectures for online control were initially developed
for individual projects. The first version of the "Flexible Sub-
routine" based approach was developed for the masters’ thesis,
Regenerative Matter: Behavior-based Robotic Strategies for Ad-
aptive Design of Aggregate Systems by Leyla Yunis and Ondrej
Kyjanek, supervised by the author and ICD Researcher Karola
Dierichs in the context of the ITECH masters program at the Uni-
versity of Stuttgart. The first supervisor was Prof. AchimMenges,
and the second supervisor was Prof. Jan Knippers.
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These architectures were later presented and categorized
within the course, Behavioral Fabrication and implemented
as a set of reusable codes and templates. The author was the
course leader and conceptualized these three workflows.12 Ondrej
Kyjanik led the workshop and developed reusable templates to be
used in subsequent teaching projects. These templates were not
used in any of the projects presented within this dissertation.

12Iteratively regenerating control code and directly uploading to the robot is
not a possibility with Kuka robots, due to safety restrictions. Thus of the four
workflows that were proposed in the methods section, only three workflows
were ever implemented for the high payload industrial Kuka robots. Kuka LBR
iiwa robots can be programmed with flexible sub-routines though they use a
different logic of programming.
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7.1 Introduction of the Case Studies
The following case studies were selected because they make spe-
cific contributions to the potentials of cyber-physical systems and
their requisite methodologies. The most important contribution of
each case study, particularly as it relates to new possibilities for ar-
chitectural materialization, is identified explicitly within the case
study title. In the discussion section of each chapter, a summary
of the strategies employed in the development is presented.

The nature of each of these projects has been highly collaborat-
ive and interdisciplinary, involving in some cases external research
groups (such as Autodesk Research), several Professors, other re-
searchers, external stakeholders, and large teams of students.

In general, the author’s personal involvement has been in the
system and concept development, computational tools for design
development, the development of the robotic fabrication process,
the development of accessory devices and hardware, and the devel-
opment of a communication strategy. The author’s contributions
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are clearly stated at the end of each case study. The involvement of
other researchers and students as they related to the topics covered
in detail is also clearly stated.

The list of figures clearly states which figures were produced
collaboratively within the team. The author produced figures
without credits.
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7.2 Handling Unpredictable and In-calculable
Material Systems:
ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2014/2015

Figure 7.1: The ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2014/2015 was a composite
shell with an embedded ETFE envelope, created through a cyber-physical fiber
extrusion process. Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.
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7.2.1 Introduction
In 2014 and 2015, the Institute of ComputationalDesign (ICD) and
the Institute for Building Structures and Structural Design (ITKE)
continued their research in innovative fabrication methodologies
for the fabrication of differentiated fiber composite material sys-
tems.

This project was a result of 2 years of research and develop-
ment in the context of a Research Pavilion studiowithin the ITECH
Masters program, where a team of ICD and ITKE researchers, in-
cluding the author, were responsible for scientific development and
for guiding a group of students towards design conceptualization,
development, and realization.

The details of this case study, as they are presented in this dis-
sertation, were covered in the following paper, Behavioral design
and adaptive robotic fabrication of a fiber composite compres-
sion shell with pneumatic formwork [168]. An additional paper
was written focusing more on the integrated design process [140].
Some results presented here, particularly in sections 7.2.4 are un-
published, which the author did with the data she gathered during
construction. A paper regarding the results of the structural testing
of the demonstrator was also written [83].

In the first semester, a biomimetic seminar observed relevant
biological systems and processes in nature as relevant concepts
which could transfer into viable building systems and fabrication
processes. As discussed in the chapter on principals from nature
in section4.1, biological role models are relevant precedents for
autonomous robots within cyber-physical systems, as they use
low-level behavioral responses to function in noisy, unstructured
domains towards high-level goals.

At the end of this period, the diving bell water spider was
selected as a viable biological role model; this organism utilizes a
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set of fiber-laying behaviors to systematically reinforce an under-
water air bubble. The initially soft inflatable can later be removed
from its under-water condition and can withstand compression
and bending forces. A critical feature of the biological building
process is that structural differentiation emerges through behavior.

Figure 7.2: The diving bell water spider, Argyroneta aquatica, served as a
biological role model. The organism traps air and systematically reinforces it
with fiber-laying behaviors. Differentiation emerges as a result of its behavioral
fiber laying process. Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

This biological building process was translated into a concept
for fabrication: where a robot would incrementally reinforce the
interior of the pneumatic with fiber-laying behaviors. Towards this
aim, an initial flexible formwork would remain embedded within
the structure after production to serve as an active envelope. In
addition, the work addressed the ability of a composite-based fab-
rication process to achieve an envelope and enclosure impermeable
to weather.

Aims

Thus, this portion of the project aimed to develop a cyber-physical
fabrication process, including integrated sensors, hardware, and
online robotic control protocols, which would enable an industrial
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robot to apply pre-impregnated carbon fiber rovings onto an in-
flated Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) embedded formwork.
Critically, the exact geometric position of the inflatable formwork
could not be known or precisely calculated prior to production,
necessitating a tool-set for reacting and adapting to its position
through force feedback and online robotic control.

In addition, the fabrication process was highly experimental
and unpredictable. Thus the right construction strategy, and the
order of fiber layers, could not be verified entirely on a small scale
ahead of production and could only emerge from full-scale ex-
perimentation. This unpredictability necessitated a set of flexible
construction and design strategies and an adaptive computational
tool-set for handling process inconsistencies and responding to the
construction process on-site.

Figure 7.3: The concept for the fabrication process was to inflate a pneumatic
and then gradually reinforce it robotically through the application of preim-
pregnated carbon fiber rovings. Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

7.2.2 Experimental Setup
This project was produced in an exterior environment; An external
pneumatic tent protected from the construction site from environ-
mental conditions. Due to restrictive weight limitations on the
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final site, the construction site was adjacent to its final position by
a distance of about 10-15meters. The design development process
had to consider the process of lifting andmoving the demonstrator.

In order to provide the minimized formwork for construction,
an Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) membrane was designed,
discretized, CNC knife-cut, welded and inflated, and attached to
a static weighted wooden base with a "keder" detail. During con-
struction, the internal pressure was maintained in the pneumatic
at a level of 400 Pa. The pneumatic included an airlock to enable
users to navigate in and out. Four industrial fans, two active at
any time, were used to maintain the pressure and simultaneously
facilitate air change. A switch was designed to enable the second
set of fans to be activated if the first set went off.

At the center of the base was a stationary Kuka KR 120 R3900
industrial robot mounted on a steel base. A custom-designed
end-effector for fiber extrusion was mounted on the robot. A
compressor and a pressurized glue tank sat next to the robot,
providing the pressurized air supply to the composite glue.

Sensor Integrated End-effector for Fiber Extrusion

A custom end-effector for sensor integrated fiber extrusion and
pressure-sensitive application was developed. Two different end-
effectors were used during production–the first had a substructure
and housing made of nylon, which significantly deformed could
not be utilized for the entirety of production. The second was
precision-milled out of aluminum.

This end-effector had several hardware features in addition to
on-board electronics for triggering the actions of the end-effector
from the client computer:

• An application roller for applying pre-impregnated fibers
onto the membrane;
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Figure 7.4: Sensor integrated end-effector for pre-impregnated fiber extrusion.
Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

• Four rollers for holding spools of pre-impregnated carbon
fiber rovings, with a pin for keeping them in place;

• Guide rollers, for smoothly redirecting the impregnated
fibers through the extruder with minimal friction;
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• A motor driving two sets of gears coupled with a gear belt;

• A composite spray;

• A load cell underneath the application roller to measure the
applied force between the application roller and the mem-
brane;

• A Phidgets board connected via USB to control the motor
in synchronization with the speed of the robot, connected
via USB to the client computer;

• APhidgets load cell bridge to convert the load cell value into
usable force, connected with USB to the client computer;

• An Arduino board for controlling a relay and solenoid valve
regulating the spraying of the composite glue, also connec-
ted to the client computer.

The end-effector could hold and extrude up to four spools of
pre-impregnated rovings, though three were typically used dur-
ing production. After extrusion, the application roller rolled the
applied fibers onto the membrane. The application roller was
mounted at the end of a metal extender connected to a hinged
plate, while a load cell sat below the hinged plate to measure the
applied force between the application roller and the pneumatic.
The load cell also had its own Phidgets board for control and
communication.

The end effector held the composite glue at an angle to spray
the membrane 30 cm before applying the fibers, to enhance the
adhesion to previously cured fibers and the ETFE. The composite
was connected to a pressurized glue tank. An Arduino-controlled
solenoid valve and relay enabled the composite glue to be sprayed
at constant intervals while the robot moved on the pneumatic.
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Material System

Epoxy resin, pre-impregnated fibers were sequentially applied to
the membrane at a controlled pressure, allowing the inflated pneu-
matic to be gradually reinforced. These pre-impregnated fibers
were produced ahead of time, frozen, defrosted, and loaded into
the end-effector just before production.

An important factor was that these per-impregnated spools
were made through a method developed in-house. When being
unspooled, the fibers would entangle, which was extremely prob-
lematic during extrusion.

A pre-preg machine was developed utilizing a rotational motor
combined with a linear actuator, which enabled the simultaneous
control of a spool’s rotational and linear position. This method
was later improved to reduce entanglements; fiber spools would
be spun manually at high speed on a rotating table, enabling the
individual rovings to tightly wrap around each other to minimize
the amount that fiber layers would entangle with each other.

A composite glue was selected with the advice of material
partners, used to adhere the impregnated fibers onto the ETFE,
which is typically otherwise a material engineered for non-stick
behavior.

7.2.3 Integrated Design and System Development
Several constraints needed to be considered during design devel-
opment, including the structural performance of the membrane
and composite in the fabrication stage, when it would be primar-
ily in tension, in addition to its final state when it would be in
compression with some out-of-plane bending forces. The most
dominant constraints informing design development were robotic:
the constraint of robotic reachability required that all positions on
the designed ETFE pneumatic needed to be reached by the robot
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in a single inverse kinematic configuration with tolerances. In
addition, paths could not cross the axis of discontinuity, which oc-
curs at the A1 axis, where the valid values are only between -185
and +185. Critically there is an allowable 10 degrees of overlap,
enabling some crossing fibers.

The fiber composite material system also necessitated fibers
to have at least two primary directionalities with tertiary fiber
directionalities for global stability.

Design Development

The early design development process considered the dominant
constraints due to robotic reachability and structural behavior.

Robotic Reachability

The Kuka KR 120 R3900 was selected early during the design and
development process for its extended reach. However, further kin-
ematic studies revealed that this model had somewhat restrictive
limitations caused by the limited range of Axis2 and Axis2.

As presented in themethods section in 6.4, there are eight valid
IK configurations for standard spherical wrist industrial robots. To
switch from one kinematic solution to the other in the middle of a
path would essentially elongate or shorten the distance of the end-
effector TCP from the robot base, either extending the end-effector
into the membrane or pulling off previously laid fibers; thus, a
continuous path could only be realized in a single, geometrically
self-similar IK configuration.

Thus, the first method utilized in design development was
to define a task-specific reach envelope for fiber application in
each of the 8 IK configurations. A task-specific envelope was
accomplished by reducing the number of degrees of freedom in
the system. In an ideal case, the tool needs to be perpendicular to
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the membrane’s normal, meaning that the Z-axis of all potential
tool Frames points away from the robot center.

In addition, the first and sixth axis of the robot can be neglected,
as any reachable plane can also be rotated around the robot’s sixth
or first axes to solve for another reachable plane. Thus the Z-
axis of the flange is the only important axis. This simplification
does ignore the fact that the roller is not perfectly on-center and
aligned with the Z-axis of the flange. This disparity makes only a
small impact on the reachable envelope and can be handled with
subsequent steps for kinematic refinement.

Making these two assumptions enables a system of 2D planes
to be tested for reachability in each of the 8 IK configurations. If
a plane is both reachable and does not cause a self-collision or
collision with the base, it is added to the solution set.

Figure 7.5: Task specific reach envelope for the process of robotic extrusion on
a pneumatic membrane with two different IK configurations, and the volumetric
solution space achieved through their boolean union. Source: ICD/ITKE,
University of Stuttgart
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Two kinematic configurations emerged as having the largest
working volume, as displayed in figure 6.5. However, no single
IK configuration could reach all the positions on any possible
pneumatic. Thus, the boolean union of two sets represented the
volumetric limitations for the designed pneumatic, as depicted in
figure 6.5.

Global Form Finding and Simulation

In order to resect these primary constraints, several top-down
decisions were made; The first was that the primary fiber direc-
tions could not cross the plane of discontinuity of the first axis
of the robot. Considering that a fiber composite laminar needs
at least two primary directions, plus additional tertiary layers for
reinforcement and stabilization, this consideration resulted in a
diagrid layout for the primary fiber bundles. A physics-based
inflation simulation utilizing Kangaroo 2 could then be applied
to a flat mesh with this underlying topology[120][121]. Custom
stiffness in the fiber bundles enabled this mesh to be pulled into
the volumetric solution defined by the union of the two robotic
configuration spaces, enabling the pneumatic to deviate slightly
from a purely hydro-static, spherical form.

Using Virtual Robotic Behavior for Kinematic Refinement

Once an approximate global mesh was defined, the second set of
algorithms for kinematic refinement could be applied. Every pos-
ition on this mesh could be tested for its robotic reachability in the
two chosen IK configurations, verifying that the robot could reach
the position in two allowable extremes: the predicted position +-
the tolerance, which was taken to be 10 cm. This process resulted
in two unique meshes, one which could be reached in IK configur-
ation A, and the other which could be reached in IK configuration
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Figure 7.6: Primary fiber directionality designed around robotic Axis1 discon-
tinuity.

B.
While keeping the application roller perpendicular to the local

Normal of the pneumatic is ideal, it later emerged during construc-
tion that the robot was placed off-center, severely impacting the
ability of the robot to reach all positions on the pneumatic. Even
some of the initial positions assumed to be reachable could not be
reached at all. This limitation necessitated an additional method to
take advantage of the additional degree of freedom in the system,
where the robot could rotate around its application roller without
affecting the fidelity of the process.

In order to derive a unique rotation for each unreachable mesh
position, a virtual robotic behavior was developed. A simulated
robot tested each position on each mesh face. If the robot could
not reach a given position, it incrementally rotated around the
axis of the roller until it could reach the new frame. This custom
rotation is then stored within each mesh face, later applied as a
local, relative transform of the tool coordinate system when the
robotic control code is output. This methodology illustrates that
a virtual robotic behavior can be utilized for the refinement of
physical robotic behavior.
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Figure 7.7: Custom rotation scalar map to enhance robotic reachability. Each
mesh face stores a unique rotation derived from a process of behavioral testing.
When this rotation is applied to the local Tool coordinate system, it enables
the robot to reach all the positions on the pneumatic. The initial scale field
derived from robotic testing can be iteratively averaged to enable a more smooth
orientation interpolation and motion.

This process initially yielded a scalar field where rotation is
only necessary for a local area. This rotationmap can be smoothed.
In a second algorithmic process, each mesh face scalar value can
be compared to the scalar value of adjacent mesh faces. Through
an iterative process, each scalar value adds a multiplier of the sum
of the average difference between itself and its neighbors. The
resulting gradient map enabled the eccentric orientation to occur
gradually during production. This methodology can be considered
an extension to the generation of task-specific reach envelopes;
parameterization of kinematic process variables can be stored in
a volumetric data structure, resulting in a three-dimensional map
with embedded kinematic information that can be referenced dur-
ing online motion.
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Figure 7.8: Image of robot rotating around the local axis of the application
roller to avoid running out of axis. The tool is not perfectly normal to the
membrane.

Agent Based Model for Adaptive Generation of Robotic
Tool-paths

In order to meet the needs for an inherently flexible process,
an object-orientated agent-based model was developed used as
a flexible design tool for integrating multiple constraints and per-
formative criteria. The framework of the agent-based code was
implemented based on the single agent system by Craig Reynolds
[133]. Additional details and discussion surrounding the devel-
opment of the agent-based tools and behavioral-based methods
for design are also available in the dissertation of Ehsan Baharlou
[16].

An agent-based design tool was highly appropriate for this pro-
cess: the physical process had to be continuous: fibers could not
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stop and start mid-path. In addition, an agent-based tool enabled
the integration of multiple constraints and considerations, includ-
ing robotic constraints, structural considerations, and boundaries.

The agent-based tool was developed as an object-oriented
library in Python and deployed in the visual programming en-
vironment Grasshopper within the CAD program Rhino. Several
libraries, including the Rhino Common DLL, were utilized for
their geometric functions and data structures.

Agent Environment

The agent environment was represented as a high-resolutionmesh,
a data structure that had several advantages. Data attributes could
easily be stored and accessed within each of the mesh faces. In
addition, the computational and physics-based tools, including
Kangaroo [120][121] could be utilized during design generation,
while the mesh output could directly be used in the agent-based
code, necessitating minimal conversions between multiple data
types. In fact, the mesh data structure was maintained and also
used during fabrication, used to store essential fabrication para-
meters such as the robotic orientation map in section 7.7.

While running the agent-based code, mesh faces within the
environment could be activated or deactivated, enabling the user
to output tool-paths only for designated areas. This feature would
have been vital if the whole global geometry could not be reached
from any single IK configuration.

Agent Attributes and Update Function

The virtual agent represented the robotic end-effector position on
a digital membrane and was an instance of an agent object. The
agent object had several attributes, including a current velocity
and position and a maximum velocity and max acceleration. With
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Figure 7.9: The underlying data structures utilized in the behaviors of the agent-
based code could be categorized as either curve sets, accessed as an attribute of
mesh faces, scalar fields, or vector fields. Source: Right: ICD/ITKE,University
of Stuttgart.

each iteration, a coordination system would sum the vectors of the
current active behaviors, resulting in a summed vector direction.
The velocity vector of the agent would then be added to this vector
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but then throttled according to the max acceleration of the agent.
This modified vector would then be added to the agent’s current
position to solve for the agent’s updated position, and the cycle
could be repeated.

Coordination System, Behaviors, and Flexible Data
Structures

Similar to subsumption architecture and other coordination sys-
tems from early versions of behavior-based robotics in section ??,
a coordination system organized all of the active behaviors by
adding the behaviors and solving for the resulting vector direction.

Therewere essentially three types of behaviors based on a finite
set of data structures. After unitization, these behaviors could
be easily added, subtracted, manipulated locally, and multiplied
together, enabling the agent-based model to be compatible with
a large variety of inputs, including fabrication constraints and
structural inputs. Importantly, this agent-based code was still
a flexible design tool, enabling the steering of the fiber layouts
through the manipulation of the system parameters and active
behaviors.

The first data structure utilized curves as stimuli, accessed and
stored within the mesh faces as an attribute. This data structure
was primarily associatedwith a single behavior, called the "follow-
path" behavior. According to this behavior, the agent would try
to stay a given distance away from a set of target paths. The
target distance was a parameter that could be controlled locally or
globally. Manipulating the target distance essentially affected the
resulting fiber density.

The second type of data structure was a scalar field, where an
individual float value would be assigned to each mesh face. The
scalar field data structure was related to a scalar field behavior,
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where the agent would seek the highest scalar value in its view
within the direction of its velocity. More significantly, the scalar
field data structure could serve as an input in other behaviors
in the case where the parameters of a given behavior should be
manipulated locally. For example, it was possible to manipulate
the follow-path behavior by parameterizing the target distance
locally with a scalar field, enabling bundling of fibers in local
areas and a more distributed condition in others.

The third data structure was a vector field, where a vector
and a magnitude would be stored with each face. This beha-
vior was utilized the most often and was very intuitive from a
design perspective. The vector field is quite similar conceptu-
ally to early versions of potential fields for mobile robotic path
planning, presented in section2.5.1.

The coordination system effectively took all the active beha-
viors as inputs, processed them, resulting in a result target vector
direction. Any two approximately parallel vectors in opposite
directions resulted in a cancellation vector. Thus, in general, for
each behavior, the coordination system would need to consider the
current vector direction of the agent, and each vector would need
to first be aligned with the current vector direction of the agent
before summation.

Informing the Agent-Based Model with Structural Analysis

The role of structural analysis in this project was very differ-
ent from the role that structural analysis usually plays in typical
fabrication processes, where the final geometry and fiber layout
would be fixed before production, analyzed, and the load-bearing
performance estimated with a set of predefined load cases.

In this case, several unknowns prevented an accurate sim-
ulation, meaning that both the final shell geometry could not be
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Figure 7.10: The fiber layers derived from the follow-path behavior on the
main fiber bundles correlate with an initial FEA analysis which modeled the
pavilion as an isotropic shell with the primary structure modeled as beams.
Source: Left: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

preciselymodeled and that it was counter-productive to finalize the
fiber layout before production. Estimating the degree of fixation
between each fiber layer would necessitate several assumptions,
and the adhesion of the fiber layer to the ETFE was entirely un-
known and highly variable. In addition, the differentiation of
the fiber layout meant that the application of known methods for
composite analysis, including the laminar theory, would be inap-
plicable [83]. Thus any structural simulation would need to make
significant assumptions and utilize very high factors of safety.

Thus the challenge became how to inform the fiber layout and
agent-based behavior with the results from structural analyses, act-
ing on incomplete information, simultaneously respecting other
constraints. In order to meet this aim, two agent-based behaviors
were developed, one based on manipulating the fiber density loc-
ally and the other based on following fiber directions known to be
structurally performative.

The first strategy for informing the agent-based behavior with
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Figure 7.11: An FEA structural analysis compared tertiary fiber layouts for
their impact on buckling behavior. The fiber layout which had the greatest
buckling factor is shown on the right. Source: ITKE - University of Stuttgart
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structural inputs was to manipulate the parameters of the follow-
path behavior based on structural considerations. The follow path
behavior would want to maintain a certain distance from the pre-
viously laid path. By relating the target follow-path distance to
the stress, high-stress areas would automatically have a higher
density of fibers. Alternately the follow-path behavior could be
programmed to closely follow the main beams, achieving the de-
sired density modeled in an initial isotropic FEA. In this case,
the agent was being used to realize a top-down design decision,
while in other cases, the resulting fiber layouts were much more
emergent.1

Figure 7.12: Example of a fiber layout achieved based on the results of an FEA
analysis comparing multiple fiber directionalities for their impact on global
buckling stiffness. In this case, the curves in the front portion were ignored
because most paths were continuously laid from front to back. Thus the "nose"
of the pneumatic already had a higher density of fibers and did not need rein-
forcement.

The second strategy was to compare tertiary fiber direction-
alities for their impact on global stiffness utilizing an FEA beam
structural analysis. Several potential reinforcement layers were

1In this case, the exact geometric sections in the FEA analysis were not
followed precisely. The amount of fiber for each layer type had to be coordinated
with the construction time left.
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drawn with roughly equal distributions and modeled as beams in
FEA with identical cross-section and material properties. One set
of fiber directions had the most significant impact on the global
bucking factor, as displayed in figure 7.11.

This curve set could then serve as input for the agent-based
system. For example, the curves could be passed into the follow-
path behavior, enabling the generation of a fiber layout that would
be informed by the structural analysis results but not follow it
exactly.

Informing the Agent-Based Model with Fabrication
Constraints

Three significant fabrication constraints needed to be addressed
through the global design and fiber layout: reachability, collisions,
and axis continuity. The constraints of reachability and collisions
were dealt with initially by generating the robotic reach envelope
for each IK configuration and designing the pneumaticwithin these
volumes.

The condition of Axis1 discontinuity implied that fiber paths
could not significantly cross the plane in space where the first axis
value changes from -180 to 180. In fact, the axis limits are actually
at -185 and at 185. This constraint was dealt with two ways: the
first was the global design decision to make the directions of the
primary fiber bundles to be a diagonal grid which just misses
the first axis. The second strategy was to apply a repulsion force
around the first axis to prevent fibers from crossing the planewhere
Axis1 value was -185 and +185.

Agent-Based Code Output

The agent-based code served as an and open-ended design tool
for the development of valid fiber layouts. By varying the relative
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Figure 7.13: Repulsion vector fields can be used around theAxis1 discontinuity,
or around other obstacles and openings.

inputs of the active behaviors, a very rich set of possible fiber
paths could be generated. The agent-based code could also be
regenerated daily in the case that a new fiber layout needed to
be exported. Critically, it became a flexible design tool, and as
illustrated by figure 7.14 and could be used by many different
users.

On-line Cyber-physical Fiber-Laying Process

The agent-based design tool outputs robotic paths, which could
then be used to generate approximate robotic control code. During
the process of generating the robotic control code, the robotic
planes had to be modified according to the scalar map in section
7.7.

When this control code was executed on the robot, the ac-
tions of all of the auxiliary devices had to be synchronized. The
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Figure 7.14: Right: Sample outputs of agent based code. Left: Conglomerate
sample fiber layout. Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

high-level conceptual diagram for the cyber-physical fiber laying
process is pictured below.

Client-Server Communication

A server was running all the time during the fabrication process,
responsible for maintaining a high-frequency communication with
the robot, based on the client-server model presented in the meth-
ods 6.2.1. The first thread received data packages from the robot
indicating the robot’s current Cartesian position and forwarded
them to the client CAD design environment. The second set of
threads received corrections from the client and forwarded these
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Figure 7.15: High-level workflow and diagram for the cyber-physical fiber
laying process. Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

corrections back to the robot. The client computer was executing
at a frequency of about 300 milliseconds, while the robot was
expecting a new data packet every 12 milliseconds, which is why
such a system would be considered near real-time in contrast to
real-time. Corrections were sent in tool coordinates in relative
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mode, which enabled smoother motion in that the current relative
trajectory of motion would be continued in the case of dropped
packages or less frequent communication from the client.

The client communicated with all of the devices, including
the motor- driver and the load cell. A stand-alone python shell
was responsible for iteratively reading the load cell value and
writing it to a text file. Because Rhino and Grasshopper were not
developed from the perspective of maintaining frequent threaded
communication, many steps had to be taken to ensure that the
client would not crash due to too many incoming data streams.

The client PC received the robot’s current position from the
server. This position was used to estimate where on the global
mesh the robot currentlywas to update the retract vector. A process
running on the client also determined what the ideal pressure
should be given the current end-effector Z-axis angle relative to the
mesh normal. These factors necessitated access to the mesh data
structure in the CAD environment, circumventing the possibility
of putting the control loop in an external process on a PC and
similarly negating the possibility of internalizing the control loop
within the robotic controller.

Online Robot Control: Path Correction vs Online Guided
Motion

Two methods of online control were considered during design
development. The first was completely online-guided motion,
described in the methods section, 6.3.1 and the second was path-
correction, in section 6.3.1. Both of these methods are exposed
through the software package Robot Sensor Interface (RSI).

A decision was made to utilize the predefined online control
method, called path correction, where an initial tool-path is pre-
output within the control code. While this control code is running,
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Figure 7.16: Path-correction onlineworkflow. The robotic control code outputs
approximate instructions, while streamed corrections linked to a sensor input
can be utilized to maintain process specific parameters.

corrections are streamed to the robot at a frequency of 12 milli-
seconds. The real-time motion of the robot every 12 milliseconds
is determined through simple vector addition, where the scaled
correction vector is added to the relative vector given by the con-
trol code as shown in the figure in section 7.17.
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This workflow had several ramifications but also several be-
nefits; mainly, it minimized complexity at the price of flexibility,
requiring that the approximate tool-path needs to be defined ahead
of production, negating the ability to completely change the ro-
botic path mid-path. However, this method had many advantages,
mostly in enabling smoother motion and reducing the complex-
ity of computation on the server. Communication instability and
dropped data packages could onlyminimally affect the smoothness
of the robotic motion, which would otherwise result in micro-scale
stopping and starting.

Closed-Loop Control for Maintaining Application Pressure

A closed-loop control algorithm was implemented to maintain
the target application pressure during production, even when the
geometric position of the pneumatic was not known precisely.
This algorithm had two important parameters, the rate of drop-off
from and ideal pressure and the max correction velocity. The
correction vector was linearly related to the deviation from the
ideal target force. Though fluctuations could not be observed
during the physical process of production, the recorded data does
reveal a slight oscillation during corrections; thus, a next step to
make the pressure correction smoother would be to implement a
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) algorithm.

8 5 �<40BDA43 < �!>F4A!8<8C : +4;>28CH2>AA42C8>= = <0G+4;
8 5 �<40BDA43 > �*??4A!8<8C : +4;>28CH2>AA42C8>= = −<0G+4;

4;B4 : '0=64 = �*??4A!8<8C − �!>F4A!8<8C
+4;>28CH2>AA42C8>= = (��DAA4=C − �)0A64C)/'0=64 ∗ <0G+4;

De-coupling: Normal and Orientation

Because the robot needed to use a single degree of freedom to
reach all positions on the membrane, the angle of the end-effector
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was effectively decoupled from the normal of the membrane. This
had a number of consequences; the first was that the applied dir-
ection of the force was not normal to the plane of the load cell.
This condition would produce a lower measured application force
�<40BDA43 for an identical application force, �0??;843 . Simultan-
eously, the extra force due to the self-weight �B4; 5−F486ℎC of the
end-effector was greatest when the tool was completely vertical
to the world Z-vector. These two effects were roughly counter-
balanced but were significant enough to still necessitate a formula
for determining the ideal �C0A64C based on the robot’s orientation
relative to ,>A;3/ and its orientation relative to the local mesh
#>A<0;.

Several processes were tested to establish a relationship
between the target pressure, the angle of the effector to the
membrane #>A<0;, and the angle of the effector to the ,>A;3/
vector, including a linear regression based on recorded data.
Because two parameters affected the target pressure, linear
regression was complicated.

However, the more simple strategy utilized during production
was actually to test for the ideal force at the highest height, where
�B4; 5−F486ℎC was at its maximum value and �<40BDA43 / �0??;843 was
at itsminimumvalue, and the ideal force at the lowest height, where
�<40BDA43/ �0??;843 was at its maximum, while �B4; 5−F486ℎC was
minimized and to linearly re-map the target value, utilizing only
the Z-height of the current robot position to enable a correlation
between the robots’ current position and the target force, �C0A64C .
This method was an approximation but could have been improved
by having a second load-cell just for calibration purposes, which
was used to correlate precisely the reaction application force and
its measured load cell value at multiple orientations.

The second ramification of the decoupling of the normal and
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Figure 7.17: Overview: calculations happening iteratively in the client CAD
environment. The incoming position of the robot was first related to the closest
point on the mesh data structure. This established the retract vector (the local
normal of the membrane) and enabled a recalculation of the ideal application
force. Based on the measured current force and the deviation from the target
force, the magnitude of the retract vector was scaled and re-sent in the current
tool coordinate system to the robot via the server.

the actual orientation of the tool was that the retract vector was
no longer the Z-vector of the tool. Thus a second calculation
happened in the client environment to solve for the retract vector
expressed as a vector in the current Tool coordinate system.
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State Estimation and Logical Conditionals

Several output devices needed to be handled by the CAD design
environment on the client-side. The motor only needed to be
actively extruding when the application roller was actively touch-
ing the membrane. If the robot was moving towards its start
position while RSI was running, the motor could extrude at the
current robot velocity, causing entanglement. Thus, a set of lo-
gical conditionals was used to determine if the motor should be
actively extruding: the application pressure had to be within a
certain threshold, and the current robot position had to be within
a threshold distance to the digital membrane. This condition had
to be checked in the client design environment in order to have
access to the mesh data structure.

Motor Synchronization and Calibration Routines

While the end-effector was actively extruding fibers onto themem-
brane, the extrusion motor speed needed to be synchronized with
the current speed of the robot. During the process, it was also
important that the extruder slightly over-extrude. If the system
under-extruded, the newly laid fibers would be put into tension,
which would compromise the adhesion of the fiber layer from
the previous layers and, in the worst case, could cause them to
delaminate and be pulled off from the membrane.

Because the robot’s speed EA>1>C was constantly in-flux due
to the streamed corrections, the robot’s speed was dynamically
re-calculated in the client computer and increased by a multiplier,
<>E4A4GCAD34, which was typically 3 percent.

A rotation of the motor would not necessarily extrude a one-
to-one linear length due to an inconsistent amount of friction and
resistance due to the curing state of the resin. As the resin started to
cure, the slippage increased, meaning that the motor would have to
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turn more to extrude an identical fiber length. Thus the amount of
slippage in the extrusion would vary not only from day to day but
also drastically from hour to hour on the same day. Thus it was
very important that the motor synchronization calculation takes
into account a variable amount of slippage on an hourly basis.

In order to meet this need, a routine was developed where the
motor would extrude for a period of time, usually 30 seconds to 1
minute, and the linear length calculated vs. extrudedwasmeasured
and compared. This calculation found an additional multiplier,
<B;8??064, which would be applied to the target linear velocity
E<>C>A that should currently be extruded. The target rotational
velocity of the motor F<>C>A was then solved by considering the
radius of A of the extruders.

E<>C>A = EA>1>C ∗ <>E4A4GCAD34 ∗ <B;8??064

F<>C>A = E<>C>A/(2 ∗ c ∗ A)

User Interface for Diagnostics and Troubleshooting at
Run-time

A user interface on the client-side within the design environment
was developed in order to facilitate troubleshooting. The sensor
values, and states of the client and server, were appended into a
text list and then placed as 3D text objects into the viewport of the
CAD design environment, as depicted in figure 7.18.

There would be two users supporting the fabrication process
at all times; One person watched the robot and the extruder to
make sure the fibers were extruding, while the other ran the robot
and supervised the client processes. The server PC and robot
control cabinet ran independently in a shipping container. Thus, by
printing out communication diagnostics, the user interface could
alter the user of remote errors. For example, if one of the four
threads on the server closed.
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Figure 7.18: Client-side diagnostic interface. The interface prints out the
current status of all of the devices, based on the communication the client is
currently receiving.

User Safety

Applying online control methods for an industrial robot is ex-
tremely dangerous. Several precautions were taken during fab-
rication to ensure the safety of the process. The first precaution
was that that robot would never be run in automatic mode, only in
reduced velocity mode, a mode that requires that the operator be
constantly holding down an enabling button in addition to a play
button on the flex pendant. This method on its own does not ensure
that the robot will not move faster than the programmed speed.2
The speed of the robot at any given time was an addition of the
correction with the control code speed. The most dangerous factor
was caused by the streamed corrections, which would be added
to the control code velocity. Two checks were happening on the

2The add-on RSI essentially over-rides any of the velocity related safety
conditions of the reduced velocity (T1) mode, meaning that corrections could
still be sent at the maximum speed of the robot
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server to ensure that the sent streamed vector correction was never
above a linear and angular velocity threshold.

Adaptive Design and Construction

Several events occurred during construction, some resulting from
improper planning and others resulting from conditions and un-
certainty that could not be known ahead of time. The first event
was that the robot base was not placed in the correct geometric
position relative to the membrane, which significantly affected the
robot kinematics. This construction error was addressed by ap-
plying the custom rotation about the application roller, shown in
section 7.7. In the case that this method had not been developed,
all of the positions shown in this figure in the middle would have
been unreachable, possibly in both robotic IK configurations.

The agent-based design tool enabled the fiber paths to be dy-
namically regenerated based on the construction status on a daily
basis. Observations about the construction process could be in-
corporated into subsequent iterations of the agent-based control
code. Fiber paths were planned based on the constraints of the
remaining construction timeline, based on the days left, but also
based on the number and desired density of each fiber layer.

The first unknown condition on the construction site was the
amount of delamination that would occur when the first layers
were laid. At the beginning of fabrication, a few fibers were laid
with a distributed layout. However, when one single fiber crossed
another single fiber, the force applied by the application roller
caused the initial fiber layer to delaminate from the pneumatic
membrane. In order to prevent delamination, fiber bundles were
built up to stabilize the pneumatic before additional layers were
applied. Fibers would not be placed on other fibers unless the
other fibers were cured.
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Figure 7.19: The client computer displayed the status of construction. In the
beginning of construction, fiber bundles were built up to stabilize the pneumatic
to minimize delamination.
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Figure 7.20: Final fiber layers. These final layers were not pre-determined but
emerged through iterative decision making during the process of construction.
Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

7.2.4 Results
The potential of the developed fabrication method was explored
through a design and fabrication of a full-scale architectural
demonstrator. The demonstrator covered an area of 40 square
meters and enclosed a volume of 125 m. The total construction
weight, based on the average spool weight and the number of
pre-impregnated spools laid during the course of construction,
was just 260 kg, corresponding to a weight per area of 6 kg per
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Figure 7.21: Final demonstrator in the final stage after construction. Source:
ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

<2. Significantly, the demonstrator remained on campus for
nearly a year. In addition, a load test was conducted, testing it
until failure, indicating that the structure could take a load of 6.32
kN, approximately three times the self-weight of the system. The
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failure mode was through buckling[83].
Considering that during construction, the actual structural per-

formance of the structure was unknown, the longevity of the
structure was a significant achievement. It could be argued that
verifying the structural behavior through observation and data
gathering enabled a lighter structure to be built, in contrast to a
workflow where the structure would have been entirely predefined
and conservatively pre-calculated ahead of production.

Figure 7.22: Load testing of the structure. Photography: ITKE. Source: [83].

There were several aspects of the process which could be de-
veloped potentially as an outlook:

• Fiber entanglements frequently occurred because the pre-
impregnated spools were made in-house. Entanglements
could be quite catastrophic; if the two operators did not see
that the fiber was entangled, the robot could continue and
pull the recently laid fibers off the pneumatic. This problem
could be fixed by refining the production method of the pre-
impregnated rovings. For example, even using the tow-preg
infusion method implemented in Case Study 2 would have
been a significant improvement. In subsequent development
steps, it would be absolutely essential that entanglements
be detected without delay utilizing sensor feedback rather
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than from observation. This detection could be achieved, for
example, bymeasuring the torque on themotorized extruder.

• Because of the hinge plate design of the end-effector, the
end-effector could get caught on large fiber bundles, which
would cause the force to be absorbed by the hinge above
the load cell rather than by the load cell. In these cases, the
load cell value was low, but the effector was already pushing
significantly into the membrane. Additional sensors would
be necessary to detect for this case, or the data gathered
from previous iterations signifying geometric fiber bundles
could be processed in tandem.

Though the developed process lacked consistency at times, the
adaptive robotic process was utilized to automate the placement of
9 twisted 48k rovings simultaneously at a speed of approximately
.01meters per second, or 1 kilogram per hour, on an active, inflated
membrane3. This speed varied through the process: fibers placed
directly on the membrane could be placed at a speed as fast as
2 meters per minute. Moving this fast, however, posed risks, as
any fiber entanglements would not be detected in time to avoid
pulling the fibers off the membrane in the case of entanglements.
The process worked significantly better on the smooth membrane
condition.

Post-processing Gathered Construction Data

Over the course of a two-month period, with the exception of a
few days during the beginning of construction, all of the robotic
paths were recorded. The recording process essentially filtered
planes that were directly on top of each other. A second filtering

3There were three spools used during fabrication, though the end-effector
could technically hold up to four spools.
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Figure 7.23: Final demonstrator: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.

condition enabled only planes to be recorded at the target applica-
tion pressure, indicating that the plane was on the membrane. This
filter prevented inadvertently recording planes while the robot was
moving around inside the pneumatic.

Many key insights can be gathered from this data, because
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Figure 7.24: Recorded robotic planes, with the pre-simulated transparentmem-
brane superimposed on the data after being repositioned.

the recording of the robotic positions essentially couples force
feedback with position data. Upon first observation, one can
already see that the right side of the pneumatic is significantly
lower than the left side. This is presumably due to the fact that
one side contained an airlock, a feature that had not been modeled
in the inflation simulation. Already, this disparity would have
caused an inflexible workflow based on prediction and simulation
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to fail. Thus, the adaptive online robotic control compensated for
the unknown geometric position of the membrane.

An additional key insight that can be gathered from this data is
that the deflection from the applied force decreased significantly
over time, indicating that the pneumatic was getting relatively
stiffer. In fact, during the middle of construction, the rotation
angles had to be increased due to the fact that the pneumatic was
not deflecting as much during construction with a nearly identical
applied force.

In order to understand how the relative deflections were chan-
ging over time, an algorithm was developed to parse the data. This
algorithm stored deflections and a timestamp with each mesh face.
From here, the relative deflection along the vector direction of the
local mesh normal could enable a recorded value stored early in
the process to a value stored late in the process. This compar-
ison reveals how local deflections changed from the beginning of
construction to the end.

7.2.5 Summary of Strategies Employed in the Case
Study

Several methodological strategies were employed to successfully
enable the design and robotic fabrication of this case study.

In the early stages of design development, the computational
method presented in section 6.1.5 was employed to establish a
task-specific envelope for the process of robotic extrusion with
this specific robotic setup. This computational method enabled the
design of a pneumatic that respected robotic constraints but still
tolerated deviations due to applied pressure during construction.

From a computational perspective, an additional relevant
strategy was to develop an agent-based tool as a flexible design
tool that would enable design decision-making during production.
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The developed agent-based code served as a very flexible tool
for iteratively modifying the fiber layouts on a daily basis and
outputting new robotic control code in response to feedback and
observation. This tool successfully mediated between top-down
and bottom-up design considerations.

In regards to the data types used during computational de-
velopment, a key strategy was to base all of the methods, from
early computational studies to production, on the same underly-
ing data structures. The underlying high-resolution mesh data
structure, first used in the initial form-finding and simulation, was
maintained throughout design development and then used even in
production. This enabled key robotic process parameters to be
stored and accessed during production. Similarly, every agent-
based behavior was based on a limited number of data structures,
including curve sets, vector fields, and scalar fields. In contrast to
compartmentalized workflows where data is not passed between
processes, common data structures facilitated feedback between
digital design and simulation processes and physical production
processes.

Two online robotic control methods were initially considered:
path correction and completely sensor-guided motion. The de-
cision to utilize path correction minimized the complexity of the
path planning needed on the server and minimized the necessary
troubleshooting during physical production. Thus a key strategy in
regards to the online robotic control development was to utilize the
most simple workflow with the needed flexibility, minimizing the
computational processes for robotic path-planning on the server.
In the communication network, all of the devices communicating
with the client used the file-server approach, in section 6.2.1. This
was necessary because Rhino and Grasshopper were developed
from the perspective of sequential rather than parallel execution.
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An obvious outlook would be to combine the behavior-based
agent with online robotic control, establishing a completely
autonomous robotic agent, capable of making decisions and
interacting with its environment to realize a final construction.
However, within this case study, it was very important to maintain
editing and steering capabilities, because the agent-based tool was
not so robust that all fiber paths output from the tool were viable.
Moreover, refining the input behaviors and their parameters took
significant fine-tuning and system understanding. In addition,
learning from the physical process through observation was a
critical component to the project’s success. Thus, in this case, a
human-in-the-loop design was absolutely essential, and a fully
autonomous construction agent still remains a futuristic vision.

While this case study does not exhibit physical human-robot
collaboration, interfaces still played an important role in enhancing
the understanding of the current state of production. The interface
developed in the design environment verified all communication
threads and accelerated the diagnosis of process errors. The visu-
alization tools implicit in the CAD environment were used to
illustrate the current status of production. From this perspect-
ive, interfaces displaying the current system state were a critical
component and strategy in the development of cyber-physical pro-
duction.

The project elicits an essential question central to the develop-
ment of cyber-physical fabrication processes, sense or calculate?
One approach to producing the project would have been to geo-
metrically predict the shape of the pneumatic, with additional
prediction accounting for how much the pneumatic would de-
flect under the applied loading during fabrication. However, the
much simpler workflow was to sense and adapt rather than to
pre-calculate.
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In contrast to highly linear workflows, simulation played a very
different role within this project. In a typical linear production
workflow, a final static geometric design would be pre-calculated
before heading into production. While some preliminary simula-
tions were conducted to estimate the load-bearing performance of
the structure as an isotropic shell, no structural simulations were
done of the pneumatic with a final fiber layout. Such simulations
would have been extremely conservative because of the number
of unknowns.

Rather than attempt to finalize and pre-calculate the final fiber
layout, multiple strategies were employed to steer the development
of the fiber layout according to structural feedback. For example,
within the agent-based code, the offset of the fiber paths from
previous paths could be related to stress values, enabling bundling
in areas of high stress or in areas of desired fiber density around
openings. Such a strategy relates to processes in nature, where
differentiation emerges through behavioral logics, as discussed in
section 4.1.2. Fiber paths could be also be generated to align with
directionalities known to be structurally advantageous, as in figure
7.12.

In summary, the case study’s overall approach to perform-
ance was one of verification rather than pre-calculation. Thus, in
this case, the entire production and construction workflow can be
abstracted as a strategy for cyber-physical fabrication, where a ma-
terial system is supported during production and iteratively tested
until its load-bearing properties can be verified through processed
data or through empirical observation and testing. This structural
strategy is particularly relevant in additive fabrication processes.
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7.2.6 Discussion
This project made several important contributions to the realm
of cyber-physical fabrication and the potentials that such systems
offer for architecture and construction.

Perhaps themost significant contribution of the projectwas that
it illustrated that material systems which resist calculation can, in
some cases, be handled with adaptive robotic protocols. Thus, the
design space of potential material systems that can successfully
be realized through robotic automation is expanded beyond those
that can be precisely calculated.

Significantly, in this project, process consistency took priority
over geometric accuracy, providing an incentive to reconsider geo-
metric prioritization and its inherent limitations within the domain
and practice of architecture and construction.
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Figure 7.25: The difference between the deflections early in the process and
late in the process can be estimated by parsing the recorded robotic planes. In
this case, recorded robotic positions in a local area are sampled from both an
early construction state as well as a late construction state. The average distance
between the first set of points and the late set of points, along the direction of
the local mesh Normal, enables the estimation of the change in deflection. The
number of points considered is variable, but in this example was taken to be 8
points. From the data, it is clear deflections varied by over 30 millimeters over
the course of construction and significantly decreased over time.
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7.2.7 Acknowledgments to the Project Team
This project was a collaboration between several researchers and
students. The author was introduced to the project after one
semester of work when the concept for the fabrication process
had been established, but none of the requisite technological work
packages had been developed. The author served as the main
project manager for the fabrication on site. She additionally in-
dividually output all robotic paths, on a daily basis, based on
the current schedule, observed feedback, and was responsible for
all troubleshooting and development of the robotic process and
sensors.

ICD Institute for Computational Design – Prof. Achim Menges
ITKE Institute of Building Structures and Structural Design – Prof.
Jan Knippers

Scientific development was done by a team of researchers at the
ICD and ITKE: Moritz Doerstelmann, Valentin Koslowski, Mar-
shall Prado, Gundula Schieber, Lauren Vasey.

The student team included Hassan Abbasi, Yassmin Al-
Khasawneh, Yuliya Baranovskaya, Marta Besalu, Giulio
Brugnaro, Elena Chiridnik, Tobias Grun, Mark Hageman,
Matthias Helmreich, Julian Höll, Jessica Jorge, Yohei Kanzaki,
Shim Karmin, Georgi Kazlachev, Vangel Kukov, David Leon,
Kantaro Makanae, Amanda Moore, Paul Poinet, Emily Scoones,
Djordje Stanojevic, Andrei Stoiculescu, Kenryo Takahashi and
Maria Yablonina. Rebecca Jaroszewski, Yavar Khonsari, Ondrej
Kyjanek, Alberto Lago, Kuan-Ting Lai, Luigi Olivieri, Guiseppe
Pultrone, Annie Scherer, Raquel Silva, Shota Tsikoliya.

In collaboration with:
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Departement of Evolutionary Biology of Invertebrates, University
of Tuebingen
Prof. Dr.Oliver Betz

Departement of Palaeontology of Invertebrates, University of
Tuebingen
Prof. Dr.James Nebelsick, Dr.Christoph Allgaier

Institute for Machine Tools, University of Stuttgart
Dr. Thomas Stehle, Rolf Bauer, Michael Reichersdörfer

Institute of Aircraft Design, University of Stuttgart
Stefan Carosella, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Middendorf

Supporting researchers on the project also included Ehsan Ba-
harlou, Benjamin Felbrich, Manfred Hammer, Axel Körner, Anja
Mader, and Seiichi Suzuki. These researchers were a huge help
in actually getting the project built. Additional technical support
was provided by Michael Preisack and Michael Tondera.

Several critical elements were not working at the beginning of pro-
ject development. Replacing the rigid rollers in the end-effector
with more compliant, "squishy" rollers helped to minimize en-
tanglements, an improvement suggested by Ben Felbrich. The
pre-pregs had significant issues with entanglement, which was
fixed by a technique developed by twisting and winding the spools
of carbon and glass during the production of the pre-impregnated
fibers. This technique was primarily developed byMoritz Dörstel-
mann and Marshall Prado. These developments were extremely
critical to the project’s success.

Other contributors to the aspects covered in this dissertation are
listed below.
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Sensor Integrated End-Effector:
The effector team included Maria Yablonina and Yuliya Baran-
ovskaya, who established the mechanical functionality of the ex-
truder. Matthias Helmreich was responsible for milling the final
end-effector, supported by the IFW. Marshall Prado and Moritz
Dörstelmann supported the development of the hardware aspects,
while the programming and synchronization were done with the
author. Julian Höll also contributed to the programming and in-
tegration of the load cell data with the robotic system.

Motor Synchronization:
The motor synchronization and motor calibration routines were
developed by the author, which would allow a dynamic multiplier
to be calculated based on the current extrusion rate and amount of
slippage.

Adaptive Robotic Control Code:
Julian Höll was involved in the development of the robotic con-
trol workflows with the author, and did the first iteration of the
kinematic studies for reachability. The author did all subsequent
refinement of the robotic control and kinematics.

Global Design:
The global design was done with input from all researchers. Paul
Poinet did many of the digital design iterations using the physics
library Kangaroo [120] [121], to locally differentiate the stiffness
of a pneumatic as a means to pull to the structure into the reach
envelope defined by the two ideal kinematic configurations. The
author made all decisions about which fiber layers to lay during
construction.

Agent-Based Design Model:
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The agent-basedmodel was developed by Ehsan Baharlou, Kenryo
Takahasi, and the author. Ehsan developed the initial framework,
while Kenryo contributed significantly to writing certain functions
within this library. The author restructured the code based on the
reusable data structures, enabling robotic constraints and structural
criteria to bemore easily integrated. This enabled a design tool that
could essentially be used by all of the students on the computation
team. All robotic tool-paths output by the agent-based tool for the
actual production were output by the author.

Structural Design:
Valentin Koslowski did the early FEA isotropic shell analyses
in both the tension and compression state. The author worked
with Kenryo Takahashi to develop options for the secondary and
tertiary fiber layers. Kenryo set up the Sofistik FEA tests to
compare schematic layouts for their impact on buckling behavior,
supervised by Valentin Koslowski. The author then used these
results in the agent-based tool.

Data Recording and Processing:
The author recorded all the construction data during production,
and subsequently processed it as a means to illustrate the viability
of verifying performance through data.
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7.3 Extending Digital Integration through
Monitoring, Task Distribution and
Collaboration:
The Autodesk Hive Pavilion

Figure 7.26: The Autodesk Hive Pavilion demonstrated a proof-of-concept
human-robot collaborative process. Source: ICD, University of Stuttgart/
Autodesk Research.
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7.3.1 Introduction
The following case study investigated the development of a cyber-
physical system for the orchestration of a design-build process,
where users would be able to interact with collaborative robots
towards the goal of building a pre-defined architectural-scale struc-
ture. The projectwas initiated as amulti-disciplinary collaboration
between four research groups: Autodesk Applied Research Lab,
Autodesk Research, User Interface Research and Research Trans-
fer Groups, The Living – An Autodesk Studio, and Institute for
Computational Design, University of Stuttgart.4

This case studywithin the dissertation describes the fabrication
system and exhibition setup, including a custom end-effector and
tension control mechanism, as well as a collaborative fabrication
process in which instructions delivered via wearable devices could
enable the trade-off of production and assembly tasks between
human and robot. The necessary communication protocols, on-
line robotic control, and geometrically adaptive programming
strategies that enabled a networked human-robot collaborative
process are discussed. In addition, computational strategies for
robotic motion planning, which mitigated constraints such as
reachability, axis limitations, and collisions and ensured predict-
able and therefore safe motion in a live exhibition setting, are
presented.

The collaborative project resulted in three publications. The
primary publication coincidingwith the discussion presented here,
including the projects’ implications for architecture, isCollaborat-
ive Construction: Human and Robot Collaboration Enabling the
Fabrication and Assembly of a Filament-Wound Structure [169].

4Additional project acknowledgments and specific roles are listed at the end
of the chapter.
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Some sections in this dissertation closely correlate with this pa-
per, but direct quotations have not been utilized for the sake of
readability.

The centralized network architecture and user interface prin-
ciples, and a more in-depth discussion of how this project func-
tioned from a user-experience standpoint, is covered in the UIST
paper, Crowdsourced Construction [88]. Images and collected
data from this paper are demarcated.

A short summary of the project and its key technologies was
published as an article and also presented at ACM Siggraph
Talks[165]. Full publication details and author order for all pub-
lications are listed in the authors’ citation section in B.

Aims

This research aimed to develop a human-robot collaborative fabric-
ation process for the fabrication of an architectural-scale structure,
utilizing enabling technologies in generative design, machine vis-
ion, and inter-device communication to facilitate such a process.
This aim was pursued through the development of a live exhib-
ition and demonstration utilizing a proof-of-concept fabrication
process based on the precedent robotic process of filament wind-
ing[125]. Within this exhibition, users would be directed through
the process of interacting and collaborating with a UR 10 collab-
orative robot through instructions delivered via wearable devices,
enabling them to help produce a single module and add it to the
architectural-scale structure.

Sequence-dependent fabrication tasks were coordinated
through a central "foreman" engine, a centralized back-end
engine serving to orchestrate the build process, dispatching
tasks to the network of robot stations, wearable devices, and
getting feedback from the app as well as a system of beacons for
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Figure 7.27: Concepts and enabling technologies for the development of a
human and robot collaborative process. Source: ICD, University of Stuttgart/
Autodesk Research.

localization. Feedback and monitoring simultaneously enabled
active diagnostics of the construction progress [88].

Several additional aims and considerations were embedded in
the research:

• Strategic task allocation
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A critical attribute of the system was that the exhibition
visitor would do the tasks that require fine motor control,
and the robot would execute tasks that require high preci-
sion, where trade-offs would facilitate through instructions
delivered via wearable interfaces.

• Utilization of Non-standard materials
Adaptive regeneration of robotic control code and a ma-
chine vision process would enable the use of non-standard
materials and simultaneously compensate for human error.

• Complexity of tasks
The fabrication system could not be overly simple, neither
so difficult that someone unfamiliar with the task could com-
plete it.

• Participation time
The total time required for a single participant to complete
and assemble a module was limited to 10 to 15 minutes.

• User safety and robustness
Typical safety procedures require that robotic control code
is simulated before execution or run in a safety mode at low
speed. Each code was unique, and also the adaptions due to
tolerances could not be pre-determined. Thus the exhibition
format necessitated extra precautions to guarantee the viab-
ility of the robotic control code to minimize troubleshooting
during the exhibit.

Due to the live nature of the exhibit, unsafe or messy material
systems could not be utilized, and the structure and parts could
not be so heavy that they would jeopardize safety. Cutting the
parts was not feasible, necessitating that the bamboo was cut to
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standardized lengths before the exhibition. These considerations
limited the structural and load-bearing aspects of the global struc-
ture and limited the possibility of modifying the length of the parts
for compensation and adjustments in the global design system.

7.3.2 Experimental Set-up
This project was executed as a live exhibition and demonstration at
Autodesk University in 2015 at the Venetian Resort in Las Vegas.
An entrance desk at the front of the exhibition served as a space
where exhibition users could sign up to participate, where they
would be outfitted with an apple watch and iPhone. Each corner
of the space contained an identical robotic station consisting of a
UR 10 collaborative robot with a coupled workstation.

In addition to the collaborative UR 10 robot, the robot stations
included amounted lightbox and a simple hanging-weight dancing
bar tension mechanism based on similar tension systems in indus-
trial extruding and rolling processes. A precision CNC-milled
end-effector was developed to precisely control the unique rota-
tion between two of the three bamboo sticks through two coupled
gears, which could be fixed with a set screw.

Two additional stations were placed at the perimeter where
users would gathermaterial. The global structurewas placed in the
center of the space, constructed throughout the three-day exhibit.
As each course was constructed, the global structure would be
iteratively lifted to enable the bottom course to be accessible to
participants for the assembly process.

Material System

A single tensegrity unit was developed, composed of 3 quasi-
perpendicular sticks of bamboo, held into position by a network of
wound filaments. Bamboowas utilized due to its energy efficiency
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Figure 7.28: Experimental setup at each individual robot station. Left: In-
dividual UR10 Robot Station. Right: Robotic end-effector with two coupled
gears. Source: Right: ICD, University of Stuttgart / Autodesk Research.
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and relative stiffness to weight ratio, though it is geometrically
variable and thus poses difficulties to traditional automation sys-
tems. A custom anchor detail inserted into the end of the bamboo
was developed to catch and hold the string during winding. This
module could be robotically wound through a dry5 winding pro-
cess, where an initial scaffolding would connect each of the pins
to every other adjacent pin in one continuous path. Following this
scaffolding layer, a network of more nebulous fiber layers could
then be wound to pull down the scaffold, enabling the module to
be geometrically fixed.

The unique rotations of two of the three bamboo pieces of any
module were developed to align in the global system.

Figure 7.29: Material system. Left: Single tensegrity unit. Right: A pin detail
for robotic hooking.

7.3.3 Integrated Design and System Development
Themain goal of the global designed systemswas that the structure
would take the correct shape without any needed human oversight.

5A dry winding process indicates that there is no resin involved
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The global design and its construction sequence also needed to fa-
cilitate a user assembly process, where each robotically fabricated
module could be added to the growing structure by participants
based on the instructions delivered via the apple watch. In order
to meet this aim, a hanging structure was conceptualized, where
the entire structure would be lifted each time a course was com-
pleted. This construction sequence enabled the bottom course to
be reachable to users.

The global design was finalized before construction, and geo-
metric adaption in response to tolerances was implemented only
on a local rather than a global level. The global design was stored
as a database in JSON, where only the six unique frames were
stored for each module.

Figure 7.30: The global design was composed of a system of unique modules.
The unique geometry of individual modules could be realized through the
customized placement and rotation of bamboo elements within the robotic end-
effector. The global design system was stored in a .json data structure for
reference by the robotic process. Source: The Living, Autodesk Research.

A Human-Robot Collaborative Building Process

Interested participants could sign up to participate through a regis-
tration process. After registering, users would be given an Apple
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iPhone, Apple Watch, and safety glasses. Just-in-time instruc-
tions were delivered to each user on their mobile watch through
the exhibition.

When a new user entered the system, the foreman enginewould
systematically assign the next part to the next available robot sta-
tion. This "foreman engine" served as the central brain in this
framework, monitoring and managing the overall progress of the
construction and assembly process and systematically assigning
the next part to the next available robot station[88].6 The module
number would be written to the shared folder on the robot station,
triggering the geometric properties of that module to be accessed
from a JSON database and then applied to the instantiation of the
module in the CAD design environment.

Figure 7.31: Just-in-Time instructions were delivered to participants through
the iOS application. Source: Autodesk Research, User Interface Research and
Research Transfer Groups. [88].

When the user had arrived at the robot station, the robot would
begin a load end-effector subroutine, aligning itself perpendic-
ularly to a reference surface for each bamboo-part, so that the

6The Autodesk Research User Interface Group developed the foreman en-
gine. Thus it is not covered in detail here.
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correct position and orientation were achieved. The user then was
instructed to load the mechanical end-effector by fastening and
tightening a mechanical ratchet, a maneuver that utilized the hu-
man’s dexterity and robotic precision. The user interface would
ask the user if the part had been correctly inserted in the effector
before the robot proceeded. The robot would then execute a cus-
tom scanning routine to re-digitize each tip correctly in space and
regenerate the control code based on these deviations. Before up-
loading the winding code, the smartwatch prompted the user to
confirm they were behind a safety line, and the winding routine
would execute at full speed.

Figure 7.32: The foreman engine displayed and tracked the active users and
status’ of each robotic station. Source: Autodesk Research, User Interface
Research and Research Transfer Groups. [88].

During winding, a preliminary scaffolding layer connected
each end of bamboo to each of its neighbors without crossing or
doubling the previously laid fibers. Final nebulous layers were
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then wrapped, allowing the element to achieve an equilibrium
condition. After this step, the tensegrity module can be removed
from the effector manually without significant deformation. LED
lights embedded within the connection details and instructions on
the Apple Watch indicated to the user where the module would be
attached to the existing structure.

Robotic Motion Planning

The challenge of the robotics and computational design process
was to derive a tool that would enable the development of fiber syn-
taxes, output robotic control code, and also streamline the process
of integrating sensor feedback back into the design environment.

The robotic motion planning was also more challenging due
to the axis limits of UR10 robots: each of the axes has a range
between -360 and 360. While such a limit is not usually an issue
in a process where the axes can be unwound between motions,
in a continuous winding process, several sequential positions will
often continually increase or decrease one of the axes, causing an
axis to hit its limits.

The challenges of this computational library included the fol-
lowing:

• to derive feasible fiber syntaxes which would not run out of
axis due to the discontinuous axes of UR10 robots;

• to guarantee that the robot control code would be executed
reliably for each unique unit geometry despite corrections
to tolerances;

• and provide a streamlined method by which sensor data
would be integrated into the design environment and up-
dated in subsequent robotic control codes.

While typical motion planning positions a single tool frame in
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a world coordinate system, in this fabrication process, the frame of
interest is at the tip of the current bamboo and is thus continuously
changing during winding. In order to calculate the frames in the
control code, a system of planes within the base frame is geomet-
rically reconstructed based only on the six-coordinate frames of
the winding pins. These winding frames are then aligned onto
the frame of the fiber source, FrameS, to enable the solution of
end-effector Frame in World Space, as illustrated in figure 7.34.

Figure 7.33: Robotic motion planning overview. The system of planes unique
to each module is defined relative to the robotic flange. These planes are
transformed onto a frame representing the fiber source. The end-effector frame
in the world coordinate system can then be solved and used in the robot control
code.

According to the method presented in section 6.1.5, a task-
specific reach envelope was generated in each of the possible
configurations. First, a two-dimensional set of planes was gener-
ated in the flange coordinate system in which the Z-axis pointed
towards the approximate center of the module. This set of planes
was tested for reachability in each of the eight configurations. The
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Figure 7.34: Robotic motion planning parameters.

generalized three-dimensional solution set of reachable positions
was achieved by rotating this set of planes around the flange Z-
axis, equivalent to rotating the robot’s sixth axis. Similar to case
study 1, two inverse kinematic configurations emerged as the best
configurations to use during path planning.

This stepwas done early in the design and development process
to establish the process parameters: X and Z offset of the fiber
source in the robot base coordinate system and guide the global
design team early in the design process to determine the module
size. The typical effector length, e, also affects the reachability,
as did the projection angle \ of the flange in the base coordinate
system, as shown in figure 6.36.7

Discrete Topological Path-Planning Tool

In order to derive feasible fiber syntaxes that would respect axis
limits, an object-oriented topological computational model was
produced. The first hierarchy of the data structure of this object-
oriented library was a single module. Each module had attributes
that included the pin Frames, the ends of each bamboo tip, and
lines, the solution set of all possible connections between two

7It is important to note that this is not an optimization process. Rather
it is an iterative process that should ultimately illustrate the interrelationships
between process parameters and robotic reachability.
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Figure 7.35: A task-specific reach envelope for the process of filament winding
was established. In this case, the set of planes is generated in the tool coordinate
system, with the Z-axis pointing towards the module’s center. Each plane was
tested in all eight configurations. Two of these configurations had the greatest
volumetric solution space and were used in path planning, pictured here. The
reach envelope defines the approximate limits of the module scale.

adjacent pins.
This model utilized the topological relationships between the

pins and the following embedded rules:

• From a single pin Frame, it is possible to move to 4 lines.

• From a line, it is possible to move to 2 pins (inverse of rule
one) or four lines.

• Only moves in the positive direction of the previously laid
fiber are valid; otherwise unwrapping would occur. Thus
this path planning tool is highly sequence dependant

Through these embedded rules, all possible paths between any
two pins could be generated combinatorically as a sequence of
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right (0) and left turns (1) between fiber pins (-, 00, 01, 11, 000,
111, 101, 110, 001, 010, 101...). This method allowed the solution
set of all possible paths to be evaluated, sorted, and compared for
their relative effect on the axis values during path planning.

During path planning, it was also possible to use this library
to design-in-sequence by adding one move at a time, each time
seeing the solution set of all possible moves, and adding a new
move only if it would not cause the robot to run out of axis.
This strategy was shown to be highly advantageous because of
sequence dependency and could be extrapolated as an important
computational technique for discrete rather than continuous path
planning processes.

This method was applied to establish a valid fiber syntax that
worked for the extreme versions of the global design. The more
difficult portion of the planning was during the scaffolding portion
of the winding, where all pins had to be connected in one con-
tinuous path. A specific sequence between then fiber anchors was
found that would not run out of axis even in the extremes, through
a process which can best be understood as a heuristic method.
This sequence needed to use two different robotic configurations
to avoid running out of axis.

All unique robotic positions were defined unambiguously in
pseudocode with fully descriptive geometric and kinematic in-
formation, reconstructed from the module geometry in the CAD
design environment, and then translated into control code. Lin-
ear and joint moves were defined explicitly within this control
code: when a configuration change was needed, it was defined
unambiguously with joint motion. In this case, the algorithm was
utilized as presented in section 6.1.3. If a purely Cartesian-based
and linear interpolation strategy for motion control had been util-
ized, the robot would have run out of axis in four to five moves.
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Figure 7.36: Fiber syntax library. This image shows the solution set of all
possible sequences of moves that are created by combining a right turn with a
left turn. 201
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Figure 7.37: Analysis of a single move between two fiber anchors and its
impact on absolute axis values. In order to respect axis limits, any individual
move is valid if both its positive axis change and negative axis change can be
added to the start axis values while staying within the axis limits.

A sequence was produced for the final wrapped layers utiliz-
ing the topological path-planning tool to minimize winding time,
touching all edges at least once to help pull down the previously
laid fiber layers. The same syntax was used for each module to
minimize any mishaps or troubleshooting during the exhibition.
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Figure 7.38: The robot control code was defined unambigously in pseudocode
and translated to robot control code in theCADenvironment on the robot station.
To make sure the code was executed unambiguously, joint moves derived from
the specific target robotic configuration were utilized when needed.
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Cyber-physical Communication Network

The robotic winding process was coordinated and triggered within
an instance of a CAD program running on a local machine. Each
robotic station was one node within the centralized global control
framework. The overall communication framework is displayed
in figure 7.39.

Figure 7.39: Overview: communication network. It should be noted that there
were actually four robotic stations. Source: Autodesk Research, User Interface
Research and Research Transfer Groups. [88].

Thus the networking challenge for the adaptive robotic de-
velopment was to integrate the two systems, enabling just-in-time
instructions to be dispatched to the robot in coordinationwith other
events, for example, when a user arrived at the robotic station or
when the user had completed loading the end-effector.

In order to meet this goal, the foreman engine communicated
with each robotic station by using a file-server approach 6.2.1; the
foreman engine would write to the shared folder location on each
robotic station, indicating in a text file which subroutine to run.
The design environment was then utilizing a timer functionality
to "watch" the folder for changes. A change in the files in the
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Figure 7.40: Overview: communication between the foreman engine and each
robotic station.

folder would trigger a downstream update within the design envir-
onment, temporarily setting a boolean variable to true, signaling
to the design environment to change the module number and to
re-instantiate the object-oriented definition or to execute one of
3 pre-defined subroutines: "loadStick (A, B, C)," "scanParts(),"
or "execute winding." The robot control for each individual sub-
procedure was thus sent in its entirety based on the online control
method, "Adaptive generation and execution," presented in section
6.3.1.

Thus a critical attribute of this approach was that the compu-
tational process in the design environment was executed quickly
and refreshed frequently. The execution time had to be less than
the frequency of checking for a file to avoid program instability.

Machine Vision Approach for Targeted Sensing

Within the fabrication process, tolerances could be attributed to
two sources: tolerances due to the natural heterogeneity in the
bamboo or tolerances aggregated due to human error, whichwould
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occur if someone could not align the bamboo entirely vertically.
A machine vision routine was developed to digitize each winding
frame on themodule before the robot executed the winding syntax.

This routine was developed as a simple robotic subroutine
and executable in the environment Processing [127], enabling the
localization of each of the six winding tip frames. Each tip would
be aligned to the bitmap frame from one of two perpendicular
directions during this subroutine. A high-resolution bitmap would
then be generated and analyzed, enabling the calculation of the
tolerance in the xz or yz coordinate of the local frame of the
fiber pin. These tolerances would be sent back from processing
into the design environment, triggering an update of the object-
oriented definition, and regenerating the robotic control code for
the winding syntax. On average, this process corrected tolerances
with an average magnitude of 2 to 5 millimeters.

Figure 7.41: Scanning routine utilizing bitmap analysis. Each fiber winding
pin was moved into a known position, and its offsets were measured, sent to
the CAD environment, and applied as a local transform to the module instanti-
ation. Source: Left: ICD, University of Stuttgart/ Autodesk Research. Right:
Autodesk Applied Research Lab.
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7.3.4 Results
This exhibition successfully demonstrated that cyber-physical sys-
tems could be deployed towards successfully orchestrating and
coordinating a complex design-build process, connecting multiple
devices, users, sensors, and robotic workstations in one integrated
workflow. The project additionally demonstrated a successful
strategy for responding to tolerances due to human error, with a
bitmapmachine vision approach that only digitalized six frames of
interest. Such an approach contrasts with a more global approach,
which would extract relevant semantic information from a more
extensive scan.

The project was on display as a live collaborative building
process and exhibition for over three days. Over 150 visitors came
to the site to help build the 12-foot structure composed of 224
unique tensegrity modules. While an expert user shadowed each
participant to ensure that the proper protocol was executed, users
could execute the tasks with minimal external guidance.

A few errors occurred during the exhibition. The first was that
the foreman engine concatenated themodule numbers, fabricating,
for example, module 3-1, instead of modules numbered 3-10, 3-
11, or 3-12. This error was detected by observing the logs at each
robot station. After completing a module, the CAD environment
responsible for controlling the robot motions would write to a text
file the robotic code that had just been run, with the name of the
file corresponding to the part number. In order to fix this error, the
exhibition was canceled for a few hours, and only staff members
completed the parts that were fabricated incorrectly.

Additionally, the high tension from the winding routine would
sometimes exceed the max payload on the UR10 robots due to
the fiber getting caught. Otherwise, the robot control code ran
smoothly, with the exception of one or two parts that ran out of
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reach. This problem was fixed just by slightly decreasing the
offsets for the traveling winding positions. In order to mitigate
this error, the extreme cases in the global design should have been
identified and then had random tolerances ascribed as an additional
check for reachability. Otherwise, all the robot control code ran
without issue.

Scanning and digitizing the parts enabled the utilization of
non-standard materials within a robotically automated workflow.
The digitization technique successfully digitized every fiber frame,
missing less than ten frames of over 1344 during the course of the
exhibition. One missed opportunity was to store the deviations
of the as-built geometry and regenerate downstream control code,
allowing tolerances to be compensated for computationally as the
construction and assembly process progressed [166]. From a
technical perspective, this would have necessitated tighter digital
integration with the global design generative method. However,
the robot processes only had access to the static data-structure rep-
resenting the global design. The computational design workflow
for the regeneration of the control code was already generalizable
enough to handle any possible module definition.

The most significant limitation of the project was due to the
use of a UR robot with limited axis ranges. To enhance the
interactivity of the process, the design of the fiber layout could have
become interactive, inwhich case performance criteria, fabrication
constraints, and user choice could have been integrated into a
computational design tool and interface. In this case, it still may
have been challenging to find a suitable solution that enabled each
iterative layer to tighten on the previous one while minimizing
execution time. Of course, this simultaneously points to the ideal
specifications of a robot that is less restrictive on the design space
of any winding process. Infinite axis motion is shown to be highly
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advantageous and even necessary.
Another significant contribution was active analytics. Data

was iteratively gathered and processed throughout the construction
process, enabling an understanding of the construction rate and
progress.

Figure 7.42: Construction data gathered by the foreman engine, Source:
Autodesk Research, User Interface Research and Research Transfer Groups.
[88].

Data was also gathered from each user after participation
through an automated survey embedded within the app. Exhibi-
tion visitors also remarked about the technological achievements
of the system, particularly in the networking strategy between the
app and the robot stations:

The technology was incredible. The networking
between the robots and the app to guide the user in
the workspace was amazing. – Participant 11, [88].

The feedback gathered from participants indicated that the
technologies had clear relevance in construction and architecture.
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In construction, I can see extreme potential for both
tracking progress of tasks, accounting for labor, dir-
ecting workers to daily tasks, and making installa-
tion of pre-manufactured components easier to un-
derstand. Participant 31, [88].

7.3.5 Summary of Strategies Employed in the Case
Study

Several methodological strategies and interaction principles were
put in place to enable this project.

The first strategy was a set of tools that enabled the genera-
tion of predictable, safe robotic motion in an exhibition setting.
Process parameters and path-planning were gradually refined by
establishing a task-specific robotic reach envelope, coupled with a
procedural path planning computational tool for the generation of
a fiber syntax that mitigated axis limitations. To ensure the robotic
code was executed identically, explicit joint moves were used in
the control code to force one robotic configuration to be used over
another.

Even though the foreman engine was essentially a centralized
network and is thus vulnerable through a single failure point, it
successfully integrated many disparate components with several
different necessary protocols. A key strategy was that the commu-
nication was simplified as much as possible between processes.
The actual size and frequency of the messages sent between the
foreman engine and each robotic station were minimal and in-
frequent. Similarly, the scanning routing only passed back two
parameters for each fiber anchor, enabling a geometric reconstruc-
tion.

By minimizing communication complexity, the work becomes
more applicable to the constraints of an on-site condition. If a LAN
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network was not available, this network would be implementable
overWebSocket utilizing wifi or even over cell phone data. From a
purely technical standpoint, thework illustrates thatwriting to a file
server is a stable form of communication for tasks that do not need
to be done in real-time. Thus a critical strategy was to establish
the communication frequency and complexity corresponding to
the needs of the task. For example, a wait time of up to 2 seconds
was completely acceptable when a user waited for a part to be
fabricated.

An additional strategy was in the realm of human and robot
collaboration. As presented in the context, architecture is a domain
where diversity of tasks is the norm rather than the exception.
Developing automation systems that can handle the diversity of
tasks typical of construction, which are often unstructured, is
infeasible and unrealistic. However, by involving humans directly
within a collaborative robotic fabrication process and providing
them with instructions through wearable interfaces, the separation
of taskswithin a productionworkflow can be specialized according
to ability: a robot’s precision can be augmented by the dexterity
and cognitive ability of the human. Monitoring of the process
and feedback enabled through user interfaces can allow seamless
trade-offs.

In order to enhance the possibilities for automation, this project
successfully illustrated that user interfaces displaying instructions
and other diagnostic information could augment a user’s ability to
participate in a highly digitally controlled production workflow.
Thus, developing custom user interfaces is a critical strategy that
can enable stakeholders with various levels of expertise to interact
with production equipment which might require a high degree of
expert knowledge.
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7.3.6 Discussion
Design, fabrication, and construction processes involve many
disparate parties, entities, and processes. Thus this case study
provides a successful example of utilizing cyber-physical systems
to orchestrate and coordinate a complex build process, where tasks
were iteratively planned and dispatched to multiple entities with
networked communication systems. An outlook of the research
would be to apply a similar digital orchestration system to the
organization and coordination of workers, robotic processes, ma-
terial, and components in a scenario such as a construction site.

More significantly, the project demonstrates the new possib-
ility of a hybrid domain of robot and human collaboration in
construction, in which coordination and communication between
hardware and software can facilitate new possibilities for shared
workspace collaboration. Collectively, the deployed strategies,
including just-in-time production, machine vision for targeted tol-
erance compensation, and cyber-physical task monitoring and
allocation, work synergistically towards integrating robotic pro-
cesses and computational control more fully into the characteristic
processes of construction.
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Funding was provided by Autodesk, while Universal Robots
provided the UR10 Collaborative Robots.
The author was one of four project leaders, which included Danil
Nagy (The Living), Tovi Grossman (Autodesk User Interface Re-
search), and Heather Kerrick (Autodesk Applied Research Lab).
The ICD was responsible for the robotic fabrication process and
contributed significantly to the conceptualization of the project as
a demonstrator for architecture and construction.

The author did the robotic path-planning and wrote the object-
oriented definitions for adaptive robotic control code, which en-
abled the machine vision results to be imported back into the
design environment and incorporated in subsequent robot control
code. The author also wrote all the original methods for UR code
generation and protocols for communication with the UR robots
over WebSocket.

LongNguyenwas very instrumental in the project. Longwrote
the IK solver for non-spherical wrist robots, which is covered in the
paper, Collaborative Construction, [169]. The robotic client code
in the CAD environment was initially implemented in Rhino using
Python by the author. For the exhibit at Autodesk University, Long
re-implemented the client code in Autodesk’s Dynamo in C-sharp.

The author did not have access to a UR10 robot during the
development of the project. She was very graciously hosted by
Prof. Oliver Tessmann, head of the Digital Design Unit at TU
Darmstadt, where several late nights of prototyping in the days
leading to the exhibit were critical to enabling the exhibition to go
off seamlessly.
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The foreman engine was developed by the Autodesk Research,
User Interface Research and Research Transfer Groups., based
in Toronto. Fraser Anderson worked with the ICD team on the
networking between the robotic stations and the foreman engine.

The Autodesk team based in San Francisco was also very in-
volved in some aspects of the robotic workflow. David Thomasson
developed the bitmap analysis process as a stand-alone executable
in the environment Processing and coordinated the calibration and
integration into the robotic engine with the ICD team. Nick Cote
wrote procedures that enabled a smooth hooking procedure in
the local coordinates of the fiber anchor. The end-effector was
designed and precision milled by Evan Atherton. The author de-
signed the first dancing bar tension mechanism with Thu Nguyen,
while the final version was developed and fabricated by Heather
Kerrick. As the project manager, Heather Kerrick coordinated all
logistics and oversaw that all of the components of the exhibition
were shipped to the exhibition location in Las Vegas.
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7.4 Extending Scale Through Multi-Robot
Collaboration:
ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2016/2017

Figure 7.43: Fabrication setup of the ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2016/2017,
enabling a cyber-physical fabrication process connecting the actions of a UAV
and two industrial robots. Source: ICD/ITKE, University of Stuttgart.
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7.4.1 Introduction
In 2016 and 2017, the ICD and ITKE continued investigations
in innovative fabrication processes for customizable and differ-
entiated fiber composite systems. The research presented in the
following case study resulted from a year and a half of design and
development. Similar to case study 1, the project was completed
within the framework of an ICD/ ITKE Research Pavilion studio.
A team of Research Associates from ICD and ITKE worked with
a class of ITECH Master’s students towards the design, develop-
ment, and realization of an architecture scale demonstrator.

The project continued research and development in the method
of coreless robotic filament winding, a process where a continuous
fiber bundle is wound around a minimal or temporary scaffold
without the need for an interior mold [125].

The communication methods and system development as
presented below in the following case study are based partially
on the paper, Multi-Machine Fabrication: An Integrative Design
Process Utilising an Autonomous UAV and Industrial Robots for
the Fabrication of Long-Span Composite Structures, which had
shared the first authorship between all of the researchers[55].

The author has submitted an additional journal article to Con-
struction Robotics, covering many of the topics presented below,
particularly on the adaptive robotic control and communication
infrastructure. This paper has shared first authorship between the
author and Ben Felbrich, written with Marshall Prado and a se-
lection of students who contributed to the automation workflow,
including Behrooz Tahanzadeh.

An additional overview paper was published covering the
design developments and structural aspects in more detail [152],
while a final additional paper about the project was written about
the structural analysis techniques [153]. These aspects are not
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covered in depth.

Aims

This research investigated the possibility of utilizing UAVs to sup-
plement the limited working space of industrial, high-payload,
six-axis robots in a collaborative fabrication process for the pro-
duction of a lightweight, materially efficient, long-span fiber com-
posite structure. To enable this process, a cyber-physical system
was developed to connect the actions of a diverse and heterogen-
eous system consisting of industrial robots, secondary sensors,
devices, and a custom UAV.

As presented in the context section covering precedent work
in in-situ robotics and multi-robot fabrication, the scalar lim-
itation of the reach envelope of an industrial robot has been
overcome through mobility, integration with external axes, or
multi-robot collaboration. This project investigated the produc-
tion of large-scale continuous parts through physically distributed
collaboration, where parts larger than the scale of an individual
robot could be achieved by passing the material between station-
ary robot stations. While collaborative setups between more than
one robot have been achieved in precedent work, collaboration
between mobile robots, industrial robots, and auxiliary devices
has only been investigated to a limited extent. Thus, this research
aimed to develop a distributed platform-agnostic communication
workflow for connecting the actions of multiple machines, robots,
and devices and output their necessary actions directly from the
CAD design environment. This system enables construction co-
ordination by dispatching sequence-dependent tasks, enabling the
realization of a large-scale architectural material system. This
aim was investigated through a collaborative setup, where two
industrial robots would collaborate with a custom UAV, and the
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continuous filament winding process would be achieved through
the physical exchange of a filament winding gripper.

Figure 7.44: Experimental setup consisting of two stationary industrial robots,
a custom mobile UAV, two drone landing platforms, and a tension control
mechanismwith integrated sensing, Source: ICD/ITKE,University of Stuttgart.
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The presented case study utilizes a tension-active composite
fabrication process to showcase the potentials of a multi-robot
approach and investigate necessary hardware and software com-
ponents that would facilitate collaboration. Sensor integration
and signal processing were utilized to handle inconsistencies and
tolerances that emerged from the physically collaborative process.

7.4.2 Experimental Set-up
The fabrication process was produced in an interior controlled
environment. The lab space was equipped with two high pay-
load industrial six-axis robots, a custom-developed UAV drone,
two drone landing platforms, additional hardware including pneu-
matic winding end-effectors, and a sensor integrated mechanism
for tension control with active braking and extrusion.

Material System

Similar to case study 1: the material system was epoxy pre-
impregnated glass and carbon fiber rovings. Rather than producing
the pre-impregnated fibers with a similar setup presented in case
study 1 in section ??, the pre-impregnated spools were produced
through a custom infusion process, developed externally by the
Institute for Aircraft Design.

Though the initial intention was to fabricate the entire pavilion
with pre-impregnated rovings, a resin bath infusion system was
also utilized during some stages of fabrication to minimize project
costs and fabrication time. However, a resin bath infusion system
could not be used in combination with the UAV.

Thus, therewere essentially three different experimental setups
that also corresponded to a different level of automation:

• Full automation mode, utilizing pre-impregnated spools;
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• Half automation mode, utilizing pre-impregnated spools
with digital tension control;

• Half automation mode, resin bath infusion system with
mechanical tension control.

The material system and fabrication process were based on the
process of coreless filament winding, where a minimal frame with
fiber anchors enables an initial soft formwork of initially straight
segments to serve as an initial formwork, later subsequently
tightened with additional fiber layers [125].

Custom UAV for Fiber Transportation

A custom UAV was developed for transporting a filament end-
effector back from one robot station to another, enabling a con-
tinuous long-span filament winding process. One of the essential
specifications of the UAV was the ability to pull 2 kg of dynamic
tension on the line with stability.

In addition to control algorithms, the UAV also necessitated
localization capabilities, enabling its position to be known within
a global coordinate system. For localization, the drone used an on-
board RGBCamera in combination with a visual fiducial AprilTag
system [117]. A systemofAprilTagswas printed and then attached
to the ceiling throughout the fabrication space. These tags were
digitized in a global coordination system utilizing laser-scanning
with a Leica MultiStation. Such a solution is both cheap and
scalable.

The AprilTag system was the dominant localization system.
When the drone could not perceive an AprilTag, it deferred to
its flow sensor, which would keep track of the UAV’s relative
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Figure 7.45: Custom UAV for fiber transportation. Source: ICD/ITKE, Uni-
versity of Stuttgart.

Figure 7.46: Left: Localization mechanisms on board the drone. An AprilTag
system is the dominant localization strategy, while feature detection and SLAM
is utilized to store the relative transform since the last known position. Right:
Custom UAV for Fiber Transportation. Source: ICD/ITKE, University of
Stuttgart.

displacement since its last known position utilizing feature detec-
tion and SLAM 8. This method was susceptible to drift and lost
accuracy the longer this measurement system was used.

8SLAM refers to simultaneous localization and positioning.
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For control, the drone utilized an Odroid Microcontroller run-
ning an additional instance of ROS. When the drone received the
task to fly from platformA to platformB, it would first fly straight
upwards. The controller would then break this path into a series
of targets and accelerate towards each target. As it approached
its target, the target would shift to the next position. At the last
target, the drone would decelerate and hover before lowering onto
the other landing platform.

Sensor Integrated Tension Mechanism

One of the biggest challenges in the fabrication process was to
conceptualize and develop a system for tension control that would
enable the amount of tension in the system to be dynamically con-
trolled in response to the current production status. The drone
could only pull a meager amount of tension (1 to 2 kg online)
and thus needed mechanical help to un-spool the pre-impregnated
fibers. The tension mode when the drone was flying was known
as "low tension mode." In contrast, the robotic winding process
necessitated high tension to pull the fibers tightly around previ-
ously wound layers. Because many of the robotic motions were
indirect, moving away and then towards the fiber source, the fiber
spools would be unspooled, causing slack in the system and lower
tension. Thus the tension system needed to have the capability
of unwinding and rewinding while maintaining a high tension,
all while causing minimal fiber damage by leveraging details that
minimized friction.

A custom tension mechanism was developed to adaptively
modify the tension depending on the current state. The tension
mechanism included a spool station with a set of spools interlinked
through a friction-based gear belt, controlled by a DC motor. A
hanging-weight dancing bar tension mechanism was fabricated to
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Figure 7.47: Integrated tension mechanism with active extrusion, braking,
slack removal, and tension control.

maintain weight on the fiber line when high tension was needed.
The height of the dancing bar tension mechanism was designed
so that when the robot was actively moving around the platform,
the tension would be maintained. A drum between the spools and
the tension mechanism served dually as a braking and extruding
mechanism, preventing the fibers from being unspooled while the
dancing bar was active. When the UAVwas active, the drum brake
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Figure 7.48: Sensor integrated tension mechanism. This image shows the
dancer in two different positions as the robot retracts from the landing platform.
The weight of the dancer helps to guarantee that the fiber is always in tension.
The drum brake can remove slack from the system if the dancer lowers to the
ground.

Figure 7.49: Integrated tension mechanism and user interface.
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would actively rotate to help pull the fibers through the system to
minimize any tension acting on the drone.

The dancing bar tension mechanism was augmented by two
distance sensors to measure the dancer’s relative position. If the
dancer was low, the extra length in the system could be removed
by the drum brake extruding backward, an action that would es-
sentially lift the dancer above the ground.

Though the tension mechanism could change tension mode
autonomously in response to an instruction delivered throughROS,
some functionality was exposed through custom buttons in a user
interface developed utilizing Windows forms.

7.4.3 Integrated Design and System Development
The design process had to consider several constraints and con-
siderations:

• The highly linear setup;

• Minimizing external formwork;

• Addressing robotic reachability of all anchor points;

• Minimizing any fiber collisions with the pre-existing struc-
ture;

• Viability in terms of fiber to fiber interaction;

• and integrating structural performance criteria and material
differentiation;

Due to the highly constrained and linear nature of the exper-
imental setup, the design possibilities were constrained to linear
typologies. This constraint led to the conceptualization of a com-
posite cantilever, which is close to a valid cylindrical surface
typology for the process of filament winding.
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In order to minimize the need for large-scale formworks, a
sequential construction process was conceptualized based on a
biological role model, Lyonetia clerkella, which iteratively bends
and systematically reinforces a leaf to construct its habitat. A
bending-active frame could be wound in-situ and in sequence: a
customized flat formwas first wound in two dimensions, elastically
bent into position, and then reinforced in three dimensions. This
incremental winding, bending, and forming process resulted in
an integrated bending-active frame structure which minimized the
need for formwork on one side of the pavilion.

In contrast to the other two case studies, the bending-active
frame was conceptually a viable geometry in terms of robotic
reachability: the end-effector length could be extended until the
desired scale of the arch was achieved. Thus the robotic system
and intended design illustrate a concept of co-adaption.

Figure 7.50: Integrated design development. The design was refined based on
fiber syntax studies and iterative FEA analysis. Early analyses revealed that a
geometrically thickened edge was highly advantageous in global stiffness.

The design of the cantilever was iteratively refined based on
buckling analysis and fiber syntax development. Preliminary
schematic studies revealed that a cantilever with a thickened edge
would be structurally necessary. This design feature was prob-
lematic from an integrative standpoint, as fibers could not wrap
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around through the bending-active arch with the UAV without
manual fiber placement steps.

Collaborative Process

A physical collaborative winding process was achieved through
an iterative physical exchange of the fiber effector between the
robot and the UAV. When the UAV landed on the platform, an
IR sensor measured the relative transformation between the robot
gripper and theUAV.The robot thenmoved the correct transform in
relative coordinates. The pneumatic gripper on the robot was then
activated, and the electromagnets on the UAVwere released. After
the magnet deactivation was confirmed, the tension mechanism
switched to the high-tensionmode by lifting the dancer barwith the
drum brake. The robot retracted and moved to a neutral position
before traveling around the frame to the next anchor point.

In order to wind the next target anchor point, the robot traveled
around the frame, keeping the fiber significantly above the com-
posite before winding it on a target anchor. It then returned the
winding effector to the drone.

Multi-Robot Control and Communication

The project necessitated sequence-dependent and coordinated in-
structions for all of the robots and machines in the scene, allowing
one machine to be situationally aware of whether the task was
complete, with inbuilt flexibility for changing construction tasks
or parameters at run time. The criteria for determining the commu-
nication network and strategy also needed to consider the stability
of communication and flexibility in handling a variety of protocols
corresponding to the various robots, microcontrollers, and other
sensors.

A decentralized communication system based on a publish and
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Figure 7.51: The end-effector is located and exchanged through the use of an
IR sensor, which measures the relative transform of a camera on the robot to
the Drone magnet. The exchange process is further enabled by details, which
compensate for tolerances. The magnetized connection has a bevel, while the
pneumatic gripper grips around a tube.

subscribe system, discussed in section 6.2.1 was developed utiliz-
ing ROS. The main instance of a ROSCore Server established a
communication system, where unique topics would be published
fromaweb client interface to a second set of processes. TheseROS
nodes included "KukaA," "KukaB," "Gripper," "Drone," "Drone
Magnet," and the "Tension Control Mechanism." The communic-
ation was connected over WebSocket with an instance of the CAD
modeling environment Rhino with Grasshopper running simultan-
eously, controlling the micro-controllers for the IR sensor.

A web (UI) application allowed an operator to iteratively move
through the task list fabrication instructions in either an automated,
semi-automated, or manual mode. Any desired fiber paths could
be compiled into this XML task list, with templates providing
flexibility if the level of automation needed to be manipulated.

Websocket was utilized to establish communication between
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Figure 7.52: Communication network overview.
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Figure 7.53: Most of the communication is achieved through a web-Client in-
terface, which publishes and subscribes to ROS topics utilizing the ROSBridge
library for websocket communication.

the WebClient and the ROS system, which essentially exposed
the communication network to any device on the internet.9 Com-
munication to the drone was done over wifi. At the same time,
iterative UDP packages were maintained with the two Kuka robots
utilizing ethernet per the needs of Robot Sensor Interface, which
necessitates sending and receiving packages of data with the fre-
quency of 12 Hz. Long USB cables connected the ROS computer

9Of course, this made the network vulnerable.
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stations to secondary Arduino micro-controllers, which commu-
nicated directly with the onboard IR Sensors and the pneumatic
grippers on the robots.

The tension mechanism, controlled through a Windows form
user interface with a backend developed in C-sharp, also listened
for messages published through the task list interface. The pub-
lished task included a parameter indicatingwhen to switch between
low-tension mode and high-tension mode. All other tension con-
trol was handled internally in the tension control mechanism
processes.

Compilation and Coordination of Construction through a
Task List

The design-to-production workflow and output of robotic control
code differed from what is typically done in research and industry.
Instead of outputting geometric instructions for a single machine,
a custom tool was developed to output a target syntax of fibers in
the CAD design environment into a coordinated list of high-level
instructions for each machine, device, and robot.

In order to execute the code, thisXMLfilewould be loaded into
the WebClient interface. The WebClient would then iteratively
dispatch instructions utilizing the RosBridge package for web-
socket communication. It would also subscribe to messages back,
enabling the process to be situationally aware of when a step
finished. In semi-automated mode, the WebClient would wait for
confirmation from the operator before dispatching the next task. In
full automated mode, the next task was automatically dispatched.
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Figure 7.54: A given fiber syntax in the CAD environment outputs a task list
of sequential XML instructions. Any reoccurring sequence could be grouped
with parameters as a "template." In order to output the task list for a different
hardware setup or level of automation, a different set of task templates could
be utilized. Templating thus enabled the automation and coordination system
to be both modular and flexible.

Flexible Templates for Manipulating the LoA

This workflow had several different opportunities for modification
at run time. Each set of repeatable XML instructions was modu-
larized into a template. A ""template"" for example, would be the
typical set of instructions that always execute in the same sequence
for a given fabrication task. For example, ""Wind robot A"" would
include instructions for getting the effector from the drone, activ-
ating the gripper, retracting from the platform, traveling around
the frame, winding the anchor pin, traveling back to the platform,
and again delivering the effector to the UAV. Critically, these tasks
could be considered high-level tasks10 rather than geometrically
static tasks.

A unique set of templates was utilized for each hardware set up:

10High-level goals in the context describe operations that are described by
their goal rather than the low-level machine control code that they trigger
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with or without UAV, impregnated fibers, or a resin bath infusion
system. For example, if the UAV drone was not utilized, and the
end-effector would be passed from an industrial robot to another
through a manual process, the XML instructions could be output
without certain instructions. In this case, the robot would move to
a neutral position where the gripper could be inserted manually.

Templating enabled a given fiber syntax to be recompiled
quickly into new fabrication instructions and enabled a high de-
gree of flexibility regarding the level of automation or fabrication
setup at any given time.

Figure 7.55: Cyber-physical fiber laying process. All tasks are coordinated
and dispatched through the ROS communication system. Source: ICD/ITKE,
University of Stuttgart.

Adaptive Robotic Programming: Flexible Robotic
Sub-Routines

For the developed collaborative workflow, a flexible, sub-routine-
based approach was implemented. Each task that the robot would
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potentially execute was pre-programmed as a sub-procedure in
the robotics control language with a finite set of expected input
parameters. The signal processing was configured utilizing the
software add-on Robot-Sensor Interface (RSI), enabling iterative
data packages to be sent to the robot controller and converted
into system variables that would act as inputs in the control code
sub-procedures. The robots were consistently executing the same
machine control code file throughout fabrication.

Figure 7.56: The online robotic code was based on a flexible sub-routine
approach. A structured XML data package was sent every 12 milliseconds
to the robot controller. This package indicated which sub-procedure to run.
Additional data would be remapped onto system variables serving as sub-
routine input parameters, including, for example, the robot orientation, the
target frame, and the winding behavior.

For the presented case study, the two industrial robotswere pro-
grammed with the following subroutines: return to platform, exit
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platform, travel around frame (forward or backward), and wind
anchor point. During fabrication, the robot iteratively received
packages from the robot server at a frequency of 12 milliseconds.
A new task would only run when the received task identifier
differed from the previously received task identifier. This con-
ditional prevented a task from being sent and executed twice.

Within each XML data package, the first identifier signaled
which sub-procedure to execute. Each sub-procedure used other
packets within the XML data package as inputs for process para-
meters, including process speeds, the anchor plane, hooking ori-
entation plane, and robot orientation plane, allowing the code to
be executed flexibly and adaptively.

After the sub-routine, a robot system variable indicating task
completion was set to 100, and the robot would then return to the
central control loop to wait for the next instruction.

If an error occurred, the robot control program could bemerely
restarted, which effectively would empty the buffer of previously
received signal values, and the next sub-routine for returning to
the previous step could be executed. It would also be possible to
handle this case as an interrupt.

This approach had several advantages: the algorithms for mo-
tion control on the robot could be utilized and did not need to be
handled on the server. This subroutine was also highly flexible,
meaning that the entire solution set of possible fiber paths could be
compiled at run time, sent directly from the design environment,
or dispatched through the user interface.

The main disadvantage of this process was the discontinu-
ity between subroutines, causing the robot to partially decelerate
between sub-routines.
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Figure 7.57: High-level flow chart of the flexible sub-routine based approach
within the robot control code. The inputs being sent from RSI are remapped
onto process parameters.
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7.4.4 Results
This collaborative process and experimental setup successfully
enabled the production of a 12-meter long composite cantilever.
The cantilever was completed in March 2017. It was transported
by truck from the production site to various locations, including
the campus of theUniversity of Stuttgart. Its calculatedweightwas
approximately 1,000 kg, and it covered an area of 26.50 <2 with a
width of 2.60 m for transportability. Load testing of the bending-
active arch was done during production in multiple steps and
configurations with horizontal loads up to 10 kN. The cantilever
was designed to withstand all external loading scenarios required
by the European building code for temporary building structures.

The most significant shortcoming of this project was that the
entire workflow, when automated with the UAV, was significantly
less efficient than a manually assisted process. Laying a single
filament from one spool with the drone flight took approximately
six and half minutes, and only a single filament from one spool
could be laid at a time due to the tension constraints. In contrast,
the manually assisted process could enable 4 to 6 spools to be laid
in approximately 2 minutes, resulting in efficiency up to 15 times
greater.

Due to a slow fabrication efficiency through a fully automated
workflow and inconsistency at many process steps, not all of the
demonstrator was produced in full automation mode. Many of
the fabrication processes were produced in semiautomatic mode,
where the end-effector would be transported from one robotic
station to another through a manual process. However, the auto-
mated workflow based on flexible subroutines for industrial robot
programming was utilized during the entirety of production.

In addition, many of the roboticmotionswere indirectmotions,
i.e., motions where the robot had to accelerate and decelerate.
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Figure 7.58: Final fiber layers. As an additive process, the process also
fascilitated adaptive design, where the fiber syntax could be slightly modified
during construction according to feedback and iterative syntax and simulation
studies.

A hardware setup enabling the fiber to be delivered directly to
the robot would minimize the time loss due to deceleration and
stoppage. Additionally, the full mobility and navigability of the
UAVwere not used to full capability, as the UAVwasmerely flying
back and forth from one station to another, suggesting again that
a spatially more restricted system could have achieved the same
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result with higher efficiency, particularly a system which could
achieve a higher payload.

Figure 7.59: Final 12 meter long composite cantilever. Source: ICD/ITKE,
University of Stuttgart.
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7.4.5 Summary of Strategies Employed in the Case
Study

This project verified that a collaborative fabrication process
between multiple fabrication entities, particularly short-range
high-precision robots and long-range low-precision UAVs, was
possible. Several different system components and strategies
were established to enable a cyber-physical system for physically
distributed multi-robot collaboration.

On a conceptual level, the main principle underlying this pro-
ject was that each robotic entity should be used for its inherent
strengths: the drone for its mobility and the industrial robot for
its ability to execute construction tasks with a high degree of
precision. This system also balanced generic robots, capable of
executing many tasks within a production workflow, with task-
specific robots tailored towards a single function. Such a strategy
would be critical for balancing system flexibility and resource
efficiency in a multi-robot network.

One of the most significant contributions was the overall com-
munication system. A critical attribute was that the communic-
ation network was platform-agnostic and based on a publish and
subscribe communication infrastructure. These two qualities were
reliable and arguably more scalable than a networking strategy
based on servers and clients.

This communication system successfully connected the ac-
tions of a diverse set of robots, machines, and devices6.2.1. Their
actions could be synchronized with sequence dependency by de-
composing a desired syntax in the CAD design environment into a
set of sequential tasks. Significantly, instead of geometric instruc-
tions, the task list was composed of high-level instructions. When
loaded into the web-based interface, these sequence-dependent in-
structions could be published to each of the entities and robots in
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the scene. In contrast to precedent projects in sensor integrated
and multi-robot fabrication, various protocols and communica-
tion types were handled, and the communication network was not
specific to the control logic of any singular machine.

A critical strategy was the inherent flexibility of the task list.
The task list could be recompiled at run-time with different tem-
plates, enabling regeneration of the control code in response to a
different level of automation. Arguably, one of the main short-
comings of the project was that the initial intention was to fully
automate the whole process, which emerged to be an unrealistic
and inefficient goal. Instead, many processes were shown to be
more efficient when done manually. In addition, some of the
design features, including the thickened edge shown in figure 7.50,
were incompatible with UAV flight and the hardware set up. Thus,
a critical strategy was that humans should be kept in the loop to
execute physical tasks that resist automation and cognitive tasks
that benefit from human observation.

Similar to the other case studies, interfaces played a significant
role within this aim, and the semi-automated mode was shown to
be the most effective. In this case, a human operator confirmed
that tasks were completed before dispatching the next task through
the UI.

Several hardware details were established to enable phys-
ical collaboration. Hardware strategies and details compensating
for inaccuracy were established for physical task sharing and
exchange. For example, the custom gripper could be gripped
robotically through pneumatic actuation, while electromagnetic
actuation could be activated to enable the UAV to release or carry
the gripper. The tectonics and design details of these hardware
components had to consider the precision of the technological
aspects of the system, in particular, the drone localization after
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landing on the platform.

7.4.6 Discussion
This project demonstrated that continuous large-scale fabrication
could be achieved with physically distributed multi-robot collab-
oration.

Regardless of whether the drone was the correct technical
solution to the problem of tension-active material transportation,
digitally controlled material transportation systems have plenty of
relevance in a construction context. In contrast to mobile robots
mounted on platforms, systems based on the physical exchange of
material still expand the possible hardware setups and solutions for
large-scale, continuous material fabrication. Potentially, a digit-
alized construction site would use multiple hardware approaches,
keeping some equipment and robots stationary and strategically
utilizing mobility only when necessary. Thus, many of the hard-
ware exchange strategies were very relevant towards the aim of
establishing networked and digitally mediated collaborative sys-
tems on a construction site.

Similarly, the high-level compiler for organizing the construc-
tion process was very successful and used throughout the project.
Such a system could be developed further and deployed in future
research. A particularly interesting next step would be compiling
a task list with partial sequence dependency, as in a critical path
diagram. Similarly, while the project exemplified geometric flex-
ibility, an interesting outlook would be to develop a coordinated
control strategy for only dispatching high-level goals to each ro-
botic agent towards achieving a greater level of system autonomy.
In such a case, the robots would only receive their goal and may
be capable of autonomously modifying their behavior within their
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situated local context to achieve that goal. Behavioral and pro-
cedural programming strategies would be relevant and synergistic
towards this aim.

7.4.7 Acknowledgments to the Project Team
This projectwas an investigation on distributed fabrication, and the
authorship was also highly distributed. The following credits only
reflect authorship relating to the subjects discussed above. Many
other critical project aspects, including global design, base design,
structural refinement, were not covered. The control algorithms
on the drone were only covered to a minimal extent.

This project was produced in a relatively short period. Some
days were dedicated to investigating and enabling the fully auto-
mated workflow. The automation team developing the fully auto-
mated work included the author and Ben Felbrich and the drone
team listed below, the robotic team, and the documentation team.
The rest of the time, a ""half automation"" mode was active, where
all of the robot’s actions would be automated, but the end-effector
was moved from one industrial robot station to the other manually.

ICD Institute for Computational Design – Prof. Achim Menges
ITKE Institute of Building Structures and Structural Design – Prof.
Jan Knippers

Scientific Development:
Benjamin Felbrich, Nikolas Früh, Marshall Prado, Daniel Reist,
Sam Saffarian, James Solly, Lauren Vasey

System Development, Fabrication and Construction:
Miguel Aflalo, Bahar Al Bahar, Lotte Aldinger, Chris Arias,
Léonard Balas, Jingcheng Chen, Federico Forestiero, Dominga
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Garufi, Pedro Giachini, Kyriaki Goti, Sachin Gupta, Olga Kalina,
Shir Katz, Bruno Knychalla, Shamil Lallani, Patricio Lara, Ay-
oub Lharchi, Dongyuan Liu, Yencheng Lu, Georgia Margariti,
AlexandreMballa, Behrooz Tahanzadeh, Hans JakobWagner, Be-
nedikt Wannemacher, Nikolaos Xenos, Andre Zolnerkevic, Paula
Baptista, Kevin Croneigh, Tatsunori Shibuya, Nicoló Temperi,
Manon Uhlen, Li Wenhan. With the support of Michael Preisack
and Artyom Maxim.

In collaboration with: Institute of Aircraft Design (IFB) – Prof.
Dr.-Ing. P. Middendorf, Markus Blandl, Florian Gnädinger

Institute of Engineering Geodesy (IIGS) – Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil.
Volker Schwieger, Otto Lerke

Department of Evolutionary Biology of Invertebrates, University
of Tuebingen – Prof. Oliver Betz

Department of Palaeontology of Invertebrates, University of
Tuebingen – Prof. James Nebelsick

Individual contributions to some of the technological aspects of
design development are mentioned below.

Behrooz Tahanzadeh developed the ROS communication infra-
structure with input from all automation teams (Robot team, drone
team, and tension control team). Ayoub Lharchi also developed
some aspects of the communication network.

Design compilation tool with flexible XML templates:
The author and Behrooz Tahanzadeh.

Web Client/Server as UI:
Behrooz Tahanzadeh.
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Robot server, RSI integration, and flexible robotic sub-routines
(Robot team):
The author, Behrooz Tahanzadeh, and Miguel Aflalo.

Gripper hardware integration:
Léonard Balas and Alexandre Mballa.

Robotic winding behaviors for composite fidelity:
Marshall Prado with Federico Forestiero.

Tension control mechanism with integrated sensing:
The conceptual design development of the tension mechanism
was done by the author and Pedro Giachini with input from James
Solly. Pedro Giachini was in charge of all of the interface and
programming with supervision by the author. Léonard Balas,
Bahar Al Bahar, Kiki Goti, and Shir Katz fabricated this tension
control mechanism.

UAVDesign, development, localization and control (Drone team):
Jingcheng Chen, Hans Jakob Wagner, Benedikt Wannemacher
supervised by Ben Felbrich.

IR localization:
BenediktWannemacher, JakobWagner, and Behrooz Tahanzadeh,
supervised by Ben Felbrich, also based on a localization strategy
developed for the course Behavioral Fabrication, supervised by
the author.

Leica integration for global positioning and all construction plan-
ning: Nick Frueh.

Global design and fiber syntax development:
Marshall Prado was responsible for the syntax of the global
design, supported by Nikolaos Xenos and Chris Arias, while
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James Solly was responsible for simulation, syntax development,
and structural analysis. The bending active frame concept was
developed by Bruno Knychalla with Olga Kalina and supported
by Marshall Prado, James Solly, and the author.

Structural analysis
James Solly, Nick Frueh, Lotte Aldinger, and Georgia Margariti.
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Conclusions

This thesis advanced the understanding of the possibilities enabled
through cyber-physical and feedback-driven workflows for archi-
tectural production and provided a methodological tool-set and
accompanying set of strategies for realizing them.

8.1 Summary

8.1.1 Summary of Methods
The methods section contained a set of methods and fundamental
techniques in computation, communication, control, and sensor
integration for developing a cyber-physical system towards archi-
tectural scale production.

Within a cyber-physical system, the robot’s tasks can not be
predefined but need to be capable of being regenerated in response
to unknowns, imprecision, or material inconsistencies. Thus mul-
tiple strategies and techniques must exist to enable design adaption
while mitigating robotic constraints and other necessary perform-
ative criteria. Additional strategiesmust be implemented to ensure
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that any instructions sent to the robot are pre-simulated and ex-
ecuted unambiguously.

The thesis introduced a methodology for deriving a task-
specific reach envelope specific to a robotic IK configuration. In
contrast to mathematical representations of configuration space,
this method enabled the visualization and integration of robotic
constraints early into a design environment and thus facilitated an
integrated process for designing within the scope of robotic pos-
sibility. This tool can also be applied early in a design process to
establish relationships between fabrication parameters and robotic
reachability.

This approach is particularly synergistic with online control
methods, as it enables a robot to navigate freely within the task-
specific configuration space during online robotic motion and can
be coupledwith an agent-based design tool for a continuous fabric-
ation process, as in Case Study 1, the ICD/ITKEResearch Pavilion
2014/2015.

Extendable network architectures were presented for net-
worked communication, based on client-server communications
with continuous high-frequency communication, or based on
publish-subscribe architecture, which is known to be a more
decentralized and scalable approach when a network must include
a larger number of processes. A workflow based on reading and
writing to shared files also provides a slower but more stable
option for data exchange, where information can be accessed only
on-demand between processes on the same network. Utilizing
this approach for data transfer is sometimes necessary when
interfacing with a CAD environment, which was not developed to
handle multiple incoming and outcoming streams of data. Four
strategies were presented for online robotic control, in which
the robot’s actions were not predefined in static control code but
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were generated at run-time in response to unknowns, fabrication
events, or upstream user-defined instructions. These tools vary in
their degree of flexibility and computational complexity. Thus, a
critical strategy discussed was to choose the workflow with the
needed degree of flexibility and adaptability for a given task.

The methods section also covered strategies for integrating
sensor feedback back into a design workflow and CAD environ-
ment, enabling the digitalization of targeted information, including
local points of interest, and reconstruction of the current system
state and as-built condition. In contrast to more global approaches
that extract semantic information from heavy and high-resolution
scans, a key strategy was to target the sensor feedback approach,
seeking only the needed information.

Adaptive part variation was additionally presented as a poten-
tial workflow, whereby feedback would enable the control code
for sequential parts to be modified based on the current state of
construction. Alternatively, the entire global geometry could be
regenerated in response to sensor feedback. A discussion section
presented critical system considerations and trade-offs.

When taken as a whole, the methods section presented a
framework of tools, considerations, and strategies for the system
development of an adaptive and cyber-physical fabrication work-
flow connecting multiple entities and recording and monitoring
the process for downstream integration.

8.1.2 Summary of Case Studies
As a collective, the three individual case studies demonstrate
that it is possible to connect multiple robots, users, and custom
devices through networked communication protocols to realize
architecture-scale, high-level construction goals. These large-
scale differentiated material systems each had challenges that
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would have prevented their execution in a linear and inflexible
production chain. These challenges include highly unpredictable
material systemswhich resist calculation and simulation by stereo-
typical methods. The case studies and projects also demonstrate
different mechanisms for handling non-standard materials sys-
tems with geometric variability and materials which are actively
deforming during assembly.

The case studies also illustrate the benefits of applying cyber-
physical systems towards digital orchestration and collaboration.
Within a cyber-physical system, instructions delivered through
interfaces can facilitate just-in-time and on-demand production.
Digitally orchestrated task trading is a strategy for enhancing
digital integration within complex workflows that can not be
completely automated. Such workflows can address the typical
diversity of tasks within the construction domain through stra-
tegic task trading between man and machine.

Case Study 1 investigated whether an industrial robot could
apply pre-impregnated fibers on a pneumatic membrane. The
work provided many challenges in regards to pre-calculation and
simulation. It would have been very challenging to both pre-
calculate the precise global shape and the relative positioning of
the pneumatic to the robot, simultaneously disentangling local
tolerances at the membrane seams from global tolerances due to
placement and localization on site.

Rather than attempt to digitize and pre-calculate the deflections
due to applied force, a force-sensitive, closed-loop robotic applica-
tion process was developed for maintaining the correct application
pressure. In addition, processing the data during construction re-
vealed that the structure became relatively stiffer over time. As
an outlook, the project points towards autonomous and behavioral
robotic systems that can autonomously modify their behavior to
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achieve high-level construction goals. Simultaneously, it points
to a new understanding of the role of simulation in fabrication,
where the performance of unpredictable material systems can be
verified during production through data processing in addition to
empirical observation. Ultimately, the project expands the realm
of feasible material systems, demonstrating that even systems that
can not be pre-calculated can still be designed and realized through
an automated process.

Case Study 2 investigated the use of digital mechanisms and
networking to enable a human and robot collaborative building
process. The project illustrated how to integrate a singular adapt-
ive robotic process within a more extensive system network. The
work also demonstrated a targeted sensor feedback strategy, where
tolerances due to a geometrically irregular natural material com-
bined with tolerances due to human error could be compensated
through a bitmap analysis digitalizing just six local frames of in-
terest. Path-planning tools were applied to enable the code to be
executed reliably and consistently despite tolerances.

Significantly, the work addresses many common challenges
faced within automation in architecture. The first is task diversity,
which was handled by strategic task trade-offs between man and
machine. The project exemplified a new domain of human-robot
collaboration in architecture, where human workers and collabor-
ative robots work safely together in a shared workspace. A critical
feature of this work was that the users had no prior knowledge of
the task and no prior experience working with robots. This work
suggests that user interfaces connected to a cyber-physical network
for coordination can dispatch targeted instructions and informa-
tion to users. Such systems are highly applicable for enhancing the
accessibility of robotic processes to multiple stakeholders within
architecture and engineering.
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Case Study 3 investigated multi-robot collaboration, where a
custom UAV was developed to enhance the limited working range
of an industrial robot. The project investigated system principles
and software components for cyber-physical collaborative work-
flows: where the actions of multiple robots and devices could be
connected with both digital and physical mechanisms through the
physical exchange of hardware. Sensor integration handled pro-
cess inconsistencies at the level of machines and devices, while
localization strategies enabled and enhanced the robots’ ability to
exchange material and hardware.

A critical contribution of this work was that the centralized
control system was platform-agnostic1 and handled a variety of
protocols, making it compatible with many different sensors,
systems, and robot types. This platform-agnostic network is a
significant achievement relative to many projects presented in the
state-of-the-art section, where communication is often simplified
due to the similarity between all robots. The project also demon-
strated that a publish-subscribe server and custom compilation
tool in the CAD environment could be used to output coordin-
ated instructions to realize a customized designed system, making
it a very versatile and flexible coordination strategy. A critical
distinction, in this case, is that the compilation into machine con-
trol instructions outputs high-level tasks rather than geometric and
static instructions.

1Here agnostic is used to refer to the fact that the high-level control system
was not based on the proprietary control logic of any of the robots used in the
process
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8.2 Strategies for Cyber-Physical
Construction

A cyber-physical system is an integrated system that strategically
utilizes computational resources and sensor inputs to gain targeted
feedback about a physical production process, utilizing real-time
data gathering and background computational processing to make
necessary adjustments and decisions at run-time.

Background computational can be leveraged towards various
goals within a production workflow, including tolerance hand-
ling, maintaining process-specific parameters, and managing and
coordinating task distribution.

Successfully developing a cyber-physical system necessit-
ates both technological methods but also design, interaction,
and structural strategies. Developing mechanisms by which
digital and physical systems reciprocally augment or enhance
each other is critical for system development. The following
sections summarize the strategies employed in the case studies
towards enabling the development of cyber-physical construction
and enhancing their potentials in the context of architectural
production.

8.2.1 Collaboration and Interaction Strategies
The following strategies guide the development of the collabor-
ative aspects of cyber-physical workflow. These strategies in-
clude techniques that support physical collaboration, including
task sharing and task trading, and techniques that enhance digital
collaboration, facilitated through data exchange and integration.
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Allocate Tasks According to Ability and Specifications

One barrier that has arguably hindered automation to date is the
diversity and complexity of tasks within a typical production
workflow. Task-specific robots, dedicated towards single tasks,
provided no ability to handle the diversity of tasks in a typical
production and construction process and were also not compatible
with other manual tasks running in parallel in proximity due to
safety restrictions, discussed in section 2.1.

Simultaneously, even industrial robots, which are inherently
generic and also enable free movement in Cartesian space, have
limitations that hinder them from being a universal tool in the
domain of construction.

One strategy for handling this diversity of tasks is to develop a
heterogeneous system of robots, machines, and auxiliary devices.
The developed fabrication process can use the inherent capabilities
and strengths of each of the tools, machines, people, or devices.
Trade-offs between entities can be enabled through the exchange of
hardware as well as control hand-offs. Tasks can be physical, i.e.,
moving material, or cognitive, for example, evaluating whether
a stage of construction or assembly is complete. Tasks can also
hybridize physical and cognitive tasks: for example, robots can
modify their physical behavior to get the information they need
from the environment.

Utilize Specialization and Generalization

A critical feature of many of the case studies is that they balance
generalist and multi-functional construction agents, capable of ex-
ecuting many disparate tasks within a single workflow through
the use of multiple tools or end-effectors, and specialist robotic
devices or machines, which are highly specific to a single task,
process, or goal. Humans are universal agents whose dexterity
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and cognition will not soon be superseded by machines or robots.
Similarly, industrial robots are also general tools capable of execut-
ing various tasks within a single workflow, though the condition
of being multi-functional means they are not the ideal tool for any
singular process. Any universal tool will have functional limita-
tions that must be considered during design development. Thus, in
many cases, task-specific hardware or task-specific robots are still
critically important to developing a new material system. Supple-
mentary hardware, robots, machines, and devices can enable the
development of highly specific and tailored production processes.

Plan for Failures

As the case studies illustrated, many unplanned events happen dur-
ing construction, some of which could have been avoided through
better planning, and some which were a result of the unpredictable
nature of the designed system or environment.

Thus, a critical feature is that a cyber-physical system has
opportunities and contingency plans for rapid intervention in re-
sponse to failures. User interventions can be enabled through
user interfaces and diagnostic tool-sets, which augment users’ to
diagnose and troubleshoot problems.

Mechanisms can also be put in place to manipulate the con-
struction workflow based on the current level of automation. For
example, in case study 3, Research Pavilion 2016- 2017, the level
of automation could be easily manipulated by recompiling the task
list with a different set of task templates, removing, for example,
a part of the workflow that relied on a faulty sensor, in this case,
the, or replacing the UAV with a human worker. Recompilation
could be done at run-time, without the need to reload new control
code onto the robot operating system. In contrast to workflows
based on the output of static control code, this type of workflow
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maintains the industrial robot’s inherent flexibility throughout the
process.

Keep Humans-in-the-Loop

Construction sites are highly unstructured, and materials are nat-
urally variable and unstructured. While significant progress has
been made within the realm of autonomous systems, fully auto-
mated systems and efforts historically have generally fallen short
of wide-scale implementation in the context of construction for a
magnitude of reasons. Developing a robust automation system that
automates every task is unrealistic, and humans are still superior
to robots in terms of cognitive skills and dexterity.

Within physical workflows, strategic task trading can enable
human workers to still execute processes that require higher levels
of dexterity. In physical processes, planning for safe human inter-
ventions can keep users from making dangerous decisions for the
sake of productivity.

Develop Process and User-Specific Interfaces

Process-specific users interfaces can serve multiple purposes in a
cyber-physical workflow. They can deliver just-in-time instruc-
tions for the coordination and distribution tasks, as in Case Study
2, the Autodesk Hive Pavilion.

They can also serve diagnostic purposes; In Case Study 1, re-
search pavilion 2014/2015, a simple user interface was developed
in the client CAD design environment which displayed whether
all the systems were online, verifying communication and aiding
in troubleshooting, depicted in figure 7.18.

Similarly, architecture as a practice engages several stakehold-
ers with diverse expertise, who ultimately must interact towards
the design, calculation, construction of a building. Interfaces
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tailored towards individuals could serve several purposes by ex-
posing interaction tool-sets and functionality specific to the user.
Simultaneously, through interfaces, a cyber-physical system can
also collect and collate data from many distributed users and pro-
cesses, and such data can be transferred to others with minimal
delay.

Different interface types can serve different purposes within a
production chain. As the project, Collaborative Workbench illus-
trated, Augmented reality interfaces can be used to superimpose
data in 3D during fabrication processes, while screen-based inter-
faces and web-based platforms offer increased abilities for sharing
and disseminating construction information in real-time with pro-
ject collaborators.

Develop Data Structures for End-to-End Data Integration

Compartmentalization between processes, and compartmental-
ization been specialized professions, has historically been quite
dominant and restrictive in the domain and practice of architec-
ture. Within research contexts, cyber-physical systems can be
consciously developed to combat process compartmentalization
to enhance possibilities for collaboration. Important questions to
consider are whether a process enables downstream integration.
Are common data structures developed in such a way as to be used
not only during design generation but also during production? Is
the design represented in such a way as to be compatible with the
sensing strategy, facilitating the digitalization of local or global as-
built conditions? For example, in case study 2, the object-oriented
definition of the module included a method for re-instantiating the
object instance just based on six frames. When thismethodwas in-
voked, it simultaneously triggered the regeneration of downstream
robot control code.
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Another consideration to be addressed is the use of propriet-
ary software and algorithms. A clear bottleneck, at least in case
study 1, was that the CAD design environment was not developed
to handle parallel processing and multi-threaded communication,
and in fact, crashed several times throughout construction. How-
ever, several geometric libraries and data structures in the design
environment were critical during production, particularly themesh
data structure, which enabled robotic motion planning parameters
to be locally stored. Critically, robot control languages are not ex-
tensible, and even basic geometric data structures, such as meshes,
can not be used in most robotic control languages.

A CAD environment has superior visualization and geomet-
ric processing functionality that will not quickly be developed in
robotics middleware, robotics software, or robotic control lan-
guages. Thus a question is how to develop processes to eliminate
or minimize the use of proprietary algorithms so that process func-
tionalities are exposed and accessible to multiple processes and
other stakeholders?

Of course, this is not only a question addressed to the de-
velopers of cyber-physical systems but also a question towards
future iterations of software and hardware. Ideally, the developers
of such software can release APIs or SDKs which enable the func-
tionality of that software to be accessible to multiple operating
systems and software languages. Rhino, for example, has made
their core geometry library accessible without an instance of their
software running, while Autodesk has initiated Forge, a platform
based on services that can connect multiple programs and pro-
cesses through common APIs.
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8.2.2 Design Strategies
The development of a cyber-physical system is also enhanced
through design principles and integrated design processes. On
the one hand side, this entails a set of strategies and methods
which enable flexible design development, representation, and
realization.

The second set of strategies are design principles that relate to
the physical attributes of both the robotic system as well as the de-
signed system, considering how they enable or enhance the ability
of the system to be automated. To extend the role of the robot from
fabrication to assembly requires a radical rethinking of building
and material systems themselves, considering tectonics, kinemat-
ics, and sequential and temporal dependencies. These concepts
are influenced by precedent notions of Robot Oriented Design [24]
but also extend a philosophy deeply rooted in the history of design
thinking. Kahn famously asked a brick what it wanted to be [92].
The design methodology put forth by subsequent materialists in
architecture viewed matter, not as a passive receiver of form, but
one in whichmatter is an active ingredient in the conceptualization
and then materialization of form. When this concept is extended
to fabrication, the question elicited becomes, what does a robot
want to build?

The following paragraphs attempt to identify some of the crit-
ical considerations and design methodologies applied during the
development of cyber-physical systems. In this case, the role of
design is to extend the ramifications and potentials of a cyber-
physical system in the context of architectural production.
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Flexible and Adaptive Systems of Design Generation,
Representation, and Realization

Typical conventions within architecture encourage a production
chain where a design is statically defined prior to production.
Many of the case studies developed computational tool-sets and
systems of design generation, which enabled strategic decision-
making or adaptation during production.

One potential computational workflow is an agent-based
computational method, which enables a situated entity to react
autonomously to the current construction status. Such a tool
can be both flexible and semi-autonomous, enabling integration
of constraints but also embedded responsiveness in the case of
unforeseen events.

While behavior-based methods for design generation are open-
ended and flexible, the range of determinism needs to be strategic-
ally selected based on the needs of the material system. In other
projects, adaptations were more deterministic, and only local vari-
ations were enabled in response to material variation, as in the
Autodesk Hive Pavilion, depicted in image 7.41.

A key strategy in all cases was that the digital design model
was able to be regenerated in response to the sensor feedback,
enabling downstream actions to be updated. This technique was
discussed further in the methods section, in section 6.5.2.

The Interdependence of Precision and Tectonics

In the case studies and projects: the precision and accuracy of pro-
cesses and the tectonics of designed systems were interlinked. For
example, within Case study 3: a beveled joint enabled the robot
to correctly place the exchangeable gripper, enabling the electro-
magnet to be close enough to attract despite tolerances. Similarly,
the pneumatic gripper could easily close on a round tube despite
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deviations. These details compensated for the inaccuracy of the
drone localization. In the project, Robotic Softness, dimensions of
the end effector design correlated with the accuracy of the sensing
system.

Similar details can be utilized in robotic assembly processes.
For example, in the project Assembly Agency, in section A.2, tec-
tonic details were developed, enabling the robot to add a part to
the previous assembly. Thus a design principal for cyber-physical
systems, particularly in systems where the goal is extending the
feasible tasks that a robot can do autonomously, is to develop tec-
tonics and details which correspond to the tolerance of the robotic
and sensing system, enabling the robot to do its job effectively
with the sensor capabilities it has at its disposal.

Designing for Robotic Kinematics

This dissertation presented several methods for understanding the
limits of the kinematics of a given robotic system and for design-
ing within the constraints of this system while still facilitating
adaption. On the one hand side, there is a possibility to develop
a global design within a task-specific reach envelope, as in Case
Study 1.

The case studies and project reveal that in general, the kin-
ematics of a typical six-axis robot is highly constrained, primarily
geared towards producing spherical building systems, as illustrated
in multiple studies, including sections 7.2 and A.9

Precedent projects have indicated that the inherent reachability
can be extended through robotic mobility. Case study 3, in section
7.4, illustrated that implicit scalar limitations can be reconsidered
through physically distributed collaboration and task exchange.
Robotic systems consisting of distributed robots can enhance the
scalar limitations imposed by any given setup by adding degrees of
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freedom to the system, as exemplified in both projects presented in
the state of the art and in case study 3. Because hardware is always
expensive, such systems must ideally balance multi-functionality
with task specificity.

Simultaneously, as an outlook, there is an incentive to consider
and develop new domain-specific multi-functional robots, which
might have their kinematics and payload derived for the domain of
construction. The projectRobotic Fabrication of Composite Shells
in section A.18, suggest that new kinematic systems might be
developedmore appropriate for the scale and kinematic conditions
of building systems.

Considering Dexterity

Industrial robots are inherently not dexterous. In industrial con-
texts, this characteristic has made certain tasks very difficult,
particularly assembly. The first strategy for handling dexterous
tasks within an automated, cyber-physical workflow is to utilize
human and robot collaboration, where humans can execute tasks
that require fine motor control, and task trading is digitally orches-
trated to maintain process efficiency. Of course, safe human-robot
collaboration is, for the most part, only possible in robot systems
with compliant control and collision detection. However, typical
collaborative robots do not currently have the necessary specific-
ations for construction in terms of reach or payload.

With these restrictions in mind, in a fully automated process,
a key design consideration for any robotic task is to minimize the
necessary dexterity of the process. On the one hand, when attempt-
ing to automate existing building systems and material systems,
this becomes a question of understanding the underlying logic
and production constraints, particularly if they were traditionally
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assembled through manual processes. Rather than automate ex-
isting systems, the work here has shown that new processes must
be developed for the constraints of automation.

As an outlook, robots that couple position feedback with force
feedback, essentially recreating the human sense of touch, will
eventually be able to solve the "peg in hole" problem and pursue
dexterous tasks.

8.2.3 Structural and Construction Strategies
Within the context of architectural production, cyber-physical sys-
tems enable a reconsideration of highly linear production chains
based on the realization of predetermined apriori plans and blue-
prints. In contrast to workflows based on prediction and pre-
calculation, cyber-physical systems suggest new strategies based
on adaption and reaction.

However, to truly enable these potentials, new structural and
construction strategies must be developed in parallel. Embracing
cyber-physical construction requires new means of assessing and
evaluating structural performance and developing mechanisms to
maintain performance criteria despite adaption.

Utilize Closed-Loop Control to Handle Material and Process
Inconsistencies

This thesis demonstrates through examples that material systems
that can not be completely pre-calculated or pre-simulated can
be handled through various responsive and reactive mechanisms
operating within a cyber-physical workflow. Material with non-
standard geometric properties can be handled through targeted
sensor processes where geometric conditions relevant to the task
are digitized. Materials that are flexible, extensible, and actively
deforming during production can be handled with closed-loop
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control, enabling robotic systems to position themselves correctly
to maintain process-specific criteria, as in case study 1, 7.2.3 and
as in the project Tailored Structures in section A.3, also discussed
in section 6.5.1.

Sense Rather than Calculate

In many ways, the work presented in this thesis suggests that the
ability to adapt and react, in some cases, circumvents the need for
physically accurate simulations within production chains. For ex-
ample, with case study 1, ICD/ITKEResearch Pavilion 2014/2015,
it would have been very challenging to both pre-calculate the pre-
cise global shape and the relative positioning of the pneumatic
relative to the base, simultaneously disentangling local tolerances
at the seams from the production process, and global tolerances
due to placement errors. Simultaneously, the amount of deflection
and extension of the pneumatic due to the applied load would have
additionally been extremely complicated. The easier workflow, in
this case, was to develop an adaptive robotic process, where the
ideal pressure could be maintained regardless of the actual geo-
metric condition of the pneumatic and regardless of the deflections
of the bubble under the locally applied pressure. In this case, the
geometric prioritization of the pneumatic was less critical to the
success of the project than maintaining a controlled amount of
force during application and extrusion.

The above consideration indicates a condition central to the
development of fabrication processes, to pre-predict with a high
degree of certainty, or to develop a more robust system that util-
izes sensing to react to variations and inconsistencies. Thus a
key strategy, in this case, is to choose the more straightforward
approach.

This strategy has more significant ramifications, mainly due
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to the interdisciplinary nature of the work. In every production
workflow, there are usually multiple ways to solve a problem, and
the various solutions suggest trade-offs but also have ramifications
regarding disciplinary contributions. It is often a goal to make a
disciplinary contribution to a singular realm of research, to robot-
ics, to structural engineering, or to architecture, rather than to solve
the problem at hand with the most simple solution. This tendency
points to a problem that must be considered in research and devel-
opment: the tendency towards creating one-dimensional problems
and solving them, making unique contributions to singular fields,
but ultimately compromising the viability of the proposed building
system and fabrication process as an integrated and viable process
and solution. What we must be conscious of as individuals is that
our disciplinary backgrounds, consisting of amethodological tool-
set and framework for problem-solving, predispose us to approach
system development in a very specific way.

Redundancy and Reciprocity as a Structural Principle

Adaptive production workflows pose serious challenges to the
characteristic means of validation that enable a structure’s load-
bearing performance to be pre-calculated before production.

Biological and vernacular examples indicate that one strategy
for enabling structural performance is redundancy and reciprocity
at the system level. Such systems can be advantageous and resilient
because they do not rely on any individual element for global
performance.

Thus one outlook would be to develop new methods towards
understanding and assessing the safety of structurally redundant
systems based more on probabilistics and system characteristics.
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Utilize Verification in addition to Pre-Calculation

Due to the linear nature of production chains, the main paradigm
of structural engineering is based on a workflow where a design is
entirely pre-calculated before production. However, as presented
in the context section, this paradigm has been limiting, particularly
for the cases where process inconsistencies introduced through
material variability create a high number of unknowns.

One alternative or complementary strategy to pre-simulation
is verification. For example, in Case study 1, completely pre-
simulating the behavior of the shell structure and its anisotropic
fiber layout was nearly impossible due to the high level of un-
knowns during production. Though some preliminary structural
analyses were done prior to production for assessing feasibility,
they were necessarily abstractions. However, the structural per-
formance of the shell was indirectly verified empirically during
production. Observations and gathered data illustrated that the
deflections changed over time, suggesting that the structure was
getting stiffer, leading to a higher level of system understanding.

This concept and construction strategy can be extracted as
an additional potential of cyber-physical systems and pursued in
future work. The ability to support a structure during production
and then test it for its performance in stiffness2, could in some cases
circumvent reductive calculations with high factors of safety. This
is particularly a possibility for additive manufacturing processes,
as in the composite fabrication processes presented in Case Study
1 and Case Study 3. Similar to biological role models, sensor
inputs can be used to reveal a higher level of understanding of
the built structure, even without global knowledge of the whole
system.

In an extreme case, this can lead to a rethinking of the role

2Of course, in this case, testing to failure would not be a possibility.
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of structural simulation within stereotypical design processes.
Already in 2008, literature suggested that the fields of civionics,3
and structural health monitoring would be able to make structural
engineers less risk-averse. This also suggests that the emer-
ging field of cyber-physical construction, civionics, and structural
health monitoring (SHM) will begin to merge, facilitated through
platform-agnostic communication networks connecting the ac-
tions of physical output devices, embodied robots, sensor inputs,
with backend monitoring and decision making.

Utilize Robots as Precision Sensors

With the addition of appending sensors into a robotic system, as
in Case study 1 in section 7.2, or with the integration of torque
sensing into the joints of collaborative robots, as in the project,
Collaborative Robotic Workbench in section A.5, there is a vast
range of opportunities for leveraging the combination of robotic
precision with force feedback towards gaining insights in the cur-
rent performance of a material system during construction. This
combination of positioning feedback with force and feedback es-
sentially recreates the human sense of touch.

Such an outlook is extremely synergistic with the discussion
above on the role of structural analysis in future iterations of cyber-
physical systems. Robots can be used to place precise forces, while
machine vision approaches can be used to understand the current
deflections and thus the system’s stiffness. Though cyber-physical
systems in some ways reconsider the role of predictive modeling
within production workflows, they do not displace simulations
altogether. Instead, they imply that new types of parallel simula-
tions for inverse engineering can be applied during construction

3Civionics combines electrical engineering, computer engineering, photon-
ics, and civil engineering, and has been deployed so far towards the monitoring
of civil infrastructure including bridges and roads [110].
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to enable a higher level of structural understanding.
What is also exciting is the new possibilities enabled through

the combination of cognition with behavior: robots can seek in-
formation from the environment and the as-built conditions to
make better decisions and enhance the current understanding of
the system state.

Utilize Local or Global Sensing Strategically

Progress in sensor technologies has significantly advanced, en-
abling the digitalization of the environment with a high degree
of verisimilitude and a high degree of resolution. While such
progress makes it possible to digitize every detail in a reconstruc-
tion process, in many cases, a high level of resolution is not only
unnecessary but is also expensive from both a computational and
communication perspective. Rather, in the case studies and pro-
jects provided, a key strategy was to gain a minimal amount of
information to enable the successful execution of the task at hand.
This concept is derived from biological systems, which rely on
frequent sensing rather than symbolic systems of representation.

The case studies, in particular Case Study 1 in section 7.2, have
illustrated that even local knowledge, without a global picture, can
still serve to enable insights about the global system. For example,
in the case study, both gathered data and empirical observation
corroborated the fact that the structure was getting stiffer over
time.

Thus a final strategy would be to sense strategically to get
only the information from the environment that is needed. Other
information, based on relationships or semantic details implicit in
the designed system, can help to enable a reconstruction of a digital
twin or system state. For example, this strategy was utilized in
the projectAssembly Agency, section A.2, where only local points
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along the plate edges were digitized.

8.3 Gained Insights and Outlook
This field of research provides an alternate approach to domain-
specific problems within architecture, which have heretofore
hindered automation and robotics. Specifically, it shows that
an alternate strategy to making building materials structured is
to develop robust reactive mechanisms, including closed-loop
control, capable of handling tolerances, process inconsistencies,
and emergent system behavior, which could not be known at the
start of production. Critically, enabling adaption necessitates
higher levels of digital integration, where a digital blueprint is
updated with the as-built condition, and downstream processes
can adjust accordingly. While the range of adaption enabled
might be quite minimal and predetermined, it could also be
quite open-ended: the designed system and fabricated system
could emerge entirely through the process of production through
procedural or behavioral logics of actions and reactions.

Through digitally orchestrated collaboration, systems of ro-
bots, humans, and machines, cyber-physical systems also address
the diversity of tasks within a production workflow. Precedent
work has illustrated that even multi-functional tools such as in-
dustrial robots inherently have limitations. Thus there is no single
automation tool capable of handling the diversity of construction
tasks, many of which require high levels of dexterity and cogni-
tion. Collaboration between humans, robots, and machines, can
enable strategic task trading, with cyber-physical systems and data
processing providing higher levels of support and guidance to fa-
cilitate construction.

This field of research is ultimately relevant towards the larger
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goal of advancing automation and digitalization more fully into
architectural production, simultaneously opening up design and
material possibilities by extending the types of processes that can
be handled beyond those that can be predicted and extending the
types of materials that can be investigated beyond those that are
regular and standardized.

8.3.1 Extending these Methods Towards On-site
Conditions

Anatural limitation of all of the case studies is that the robot’s posi-
tion remained stationary, necessitating extensive kinematic studies
and computational tool-sets, which revealed the limitations of the
robot’s kinematics. Naturally, these limits could be overcome if
the robot was capable of moving, essentially adding additional
degrees of freedom to the system. Thus the first outlook would
be to extend these processes towards on-site conditions. The dis-
sertation of Kathrin Dörfler, which focuses specifically on In Situ
Robotics, provides an overview of the next steps [46], including
strategies for mobility, sensor integration, adaptive control, and
mapping and alignment.

An additional component that is needed within all of these
systems is new concepts for safety and safety monitoring. In
contrast to physical barriers, collaborative workflows and shared
workspaces are more dependent on evaluating safety through
sensor processing and communicating to users when conditions
are unsafe. Within all of the projects and the case studies, more
sophisticated processes could have been employed with sensor fu-
sion and machine learning for higher levels of automated error
detection and contextual awareness.

An additional outlook would be to develop higher levels of
process autonomy. In this case, a centralized planning process
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may still dispatch high-level goals, while each robot might be
capable of modifying its behavior towards achieving its high-level
goal. The behavioral design logics employed within the case
studies could be synergistic with this outlook, where agent-based
and procedural methods of design generation are combined with
methods for robotic online control.

8.3.2 Future Work and Challenges
The following section is based on a similar conclusion in the
author’s publications: [167]. Direct quotations have not been
used to maintain readability.

Cyber-physical systems present many opportunities for robot-
ics and fabrication within architecture and construction. Yet, the
adoption of cyber-physical systems into the greater context of the
AEC industry would challenge many common conventions, in-
cluding tendering, approval, and calculation processes based on
static, geometric, and notational representations and abstractions.
The adoption of many of these techniques would require new
legal frameworks and building codes which would enable build-
ing systems to be designed, calculated, and realized with inherent
flexibility.

As Professor Branko Kolaravic noted, existing building codes
and legal frameworks are at the moment prohibitive to innovation
in this sector and still maintain the Albertian fundamental separa-
tion between the acts of designing and the acts of building through
contracts which prohibit data fluidity due to liability [80].

In addition, many of the potentials of cyber-physical fabrica-
tion, including semi-autonomous robots and processes, can only
be realized if physical systems are redesigned for the constraints
and contingencies of robotic systems. In early robotic systems for
the architecture, automation technologies were applied to existing
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building systems, including masonry systems [60]. Though the
robot-oriented design was suggested already as a concept in the
1990s by Professor Thomas Bock [24], the application of robotic
technologies to existing building systems and processes designed
from a perspective of manual rather than automated assembly
faced many barriers. The failure of these early initiatives points
to the need to develop new integrated design methodologies, en-
abling the design of new building systems to be informed by the
constraints of automation.

Simultaneously, new domain-specific tools are needed, in-
cluding robotic systems developed for the unique constraints and
contingencies of construction. The building industry and the
architecture design field have historically been a sector where in-
novation is driven by appropriation: early CAD technologies such
as CATIA were appropriated from the shipbuilding and aerospace
industries [160] while industrial robots were appropriated from
manufacturing. The ramifications of appropriation and domain
transfer are manifest in work presented in this thesis. For ex-
ample, the kinematics of industrial robots are highly constrained
to producing spherical geometries. The appropriation of pro-
duction equipment from structured industrial environments also
reinforces the industry’s linear and rigid approach to tolerances,
encouraging robots to be used as precision instruments and not as
autonomous, dexterous, thinking machines.

Rather than hack, hybridize, and appropriate many existing
tools, there is a need to incentivize the development of domain-
specific tools. Like collaborative robots, a construction robot
would enable HRC through torque or force monitoring and col-
lision detection but may have additional specifications: payloads
derived from the weight of building components and kinematics
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derived from the proportionality of buildings. New kinematic ro-
botic typologies must be developed to coincide with the specific
material limits of building systems. This is briefly discussed as an
outlook in the project in section A.4. An additional outlook would
be to apply the methods presented here to the reverse design prob-
lem: deriving a kinematic skeleton that is not overly restrictive in
terms of its design possibilities. In this case, kinematic redund-
ancy enhanced through mobility may be highly advantageous.

Similarly, new control logics, programming paradigms, and
interfaces for robots are needed to make these systems more ac-
cessible to the diverse stakeholders of the AEC industry. The case
studies and projects have begun to investigate whether process-
specific user interfaces can serve to increase usability for multiple
users, lowering barriers for participation. Work in the realm of
robotics has begun to pursue alternate means by which robots
can be programmed more intuitively, including programming by
demonstration [21].

Compatibility and interoperability must also be critical con-
siderations in iterations of future software. Machines, robots, and
devices must be able to access not only a static geometric model
but also the embedded relationships implicit in its parametric or
algorithmic generation, enabling relationships to be maintained
despite tolerances or process inconsistencies. Software programs
for various building services must begin to develop common data
structures for data exchange, enabling digital representations of
a design and its current construction state to be accessible to all
collaborators.

These pursuits engender more significant questions about
trade-offs between standardization, specifications, and design
freedom: every design environment, program, or data structure
has inherent limitations and a limited range of applicability.
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While BIM is emerging in the industry as a much-needed single
source of truth between multiple stakeholders, the limitations
of BIM must be considered. Though efforts are in place to
make BIM compatible with IoT [44], BIM is highly notational
and not compatible with the relative imprecision of production
processes. Thus, one question is whether industry standards can
adopt research practices where geometric data representations
are chosen to correspond to the accuracy of physical production
processes.

Cyber-physical systems within the domain of architecture rep-
resent a convergence of multiple developments in robotics, digital
fabrication, simulation, software development, and even build-
ing codes and legislation. Recognizing these relationships and
overcoming these challenges could be a significant step towards
increased levels of digitalization and automation within the do-
main of architecture. More importantly, cyber-physical systems
can enhance the design space of possible material systems by ex-
tending the types of materials that can be handled beyond those
that are standardized and extending the types of processes that can
be automated beyond those that can be predicted.
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The following projects are included in this dissertation as auxili-
ary example projects, strengthening the methodological diversity
of the presented methods and strategies for cyber-physical sys-
tems. These projects also enrichen the discussion surrounding the
potentials of cyber-physical systems in the context of architecture
and construction.
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A.1 Robotic Softness

Figure A.1: The project Robotic Softness established a cyber-physical work-
flow for an adaptive robotic weaving fabrication process. Source: ITECH
Masters thesis, Robotic Softness, by G. Brugnaro, supervised by the author and
others.
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A.1.1 Introduction
The project Robotic Softness investigated behavioral construction
strategies through the design and robotic fabrication of three-
dimensional woven structures inspired by the fabrication logic
of a biological role model, the weaver bird.

A.1.2 Development
An adaptive robotic fabrication process was developed for the ro-
botic weaving of flexible rattan elements. Like the weaver bird’s
construction process, the strategy for the construction of the weav-
ing process was highly behavioral. The first stage of the process
was based on creating a stable scaffold through a minimal net-
work of interwoven arches. A behavioral agent-based system was
developed for making iterative design decisions to strategically
reinforce this scaffold condition based on the limitations of the
material and the desired porosity. With each iteration, the agent-
based code would search for a potential rattan path that met these
criteria and crossed pre-existing paths perpendicularly. After de-
ciding on the next target rattan path, the agent would move along
the path defined by the rattan element, iteratively sending the next
target frame to a server, which would handle path planning and
synchronization.

In contrast to the agent-based model utilized in ICD/ITKE Re-
search Pavilion 2014/2015 in section 7.2, the agent-based design
tool was directly connected to the actions of the robot through
online communication. Thus any decisions made in the virtual
environment would immediately be translated into robotic actions.

The overall communication scheme for the project was based
on the client-server model presented in section 6.2.1, while the
online control strategy utilized entirely online guided motion in
section 6.3.1. Using a sensor-guided approach for online robotic
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control increased the complexity of path-planning. However, due
to the unpredictability of the elastically bent material system, the
fabrication process required a higher degree of flexibility, enabling
unrestricted motion. In this particular case, the trade-off of com-
putational complexity for added flexibility was necessary.

Figure A.2: Alignment behavior of the mechanical end-effector to enable
the robotic weaving process. The large spacing between the two grippers
compensated for tolerances in the process. Source: G. Brugnaro.

A custom end-effector was developed to coordinate the ac-
tions of two linear actuators and motorized grippers, enabling an
adaptive weaving process and the production of a woven proto-
type. The client handled all communication with both grippers,
two servo motors, and two linear actuators. In order to minimize
overloading the CAD design environment with incoming streams
of data, the strategy of reading and writing to text files, presented
in 6.2.1 was used for communication with the servo motors and
linear actuators.

The sensing strategy was based on the coupling of a Microsoft
Kinect1 sensor with the actions of the industrial robot. The sens-
ing was evoked twice throughout the whole process. A global
scanning process occurred after an individual rattan element had
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Figure A.3: The overall fabrication process was based on two loops, acting on
local and global scales. In the local loop, sensing was tightly coupled to acting;
when the system senses a rattan element that meets the weaving criteria, the
motor sequence for weaving is triggered, but any gathered data is not maintained
in memory. On a global scale, global knowledge of the current system state
enables an agent-based tool to decide where to place the next element based on
fabrication criteria and desired density. Source: G. Brugnaro, supervised by
the author.

been placed to digitize the current and temporal as-built state.
This scanning routine discretized the global structure into distinct
areas and took snapshots of each area utilizing the known position
of the robot and calibration data relating the Kinect’s position to
the robotic end-effector. The robot paused at each position to en-
sure synchronization between the streamed robotic position and
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the Kinect output.

Figure A.4: Global sensing is based on taking snapshots from a set of known
positions. These scans can be superimposed in virtual space to recreate a global
snapshot of the current system state. In contrast, only local sensing is needed
when the robot is moving along the path towards the next rattan element to be
woven. In this case, lightweight sensing in the design environment tests when
the gripper is a certain distance away from a target in the Kinect’s immediate
view. When this condition was met, actuation was activated. In this case,
sensing is tightly coupled to action. Source: G. Brugnaro.

A local scanning method was enabled during the actual weav-
ing process. As the robot moved along its target path, it constantly
checked whether a continuous perpendicular linear element exis-
ted within its field of view. If that condition was met, a behavior
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was triggered to enable the robot to align itself perpendicularly to
the local surface condition. Then the motor routine was triggered
that would enable the current rattan element to be woven. Sim-
ilar to biological building processes, the actual fabrication process
tightly coupled sensing to acting and depended minimally on the
symbolic knowledge of the current global design.

A.1.3 Discussion
In summary, the primary strategy enabling the production of a
weaving process with flexible material was to utilize behavior
logics of design generation and construction rather than an a priori
and descriptive model.

Like the biological precedent, the construction strategy was
based on a sequence of steps. First, a globally stable form was
achieved by interlocking a series of arches. This scaffold was
then reinforced with reciprocally woven elements. The overall
emerging spherical morphology is valid from the perspective of
global stability but also the constraints of robot reachability. A
global form that deviated from this shape would have necessitated
the task-specific reach envelope approach.

The resulting woven structure was highly relevant as a
structural system, as it would be challenging to calculate with
existing approaches or to represent with precise and notational
CAD tools. Similar to both its biological building precedents and
vernacular processes, the structural strategy for global system
structural performance was based on systemic reciprocity and
redundancy.

The overall sensing approach utilized local and global sensing
strategically, depending on the needs of the task. A global scan-
ning process was utilized to create a temporary representation of
the as-built state for decision making, while the actual weaving
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process was triggered only by local sensing. Like biological pro-
cesses

As can be revealed from the global scan, the accuracy of a
Kinect1 was relatively low and was subject to distortion. The
design and development of the robotic end-effector compensated
for this inaccuracy. The 35 millimeters distance between the two
linear actuators compensated for the low accuracy of the scanning
method. Thus a critical strategy, in this process and others, was to
enhance the possibilities for automation through hardware design.

In summary, the outcome of the weaving fabrication process
could not be predetermined a priori in a digital model. Thus
the project serves as an extreme example of a robotic produc-
tion method that is non-deterministic: the fabricated system only
emerges as the result of the series of behavioral operations, ne-
gotiating intentions, fabrication constraints, performance criteria,
material behaviors, and specific site conditions.
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A.1.4 Acknowledgments
This project was conducted as an ITECHMasters program thesis.
It resulted in a single publication[36]. It was also investigated
further in the context of a workshop at the University of Michigan,
Robotic Softness taught by the author and Giulio Brugnaro. In this
case, the author refined the online control method and developed
a new method for Kinect calibration.

Master’s Thesis: Integrative Technologies and Architectural
Design Research, University of Stuttgart

Robotic Softness: Behavioural Fabrication Process of a Woven
Space
Giulio Brugnaro, M.Sc.

Thesis Advisers: E. Baharlou, L. Vasey
Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Achim Menges
Second Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jan Knippers
Year: 2015
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Figure A.5: The project Assembly Agency established a cyber-physical sys-
tem workflow for the robotic milling, assembly, and scanning of a plate shell
structure. Source: ITECH Masters thesis, Assembly Agency, by Julian Höll,
supervised by the author and others.
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A.2.1 Introduction
This project developed a cyber-physical fabrication process for the
production and assembly of a segmented timber plate structure.
In contrast to established linear production processes based on
the execution of a pre-defined global design, this project aimed
to establish a cyclical adaptive process for robotic production and
assembly, where all processes were interconnected in a feedback-
driven workflow.

In precedent research in plate shell structures, the robot’s role
was merely to process pre-defined parts with a high degree of
precision, while downstream processes, including assembly, were
done with highly conventional and manual methods [85] [144].
This project sought to extend the role of the robot and the diversity
of tasks that a robot undertakes in a single workflow. This is
particularly enabled by the fact that industrial robots are inherently
multi-functional and generic tools.

Figure A.6: Left: Cyber-physical fabrication process, connecting the digital
environment to the physical actions of the robot. Right: Detail of the beveled
connection that facilitated robotic assembly. Source: J. Höll.

A.2.2 Development
This project established an integrated and cyber-physical workflow
for the processing, placement, and scanning of wooden plates in an
additive assembly process. With each iteration of theworkflow, the
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robot picked up material stock, milled it according to the current
state of the global designed system, and assembled it according to
the digital blueprint. A beveled joint enabled the robot to assemble
the next plate despite tolerances.1

A critical component of this workflow was to update the as-
built condition with each physical action. In order to meet this
aim, the project tested three means of utilizing sensor feedback
to update the digital model. The first workflow utilized the Mi-
crosoft Kinect1 in combination with post-processing software.
This method had fairly inaccurate results (+-30 millimeters). A
more promising approach was achieved with a laser gate attached
as a robotic end-effector, used to detect edges by triggering a
digital input when the laser line was blocked. As a control, the
robot calibration pin was used to locate points and immediately
digitize them when acting in combination with online monitoring
enabled with Robot Sensor Interface (RSI) for Kuka robots.

A developed sensing strategy enabled a digital reconstruction
of the as-built geometry based on minimal, targeted sensor inputs
and known geometric relationships. In this case, two known po-
sitions along an edge provide the minimal information needed to
rebuild each plate. A back-end computational process updated the
digital design model, enabling downstream robotic control code
to be updated.

A user interface was developed in the design environment
to provide opportunities for user interaction during construction,
primarily enabling the shifting of plate vertices within the realm

1One criticism of the project was that the plate, once placed, could slide
along the plate edge, creating tolerances. Thus the system inherently creates
more tolerances that it has to subsequently correct. This could be avoided in
future iterations by having a feature in the joint that still enabled placement
despite tolerances but resists translation along the edge of the plate. However,
the beveled joint does enable the robot to assemble actively.
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Figure A.7: Three techniques were investigated for digitizing the as-built
conditions: robotic touch-ups utilizing a calibration tool, a Microsoft Kinect1
coupled with a post-processing software, and a laser gate attached as an end
effector for edge detection. Source: J. Höll.

of possibility, maintaining plate planarity.
This iterative concept was tested and developed through the

production of a small-scale prototype at one-to-one scale. In
parallel, a global design system based on the proposed workflow
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Figure A.8: A custom process specific interface developed in the CAD envir-
onment enables a user to monitor the current process andmake design decisions
during production. In particular, users could shift the plate vertices. Source: J.
Höll.

was developed. Similar to other projects, the resulting global
systemwhich could successfully be assembled robotically is highly
deterministic, derived primarily from the reach envelope of the
robotic system.

A.2.3 Discussion
This project illustrated several methodological principals and
design strategies enabling and enhancing the possibilities of
cyber-physical systems in construction.

Multiple design features, from tectonic details to the global
structure, were established to facilitate a physical cyber-physical
assembly process, simultaneously extending the diversity of tasks
that can be successfully robotically automated. A beveled tectonic
detailwas established to enable the robot to place each plate despite
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Figure A.9: A global design system was developed based on the constraints of
the material system and the robotic kinematics. Such a process illustrates the
determinism of the industrial robot. Source: J. Höll.

tolerances. Simultaneously, a global design systemwas developed
that would enable a robotic assembly process by considering the
limitations of the robotic reach envelope.

In contrast to a more global approach, where details would
be extracted from high-resolution scans, the sensing strategy was
based on gaining local, targeted information and geometrically
reconstructing the as-built condition based on known intrinsic
relationships. This strategy was shown to be more successful than
a process of extracting details through a post-processing method.

The work also utilizes an interface developed in the CAD
design environment to expose design decision-making during pro-
duction. In this case, a diagnostic interface communicated to an
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operator or user the current as-built status. This interface also al-
lowed the user to monitor and adjust the design during production.

A.2.4 Acknowledgments
This project was conducted as an ITECHMasters program thesis.
This project was never published, but it was featured as an example
within the article, The New Cyber-Physical Making in Architec-
ture: Computational Construction [102].

Master Thesis: Integrative Technologies and Architectural Design
Research, University of Stuttgart

Assembly Agency Adaptive robotic fabrication and assembly of
segmented timber plate structures
Julian Höll, M.Sc.

Thesis Advisers: T. Schwinn, L. Vasey, E. Baharlou
Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Achim Menges
Second Supervisor: Prof. Jan Knippers
Year: 2015
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Figure A.10: The project Tailored Structures investigated the potentials of
industrial robotic sewing in combination with adaptive robotics to enable new
material systems composed of thin-veneer plywood. Source: ITECH Masters
Thesis by M. Alvarez and E. Martínez, supervised by the author and others.
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A.3.1 Introduction
Tailored Structures investigated the use of robotics and sensing
mechanisms in combination with industrial sewing techniques
to explore new strategies for the fabrication of thin-wood shells.
Critically, the flexible plywood material system was actively bent
during production. This flexibility would otherwise be impossible
to handle within a typical linear design to production workflow.

Figure A.11: A sew line can be physically drawn on the workpiece to facilitate
its detection with a webcam. An industrial sewing machine is mounted as an
end-effector on the robot to enable the process. Sources: M. Alvarez and E.
Martínez.

The resulting material system was realized through an adapt-
ive process, where thin veneer plywood was elastically bent and
connected into geometrically stable structures through robotically-
controlled industrial sewing. In this case, the industrial sewing
machine was mounted on the robot.

A.3.2 Development
The process required a sensor integrated and cyber-physical system
for an automatedworkflowwith the capacity to join complex three-
dimensional curved structures at an architectural scale through an
industrial sewing process.

To meet this need, a coordinated control loop connected with
the robot’s actions through online control enabled the robot to
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Figure A.12: Closed-loop control was utilized to enable the robot to main-
tain the correct position relative to the workpiece during fabrication despite
tolerances. This loop corrected for tolerances perpendicular to the sew line in
two directions utilizing an infrared distance sensor in addition to simple bitmap
analysis. Source: M. Alvarez and E. Martínez.

maintain the geometric correction position relative to the strip
despite tolerances. This control loop corrected tolerances in two
perpendicular directions; during sewing, an RGB webcam was
used to filter and detect a red sew line, extracting a correction
vector representing the deviation of the robot’s position from the
target sew line. At the same time, an infrared time-of-flight dis-
tance sensor detected the distance from the arm of the sewing
machine to the material, enabling the robot to correctly position
itself relative to the plywood without colliding.

These two correction vectors were summed and scaled to pro-
duce a combined movement vector for the next robotic movement,
sent to the robot from the serve. The vector’s amplitudewas always
scaled to be 10 mm, corresponding with the stitch length. This
procedure eliminated the need for any pre-programmed code and
thus was highly flexible. This online control strategy is discussed
in more detail in the methods section, 6.5.1.
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Figure A.13: Sew lines with and without integrated scanning and closed-loop
control. Source: M. Alvarez and E. Martínez.

A.3.3 Discussion
Several potential strategies can be extracted from this overall work-
flow. The first is that materials that vary spatially and temporally
through construction due to inherent flexibility can be handled
with reactive programming paradigms and closed-loop control.

In addition, information can be successfully embedded or ad-
ded to the material system to enable a robotic sensing system to
complete its task more efficiently. In this case, a red sew line was
easily isolated utilizing a relatively cheap sensor.

A.3.4 Acknowledgments
This project was conducted as an ITECHMasters program thesis.
The scanning method and online control method were developed
in the course context, "Behavioral Fabrication, Computational
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Design and Simulation," taught by the author, Tobias Schwinn,
and Long Nguyen.

This project was one of two projects featured in the publication,
Tailored Structures, Robotic Sewing of Wooden Shells[11].

Master Thesis: Integrative Technologies and Architectural Design
Research, University of Stuttgart

Tailored Structures: Adaptive Robotic Fabrication of Sewn Veneer
Composites
Martín Alvarez, M.Sc.
Erik Martínez, M.Sc.

Thesis Advisers: E. Baharlou, O. Krieg, T. Schwinn, L. Vasey
Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Achim Menges
Second Supervisor: Prof. Jan Knippers
Year: 2016
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Figure A.14: This project investigated the robotic fabrication of a double layer
composite shell composed of an outer plywood shell, inner plywood connecting
strip, and an infill of foam. Source: Source: ITECHMasters thesis, by L. Balas,
O. Kalina, and J.P. Lara, supervised by the author and others.
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A.4.1 Introduction
The project Robotic Fabrication of Composite Shells investigated
the development of an integrative and adaptive robotic fabrication
process for the production of wooden-based segmented shells of
variable thickness. Historical precedents in composite shells have
required elaborate formwork and manual assembly processes and
have been constrained to platonic forms with standardized thick-
nesses. This project aimed to reconsider these constraints and
dependencies through the development of an in-situ and feedback-
based approach in which a robot and coupled end-effector would
serve as formwork for production.

A.4.2 Development
To investigate this aim, a sandwich composite material systemwas
developed consisting of two outer layers of thin plywood with an
inner undulating connection layer. To fabricate the system, an
industrial robot with a two-degree-of-freedom end-effector acted
as active formwork, positioning the actively bent flexible strips
of plywood so they could be assembled into a structurally per-
formative configuration, riveted together, and then filled with a
polyurethane expandable foam. The resulting material system is
a doubly curved sandwich composite that performs well in com-
pression and bending.

A sensor integrated approach compensated for spring-back in
the structurally redundant system, and downstream parts were able
to be milled just-in-sequence (JIS). After a strip had been added
to the structure, a sensing workflow was developed to digitize
the built conditions and to update the global design model. The
process used the HTC Vive and ViveTrack to digitalize points
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Figure A.15: Robotic fabrication process and digital workflow. Source: L.
Balas, O. Kalina, and J.P. Lara.

along the advancing edge.2
A critical component of the overall workflow was a computa-

tional workflow that enabled the regeneration of the global design
model according to the tolerances in the model, as discussed in
the section, 6.5.2. After the advancing edge was digitized, the
next strip was form-found again utilizing the physics modeling
tool Kangaroo and rebuilt to ensure developability. The three-
dimensional strip is subsequently flattened, and then its robotic
milling control code is output.

One limitation of this method is the accuracy and precision
of this scanning tool: the fluctuation of the reading of the point
in three-dimensional space was subject to fluctuation of 1.5 mil-
limeters, while the HTC Vive calibration error was 5 millimeters.
This tolerance will need to be verified in subsequent research.

2ViveTrack is a Grasshopper plug-in that allows for the use of HTC Vive
controllers to digitize interest points in space and bring them into the CAD
environment.
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Figure A.16: Robotic fabrication process: the motion of the robot combined
with the action of a 2 DoF end-effector enabled the positioning of three flexible
plywood strips in space. These strips could be riveted in place through amanual
fixation process. Source: L. Balas, O. Kalina, and J.P. Lara

However, the combined tolerances of the sensing strategy (ap-
proximately 7 millimeters) were still significantly less than the
tolerances of the process by a magnitude of approximately 10. As
can be observed by the figure A.17, particularly at the end of the
strip, tolerances were so significant that such feedback was still
advantageous.

A.4.3 Discussion
The sensor-integrated production process and resulting construc-
tion system expand the design possibilities for robotic fabrication
in wood, particularly illustrating that materials that are flexible
during assembly can be handled and dealt with through a feedback-
based approach. This strategy relates to early vernacular building
processes, wherematerials thatwere flexible during assemblywere
naturally lighter and could be made stable through interconnectiv-
ity through the process of construction, as discussed in section
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Figure A.17: Digitalization achieved bymeasuring by hand the advancing edge
using the HTC Vive. The tolerances were quite high due to system redundancy
and material spring back. Source: L. Balas, O. Kalina, J.P. Lara.

4.2. An additional construction principle that can be extracted is
to use the robot as adaptive formwork during construction.

FigureA.18: If thematerial systemwere to be produced in an on-site condition,
it suggests new robotic systems whose kinematics would enable the full design
potentials of the material process. Simultaneously, the project’s construction
strategy uses robots as active formwork during construction. Source: L. Balas,
O. Kalina, J.P. Lara.

As an outlook, thematerial system and process also suggest the
potentials of the reverse methodological design approach, where
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instead of appropriating an available technology, the question eli-
cited through development, is what is the ideal robotic system, in
terms of kinematics, that would enable the full range of material
possibilities? In an on-site condition, this might imply a new kin-
ematic system combined with a mobile platform to enable the full
realization of the design potentials of the material system.

A.4.4 Acknowledgments
This project was developed as an ITECH Master thesis. The
project was published in the conference paper, "Integrative
Fabrication of Sandwich Shells. An integrative approach to the
design of robotically fabricated wood-based sandwich segmented
shells" [89], also listed in the authors’ citations, B. This project
was also supervised by Maria Yablonina in the first semester of
development.
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Figure A.19: Collaborative Robotic Workbench. ICD, University of Stuttgart.
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A.5.1 Introduction
The following project established a Collaborative Robotic Work-
bench: a set of integrated technologies for enabling a human-robot
collaborative process for the production of a prefabricated, non-
standard wooden structure. The developed workbench sought to
augment the capabilities of builders by giving them the ability to
plan robotic fabrication tasks within a human-robot collaborative
process in a shared workspace. Superimposed digital information
to support decision-making was provided through the augmented
reality interface developed utilizing the Microsoft Hololens and
deployed in the gaming environment Unity.

FigureA.20: Left: Aholographic interface displayed the robot system feedback
and provided the ability for a user to path plan and dispatch parts for fabrication.
Right: A back-end ROS system coordinated the building process, while a
web UI subscribed to fabrication events to update a 3D model of the as-built
condition in a web viewer. Source: Left: ICD, University of Stuttgart.

A.5.2 Development
The development of the workbench included several features and
work packages. The overall construction sequence and fabrication
workflowof a non-standardwooden systemwere based on strategic
task exchange between a collaborative robot and a worker in a
shared workspace. Within this workflow, the robot was used
for precise positioning according to the digital model, while the
worker was meant to execute or tasks that required craftsmanship
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and tacit knowledge. Simultaneously, the worker was responsible
for high-level decision-making and process planning.

Figure A.21: Overall digital workflow. A computational process in a CAD
design environment first produces the target geometry and stores this geometry,
including custom part names in a database. During fabrication, a back-end
ROS system executes path planning and iteratively communicates with the
CAD design environment, the robot controller, the AR headset, and the web
viewer. Source: ICD, University of Stuttgart.

An augmented reality user interface served as a control layer
developed in the gaming engine Unity and deployed in the Mi-
crosoft Hololens, enabling a worker to preview, plan, and dispatch
robotic instructions while accessing feedback from the robotic sys-
tem. This feedback could include torque feedback and diagnostics
about the construction process, superimposed in position in three
dimensions.

A background computational and communication engine co-
ordinated tasks, updated the build status, and executed offline-path
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planning 3, utilizing a publish and subscribe communication in-
frastructure based on ROS. Because the robot was a redundant
7-axis robot, a path-planning approach based on a reach envelope
could not easily be applied.

The outcome of the path-planning process was a set of robotic
positions. The user could preview this path through the Hololens
before it would be sent to the robot through the workflow described
in 6.3.1.

A custom online platform allowed visualization and remote
digital monitoring of the process. The web viewer application
was developed using NODE.js and Autodesk Forge Viewer APIs.
An updated three-dimensional digital model of the construction
process was achieved by initially populating a 3D model in a web
viewerwith named geometry. Thisweb client could then subscribe
to ROS fabrication events utilizing WebSocket and update the
visualization of the digital model in response to an event where the
robot added a part. One difficulty utilizing this approach was that
the web browser sometimes made the wrong assumption based on
communication. For example, when a part number changed, the
web browser assumed that the previous part had been successfully
added even though an error might have occurred.

The viewer could be accessed in any modern web browser.
Thus it created a ubiquitous and low-cost solution for near real-
time monitoring and data sharing for project management pur-
poses. Critically, such a model could circumvent the industry’s
reliance on static systems of representation during construction.

3Offline planning means that the entire robot trajectory is calculated before
execution. Even though this path planning was done adaptively in response to
a button click within the Hololens, it is still by technical standards considered
to be an instance of "offline planning"
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Figure A.22: Communication between the ROS system and the web client.
The web client subscribes to ROS topics. When the robot adds a part, the web
client searches for this part in its database and updates its visibility.

Figure A.23: A web-based interface first loads all the geometry on initial-
ization. After hiding parts that have not been completed, the web client can
subscribe to fabrication events, and update the part visibility every time every
time the robot adds a part.

A.5.3 Discussion
The work had several unique features and contributions. To com-
pensate for the shortcomings of robotic user interfaces, which are
not process specific and require a high degree of expert knowledge
[14], this project illustrated that an augmented reality interface
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can serve as a control layer within a cyber-physical production
process, enabling a user to dispatch high-level fabrication tasks
to a robotic system. The interfaces were also meant to augment
a user’s understanding of the system state. Diagnostic feedback
from the robotic workcell, including axis torques and construction
progress, could be superimposed on the user’s view. The back-
end communication system based on ROS coordinated between
otherwise incompatible devices and systems. As in other projects,
this project illustrated the necessity of developing a system that is
platform agnostic.

Within this overall workflow, one critical strategy was to use
different types of interfaces based on the needs of the process. The
two interface types were very synergistic; the augmented reality
interface exposed high-level functionality and decision-making
capabilities, providing feedback that could be superimposed dir-
ectly on the physical process in three dimensions. However,
this interface was cost-prohibitive and inaccessible to anyone re-
mote. In contrast, the web-viewer exposed up-to-date information
through a ubiquitous platform on a common device, circumventing
the need for static systems of representation.

The digital integration approach was based on establishing a
database with a common naming convention that would be the
same on all platforms. One shortcoming was that the system had
to recreate a digital twin of the system state in multiple platforms.
Thus critical features in a future implementation of the system
would be to confirm fabrication events with sensor feedback and
include additional UI features for correcting mistakes and back-
propagating to the current state.

As an outlook, the project illustrates that a key strategy in
the development of cyber-physical fabrication processes is to de-
velop process-specific interfaces in order to expose functionality
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to multiple users. Such tools would serve to make robotics more
accessible to users with a diverse set of expertise, for example, the
multiple stakeholders within the AEC industry.
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